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Connoisseur
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At last a gramophone motor to match the performance
olvolts
theA.C.,
tamous
Connoisseur
220-250
oO cycles.
Rim Pick-up.
drive withVoltage:
speed variation.
No governors
andtonorun
gearing.
hon-ferreous
turntable.
machined
dead Heavy
true, fly-wheel
action—
no
•*
V-OW.'
Mam
turntable
spindle
hardened,
ground
and lapped to mirror finish, running in special phosphor
bronze
bearings.Motor
MotprxBoard
runs inHn.needle-point,
self-adjusting bearing.
plastic. Pressure
on
Drive-wheel
released
when
not
in
use.
to
obviate
forming
flats and noisy action.

A. R. Sugdcn & Co. Engineers) Ltd., Brighouse, Yks.

HENRY'SBAOIO COMFOXE.XT SPECIALISTS. '
A few njore selected items from our very comprehensive price
list, which will be despatched on receipt of stamp.
CHOKES L.F. lOH. 40 m.a.. 5"- : 40H. 20 m.a.. 1.250 ohms.
5,: lOH. 70
m.a., 6,6 : C'CTTEKS.
20H, 25 m.a. Size
Fullysin.,
shrouded.
" O-.MAX
" CH.VSSTS
complete25/-with
key (suitable for button-base), 10 3: size liin., and IHn..
with key, 13 6.
VALVES, EX-GOVT. VR91 (EF50), 5/- ea. VR92 (EA50), 5/- ea.
Guaranteed.
VOl.I ME CONTROLS. Carbon by Morganite, Centralab, etc.
Pull range in stock less switch, 4 3 : with switch. 6
VOLUME CONTROLS. Wire wound, 2-3 watt, complete
range,
at 3OE6 ea,,
less switch.
1 KANSI
V1ERS.
MAINS. PORTHMINSTER : 200-250
volts. Output. 350-0-350 80 m.a,. 4 v.. 2.5 amps., 4 v..
5 amps, fully shrouded, 28 6. Available in 6.3 v.. 3 amp.. 5 v.,
2 amp.. 28 6. STEWART : 250-0-250, 6 v.. 3 amps., S v.. 2 amps..
80 m.a,. 27 6. 350-0-360, 6 v., 3 amps., 5 v.. 2 amps., 120 m.a.,
32
6- 350-0-350,
6 v..2003 m.a.,
amps..6.35v..v..3a,2 5amps..
150 2-0-2
m.a..v..504 a.-.
VARLEY
: 500-0-500,
v., 2.5 a..
72
6.
350-0-350,
200
m.a.,
6.3
v.,
5
a..
5
v..
3
a.,
2-0-2
v..
PORTHMINSTER'-: 350-0-350, 250 m.a.. 6.3 v.. 6 a.. 44 a.,
v., 52
8 a.,6.
0-2-6
v., 2 a.. 4 v.. 3 a., 75 (As specified in " Electronic Engineering/')
B.C.
221-2 6SJ7,
FEE') t lvNCV
METER,set American,
trolled.
plus complete
valves.crystal-conCoverage
125-20.000
kc s. 6K8,
Calibrated
charts andspare
instructions
booklet
supplied. Battery operation, 130 v., H.T., 6 v. L.T. Ample
space available for easily constructed mains pack. New, £15
only.
TELEVISION COMPONENTS BY •' SCANCO." High grade
o
tested
components.
Standard
fitting.Line Guaranteed
Focus Coil.
37 6. Scanning
Coils, 35
Transformer,100
30 i.
K.H.T. Transformer, 4,000 v. with 4 v. and 2 v. heaters. 59 6
only. Suitable for " Electronic Engineering " designs.
162634, EX-A.M.
RECEIVER.
Comprisingand
ft) valves
EF50,
2IIresistors
EB
24andvolt
Rotary
Generator,
hundreds
of
condensers,
complete relays
in metal case.
Brand
new. 75 - only.
In
additionstock
to theofabove
items, we have
the most
up-to-date
Radiofew
Components
in theprobably
trade. Also
over
10,000 valves in stock.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
Send §tamp for latest Comprehensive Component Listl
HENRY'S,5, Hai-rowRoad,W.2PA5^|ton

PROMPT
Mill
ORDER
SERVICE
t
KC, XirAfj
mpS ^J
KyULETIN
No.
2.-Contains
comndf
circuits
employing
Dencouseful
Coi)
j. ui! ets ™f
CTb andjecommeaded
CT7. alignment
procedure
and much
iniormation on all-wave receivers. 3.2 post free
(DENCO
C'OIL
TURRET
CT6.—Covers
30
Mc/s.
to
150
kc
s.:
in o bands.
Fitted within 2-gang
condenser,
slow motion
.glass
scale calibrated
frequency
and station
names.drive
For'i
too kc s. l.F. Circuit
of
modern
5-vaive
mains
receiver
sup-i
oT6 Denco Maxi-QlessPlug-in
slow motion
drivecoils.!
andcalibrated
£3.
and chassis
Full range scale,
in stock.
•'
IELEVISOR MANUAL by Electronic Engineering, 2 9 posti
tree. This manual contains full details of how to build ai
modern home-built televisor of sound design with all circuits
layouts and photographic illustrations.
PANELS.-Brand
new valvefiolders.
units containing
6 ceramic
byCr valveholders
and two diode
coil forms
with
adjustable
slugs,
interstage
screens.
Complete
in
aluminium
box loin, x 3!in. x I,'in. to exact specification in above manual
and ready to wire. Circuit : 4 RF stages, diode detector,
video
amplifier.
DC restorer
and output.
6SOIvision
NO
PANELS.—As
specified
above22manual.
Unit size.;
as
panel containing
2 B9Ginceramic
valveholders,
one;
amphenoi
octal slugs,
valveholder.
interstage
screens.
3 coil forms
.with
adjustable
ready
to
wire.
38
9.
K ,
OKA,,:,5S Prirriary for 210 30
Sr^fnX
- Scomponents
- or 250v.
HT 4.000v.. VLT^f'2 or 4 volts at-~2 amps., 72 6. Other
for use in the above televisor available.
EOOISTONE • 640 " P-valde Communications Receiver now
availatde
at £27 with
10 0. circuit,
Write for
of H.P.
■640 Manual
etc..details
I'S post
free.on this model.
KD1
>™TONE
SEMI-AUTOMATIC
MORSE
Page
32o
August
issue.
Immediate
delivery.
£3 17KEY.—See
6.possess a
f
HAM CATALOGUE
No. 6.—If you do not already
copy of this we would advise you to send 9d. now, 60 pages
full of illustrations printed on fine art paper with replaceable
price sheets, containing well over 1,000 lines by the leading
makers.
BARGAIN LISTlines
116-—This
latest list contains
a number
of
ex-Govc..and
atonbargain
3d.
post free.
Please includenewpostage
orders prices.
under £2Price
unless
otherwise
stated.
i
SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES'
85, FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS
Telephone : Salisbury 2108

t

\

w

Whatever your soldering job, in your
home or workshop, you will prefer
to use Ersin Multicore Solder. No
extra flux is required. Multicore is the simple and precision method of making sound soldered joints for all
household purposes. Just apply it simultaneously with the
soldering iron; the three cores automatically provide
correct proportions of flux to solder.
WORKSHOP SIZES 4 10 - 6 9 each.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.
6
Aibemarie Street, LONDON, W.I
CARTON Metlier House,Tel.
: REGent 1411
Shown above
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Itcsislanccs.
parcel of 100 pop-A 'l/au ie SURE to yet it at
BACK ROOM STORY
ular assorted
values
\100.watt,
Supremacy is not easily gained—and
8watt,
6 per:116
;perJ
held. The proud position of STEN100. Trade enquiries invited.
TORIAN Speakers is due in the main to
Vibrator Transtwo factors : specialisation and cenl ormers. 6 v. in,
250-0-250
100
tralisation.
,
ni.a. out v.(also
A firm that has been designing and
available
v.),
8 6. in 12
developing loudspeakers for more than
MliimiiHIlM'l*!
Motor Rectifiers.
25 years, not only knows most of the
Westing-houseCt,: k0-5, sm.a..H T3 11ih/wavc
; 0-10 m.a..2507 6 ; 0-1 m.a.. 10 6.
answers but also is able to put them to
onnV^nn
- m.a., 7/6■" ; 250v.v. 50
5 99.:
200
v. 100 m.a.. 5l 9o ': 'n2o0n v.' 100
300 m.a.,
m.a.. 12
Bridge
amp., 37
6 36: ; 1236v.v. lir, amp.,
practical- use—and every part—down to
3 amp., Rect..
24/- ; d12v.v.1/6 amp.,
amp., 12
23 66 ;: 12
70 v.v.
the smallest screw—is made in the
1, amp., 3r 6. Also L.T. 2-4 v. 1 amp., h wave, 3 6.
leicvision.
Focus
coil,
30
-.
Scanning
coil,
30
-.
Line
TransWhiteley works, by a team' which has
former, 28 6.
grown up with the industry.
t. U.
T.5 4,000
v. v.3m.a.,
275v. -II: amp..
45 -v.;
500-0-500
v.
250
m.a.,
4
v.
a.,
6.3
8
a.,
350-0-350
That, briefly,, is. the story behind
260 m.a.. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 8 a,. 4 v. 3 a.. 6.3 v. (tapped 2 v.), 2 a.,
72 6. Transf. Input 200-230-250 v.
Stentorian ; a
back room '' story
Charger
outputs
4-v.,
8
v.,
15
v..
that
has brought Whiteley products
and 24 v.. at 3 amp.. 27 6.
^
very
much
to
the
fore.
Your dealer will
9- Reed-type Headphones.
70 ohms. 19 each
11Sin
lc
iam
SUltra
Earphones.
75 ohms,
with
be pleased to amplify it.
adjustable
headband,
re.
Midget
O'put
Tfr.,
32-1.
and Parafeed Tfr., 4-1. both lin. x lin. x Jin.. 3 - each. P Pull
A Stentorian Extension Loudspeakers, in
Intervalve,
each Tannoy
half, andTransverse
O'put Tfr.Carbon
60-1, both
p.in. x Liu..2.5-1
3/- each.
MikeUin:
Inset.x
handsome polished walnut cabinet, range
from
£S 15s. 6d, for the SENIOR, to £2 5s. 4d.
MiW
o
e
We.l5Hny.
300
ohms.
175
m.a..
12
6M
Coil
Mike, 2,6. 10LF.1 3Tfr.,
6.8 m.c.. 6 6 pr.» Midget Intervalve Tfr..
for the MINOR (or from £5 2s. 6d. to
£1 19s. 6d. without matching transformer).
ro'rPm 0Ver
" -' 19 each
- Multi-ratio
Tfr.. 4 windrati05
between 10 Matching
an
Chassis model—I2in. P.M. units, £6 6. 0.
lifri 3 9
d 100-1. 2in. x IJin. x
E
Sct
^"^5''5'F'Ztoest,a "OOd-class
74. Special
Purpose
Oscilloscope,
easily
mGENERAL PURPOSE OSCILLOSa d^ a11
nV.T,.7';l!?°3r'Plet
etal components
case. Price £10
10s. includes
ci^rT
A extra.)
necessary
to effect
conversion. w/i
(Carr. 10;Jl.
Send
2!d.
stamp
for
very
full
Stock
Lists.
When
ordering.
^ please cover packing and postage.
/entorinn
STERN RADIO, LTD., 109 & 115, Fleet St., E.C.4 —the finest extra SPEAKER for any set
Telephone ; CENtral 5814 and 2280.
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIOCO. LTD..MANSFIELD,NOTTS
AMERICAN
FKEQUEXCV METERS BC.221.—Contains
a1
u cyOscillator, A Heterodyne Oscillator,
on
?B.er tba
. Amplifier.
Frequency
range
kc/s.
d00 cs W1?I^bett
.3 £
-* 9? suitable
nas.01a per
cent,
over125whole
Eminently
VFO.
Allaccuracy
instruments
comcalibration
book,
instruction
f o"-i -9?,AND
NEW. ONLY £15. An illustrated
leaflet is available
on request.
5superb
METER
CONVERTER.—Ex
R.A.F.megs.
RF Unit
tuneable
unit covering
45-60
Fittedtype
with26.Sin.A
Dia an d
^ Mixer
t?/1 on and
!AOscillator;.
with
valves.
ERo4 and 1EC42 (RF.
7 megs
LF.2Output.
1 complete
vo
anci 220 v BRAND NEW IN
CSJITON|
ONLY
'
,
'
MAKERS
"Af TER V SUPER SEDER.-—A vibrator power unit operating
from
voltG.B.
inputFully
and delivering
90 v.requiring
and 180 v.little
at 35 mills,
1.4 v. only
L.T. 2and
smoothed and
alteration for normal use, these superb units are U.S.A. made
Current consumption is approximately i amp. Supplied
complete
Instruction
Booktwo
giving
circuit details.
ONLi 60 -w-ith
(postage
2 -). or with
2 voltfullaccumulators
and
completely
enclosed
with
them
in
a
steel
case.
ONLY 90a
ge
1
vai aWe on rec
T? ?"F Tr
\xJlViT-ri
v?- ■ o5^.^
l
iuest. of
| fvANS.MIl
1 INC*
TX gear, including
2 large
.0002PANEL.—Contains
mfd. variables, coils,shoals
variable
inductances,
switching,
2Hn.
bar
and
knurled
knobs
etc eto
BRAND NEW IN MAKERS CARTONSP ONEY 9'11 (carriage
CONVERTED
RECEIVER.—In
to numerous
requests, we canR.1155
now supply
this famousresponse
R.A.F. Communications Receiver modi fled for normal mains use. and complete
with speaker. Unlike other modifications, the power pack
output
stage-and. speaker arc fitted into a specially designed
®abm®^ whichinstallation
fits on top of
the receiver.
The whole
makes
presentable
without
usingAseveral
small
unitsa
connected
byReceiver
unsightlycovering
trailing
really
Commuttmations
75wires,
kcs.-18.0
mcs. insuperb
five wavebands. Fully illustrated leaflet available on reauest. Only
£18 ld : ( amajre 12 6
- returnable
transit case 10/-), or the
1 "R S version £12
unmodified
10 -.
C.W.O. Please.
S.A.E. for Lists.
U.E.I.
CORP
the radio corner.
138, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.I
'Phone ; TERminus 7937
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 mins. from High Holborn
5 mms. from Kings Cross.

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICE
MAN,

DEALER

AND
OWNER
The man who enrols for an l.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KN OW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every-day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
V/rite to the l.C.S. Advisory Dept., stating your requirements, It places you under no obligation
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept< 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London W.C.2
Please send me your.free booklet describing l.C.S. instruction
m the subject marked X,
Complete
RadioEngineers
Engineering Elementary
Radio Service
Service
Elementary Electronics
Radar
Radio
and Sales
Advanced
Short-wave
Elementary Radio
Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G.
Certificate
Wireless Operators
City and
Guilds for
Telecommunications
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached until successful
Name. Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)
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BUILT
T©
LAST
Attention to detail and finish
makes R.M. Mains Transformers
the best value on the market
today. Their sound mechanical
and technical design and low
operating temperature make
long service a certainty.

liiilk

4.V. & 6.3 V. types.
75 M/A .. 37/6d_
120 M/A
45/-

vS\S\S\S\

R

M

Mains Transformers
M.C.T. RANGE.
ELECTRIC
LTD.,
TEAM
VALLEY, GATESHEAD,

M.

'AjZxyLSAMn
■ a BC i
€. /Ti
TESTBWO
■ mSYKUMEWTS

Aegiilt'td Tiedt Mark.
A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location
is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.
Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us
the name and address of your nearest Radio Dealer.
A.C. Voltage
D.C. Voltage
C—5 volts
C—75 millivo.'ts
0-25 „
0—5 volts
0—100 „
0—25 „
0—250 „
0—100 „
0—500 „
0—250 „
0—500 „
Resistance
D.C. Current
0—20,000 ohms
0—100,000 „
C—2.5 milliamps
0—500,000 ,.
C—5
0—2 megohms
0—25
0—5
0—100
0—10 „
0—500
GUARANTEE '• The registered
Trade Mark " Avo " is in itself a
guarantee of high accuracy and superiority of design and craftsmanship.
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by
the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship.

The Universal AvoMinor
(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving-coil instrument,
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage,
D.C. current, and also resistance; 22 ranges of readings on a
3-inch scale. Total resistance 200,000 ohms.
Size ; 4lms. x siins. x llins. Complete with leads, interNetl weight : 18 ozs.
changeable prods and croco.
« dilek. clips, and instruction
Price : £8:10:0
boo

The D.C. AvoMinor
is a 2l-inch moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 120
milliamps, and 3 megohms respectively. Total resistance
100,000 ohms.
Size : 4lins. x 3lins. x llins.
Complete as above.
Nett weight: 12 ozs.
Price : £4 I 4 J 0
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT tor,q
CO., LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I
'Phone : ^^
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

Better

BT THE EDITOR

Listeniin

OTJR leader last month on the Campaign for there can be little wonder that people are sated
Better Listening has brought a mmiber of with radio and are not anxious to spend a conilluminating letters indicating that the siderable sum of money on a new receiver. These
B.B.C. is not really in touch with the listening are the days when we are told to economise, not to
public. AVe are aware that it has its own research buy things unless they are really'essential, and to
bureau which purports to analyse public reactions save more. The purchase tax, indeed, was designed
to programmes and to estimate public taste. If to destroy home sales and force manufacturers to
the bureau had operated as intended, many pf the export a high percentage of their productions. The
programmes which we are told by the B.B.C. are Government campaign to destroy sales has sucpopular would be abolished ; for example, none of ceeded and, having succeeded, it attempts to recant
our readers who has written concerning the cam- by reducing the purchase tax. The trade should
paign likes " Twenty Questions," less than 2 per press for the abolition of the purchase tax altogether,
cent, like crooners and none of them likes the and it should carefully examine its costings to see
talks on gardening. One of our readers suggests whether price reductions at this stage are possible.
that every listener should compile a black list of
The bicycle trade some years ago was confronted
programmes and radio personalities lie does not with a similar slump. It organised a National
like and, as soon as the programme or name is Bicycle Week and a considerable amount of money
announced, switch over to another programme or was spent in the national press drawing attention
switch off,
to the pleasures of cycling and the beneficial results
There seems to be lack of co-ordination within of cycling upon the health of its devotees. The
the B.B.C. itself. It consists of a number of small campaign, however, did not improve sales. The
qells containing a producer and the artistes working manufacturers then turned to the alternative of
in entire ignorance of, and without a care for, what reducing prices, and sales enormously increased as
is happening in other studios.
a result. Thus, it was proved that the slump was
A number of readers feel that the campaign will due to the high prices then prevailing. We suggest
fail purely because it is being launched at the that the radio trade might follow the example.
wrong time. There is not the money about' that
()ne other point; we hope manufacturers will
there was two years ago. The sellers' market has discontinue their practice of employing " stylists,"
gone and the listeners are hanging
so called, to produce streamlined
on to their old receivers waiting
cabinets with futuristic streaks of
Editorial
and
Advertisement
Offices
:
for prices to come down. The
chromium plate, in an attempt to
'• Practical
Wireless,"
GeorgeStreet,
Newnes.Strand,
Ltd.,
Tower
House,
Southampton
reduction in purchase tax has not
emulate the absurd styles
W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
encouraged sales, and we suggest
common in America.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
that the campaign should be
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.
accompanied by the additional
The Editor ivill be pleased to consider ? Contributions
encouragement of a reduction in
articles of a practical nature suitable *
We welcome contributions from
the prices of all radio and telefor
in " Practical
Wireless."
Suchpublication
should
written
on conone I•; readers and particularly articles
vision receivers, and particularly
side
ofarticles
the paper
only,beand
should
tain the name and address of the sender. • of a practical nature, describing
in the latter. This would have the
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself i
strongest appeal and be far more
responsible
effort i■ receivers and components which
will be madefortomanuscripts,
return them ifevery
a stamped
productive in results than a
and addressed envelope is enclosed. | ' the reader has built himself.
campaign based on slogans.
All correspondence intended for the 4 Articles should be accompanied
Editor
shouldWireless,"
be addressed
: TheNewnes.
Editor, ii
There is a general feeling among
" Practical
George
by theoretical and practical wiring
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton 4 diagrams
listeners that the B.B.C. does
(drawings need only'
Street.
Strand.
W.C.2.
4
not exist to provide them with
Owingof icireless
to the rapid
progress
the ii be in pencil), list of components
design
apparatus
and into our
what they want, that it has
efforts to keep our readers in touch i and, where possible, photographs.
become a bureaucratic caucus,
with the latest developments, ice give i
no
warranty
thatis apparatus
described
dictatorial in its attitude and
in our
columns
not the subject
of is Articles must, of course, be the
letters
patent.in all drawings, photo- 44 original work of the contributor.
enjoying a form of self-governCopyright
ment with powers transcending
graphs
articles" ispublished
in ss We especially require descriptions
'■ PracticalandWireless
specifically
of mains receivers and shortthose of Parliament itself.
resepved
throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and 4i wave receivers. Intending conThere could be a considerable
the
U.S.A.
Reproductions
or
imitations
s
reduction in the number of proof any of these are therefore expressly 4 tributors , should, in the first
forbidden. " Practical Wireless" i place, submit a precis of the
grammes. It is on tap all day
incorporates
" Amateur Wireless."
s
long, every day in the year, and
proposed article for consideration.
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ROUND THE

OF WIRELESS
^ORlD
Broadcast Receiving Licences
Phoiotelegraph Service by Wire Reopened
r ,
HTHE
public phototelegraph service by wire to
T"
HE
following
statement
shows
the
approximate
A
Belgium, France, Denmark, Italy, Norway and
numbers of licences issued during the year
Sweden was reopened recently.
ending June 30, 1948.
The service can be used for the transmission of
Number photographs,
Region
drawings, manuscripts or printed
London Postal
2,100,000 matter and particulars
of the charges, hours of
1,473,000 service, etc., may be obtained
Home Counties
from the following
1,601.000 post offices in London.
Midland
North Eastern
1,737,000
London Chief Office, King Edward Street, E.C.I.
North Western
1,471,000
Fleet Street Branch Office, E.C.4.
South Western
979,000
Leicester Square Branch Office, Charing Cross
Welsh and Border
652,000 Road,
W.C.2.
South Western District Office, Ho wick Place,
10,015,000 S.W.I.
Total England and Wales
Scotland
1,059,000
Western District Office, Wimpole Street, W. 1,
Northern Ireland
186,000 and
from the head post offices in Manchester,
Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow and
11,260,000 Liverpool,
Grand Total
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The above number includes 54,850 television
licences, an increase of 2,350 over the previous
month.
Eight hundred and thirty-nine successful prosecutions for operating wireless receiving sets without
licences were undertaken during June—a record
number for any single month.
The British Institution of Radio Engineers
W. E. MILLER has been nominated for
election as a vice-president of the British
Institution of Radio Engineers.
In approving this nomination at a recent council
meeting. Admiral Mountbatten referred to Mr.
Miller's 20 years' membership of the Institution
and the fact thp,t Mr. Miller was one of the signatories to the incorporation of the Institution in 1932.
Mr. Miller qualified for membership shortly after
graduating from Cambridge University, and in
addition to having served on all the Institution's
committees, has also several times been elected a
member of the General Council.
Mr. Miller is well known as the editor of '' The
Wireless and Electrical Trader " and the author
of several books.
Genera! Sikorski Memorial Fund
"OECENTLY £3,500 worth of Philips X-ray and
electro-medical apparatus was officially handed
over to the Children's Clinic of Poznan University,
Poland, by the General Sikorski Memorial Hospital
Fund.
The presentation took the form of a ceremony
held at Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, the
headquarters of Philips Electrical, Ltd., makers of
the equipment.
His Excellency, the Polish Ambassador, representing Poznan University, received an illuminated
scroll commemorating the event, presented to him
jointly by Mrs. E. "d'A. Willis, and Major Rowland
Sanders, Trustees of the General Sikorski Memorial
Hospital Fund.

Radar Patent
'"PHE original Radar Patent, filed on September
17th, 1935, and until now on the secret list,
is now released. It is number 593,017 and may
be obtained from the Sales Branch, The Patent
Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2,
price Is.

m

Mr. P. B. Whiteley (Director of tke wellknown WjB establishment) and his bride.
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Whifeley Electrical Wedding Bells
"THE marriage recently took place of Mr. P. B.
Whiteley (a new director of the makers of the
well-known W/B speakers and other components),
and Miss O. M. Marehant, daughter of Mr. R. P.
Marchant, a well-known solicitor in the Midlands.
The bells of St. Peter's Church, Mansfield, where
they were married, had to be dismantled some time
ago, but bpfore this happened a recording of them
was made, and by the us© of amplifiers in the chprch
tower a most realistic effect of the original bells
was obtained. .
Sir Clifford Palerson, O.B.E., D.Sc, F.R.S.
HE
General Electric Co., Ltd., deeply regrets to
T announce
the death, on Monday, July 26th,
after a short illness, of Sir Clifford Paterson, O.B.E.,
D:Se'., F.R.S., at the age of 68.
Clifford Copeland Paterson was bom on October
17th, 1879, at Stamford Hill, and was educated at
Mill Hill School.
He joined the G.E.C. in 1919 to establish and
direct the G.E.C. Research Laboratories. Under his
guidance, these laboratories, which began with a
staff of 29, have developed into the largest of their
kind in the country with a present staff of 1,750.
He was appointed to the board of the G.E.C. in
1941 and received his knighthood in the Birthday
Honours List of 1946.
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International Short-wave Club
VERY special broadcast for short-wave
listeners from Radio Leopojdville in the Belgian
Congo is to take place on Wednesday, September
15th, at 19.00 G.M.T. and also on Thursday,
September 16th, at 02.00 G.M.T. Frequency
9.76S Mc/s (30.71 metres).
A

New Amateur Band
'"jTHE Postmaster-General announces that, as
from September 1st.- 1948, holders ' of
Amateur Wireless Station licenses may use
telegraphy and telephony on any frequency between.
145 and 146 mc/s, with power not exceeding 25
watts, subject to the general conditions of their
licences and subject to no interference being
-caused with the working of other services.
Vital wireless services are operating in the
144 to 145 mc/s and 146 to 148 mc/s lyands ; and
amateurs must ensure that no transmissions are
made by them in these adjacent bands, outside the
authorised limits 145 to 146 mc/s.

Miscellaneous Goods Amendment Order
'T'HE Board of Trade, in consultation with the
Central Price Regulation Committee, have
made the Miscellaneous Goods (Maximum Prices) ,
(Amendment No. 2) Order, 1948, which came into
operation on Tuesday, August 17th. This Ord.er
makes minor amendments to the Miscellaneous
Goods (Maximum Prices) (Amendment) Order,
1948 ; S.I. 1948, No. 776. It varies the scope of
Radar for Tilbury-Gravesend Ferry Service
that Order by iricluding hard haberdashery and
T) HJTTSH Railways (London Midland Region) are excluding thermal stdrage water heaters and certain
installing radar at Tilbury so that a better types of wireless sets ; and it alters the definition
of excluded iron and steel articles in the Second
ferry service can be provided in foggy weather.
The apparatus is being fitted in Riverside Station, Schedule.
where a picture of the river and its shipping, gathered
by a revolving scanner above the clock tower, will
Brazilian Transmitters
be recorded on an indicator screen situated in a ""THE new Marconi-equipped broadcasting station
darkened control room.
at Recife, Brazil, was- recently inaugurated. It
An operator watching the screen will use a wire- includes a medium-wave transmitter rated at 20 kW
less telephone to advise the Masters of the ferry and two short-wave transmitters of 25 kW each.
steamers where they are in relation to other vessels
and, of course, how they are placed in relation to
Station WRUL
the ferry landings.
PERMISSION is being sought for an increase in
power to 250,000 watts for station WRUL at
Boston, Mass. If sanctioned, this increase will make
the transmitter the most powerful broadcaster in
the Western hemisphere.
Aircraft Interference
TNTERFERENCE
was recently experienced with
1
- - aircraft radio from Oregon to Puerto Rico and
far east into the Atlantic. This was eventually"
traced to an electronic heater- in a Johnstown
(Penn.) chair manufacturing plant.

Mr. A. W. Welton, Financial Controller of
Milliard Electronic Products Ltd.

Ahmedabad Station
W/E understand that the proposed capital of
Maha Gujerat will soon have an up-to-date
radio station. It is learned that the details of the
whole project are complete and the necessary
arrangements will soon be completed to instal the
studio temporarily in a private building until a
permanent home is available.
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High-fidelity
Amplifier
Conlrast Expansion and Tone Controls are Included in This Design
By P. E. TOOKE

jEING a lo ver of music, and possessing quite a
collection of records, I started work some
months ago on designing and building a
really high-fidelity amplifier that would leave hardly
anything to be desired.
Consequently, this circuit I am about to describe
is the outcome of six previous circuits, incorporating
all their good points and, I hope, not many bad.
It is, I am the first to admit, elaborate, but to
achieve the perfection I wanted I was prepared to
go to extreme lengths. If any reader is not so
critically inclined, several of the stages can be cut
out, such as the contrast and tone-control circuits,
so bringing down the cost of construction.
To proceed, I intend to give a brief description
of the line-up, and then take the whole apparatus
stage by stage, giving the faults and any hints as
1 found them.
To make it easier to follow I have broken the
diagram into three units : first, " the contrast and
tone-control stages " ; second, " voltage amplifier,
phase splitter and output " ; and thirdly, " the
power pack."
The first two units mentioned were on a chassis
ioooo a
•5 w.
50000 a
*25 W.

8}jF
E/ec.

20in. by 9in., and well spaced out. The power
unit, which includes rectifiers and smoothing
networks, etc., was built on a chassis 10in. by 6in.
The valve line-up is : EF39, side amplifier for"
contrast expansion ; 6H6, expansion rectifier ;
6Co, tone-control stage ; 6K7, controlled voltage
amplifier; 6C5, phase splitter; and 6V6s in
parallel, push-pull output. Two 6V6s in normal
push-pull run very well, but I needed plenty of
output to play with, and the quality is improved by
using four. The power-pack uses an FW4/500 for
supplying the output tubes only, and a 5Z4G for
the rest.
Also, it will be noticed that a 6X5 is used as a
half-wave rectifier for the speaker field, which is
a Magnavox Duode.
.General Construction
All the main components were obtained and laid
out as balanced as possible, being consistent with
good wiring practice. The stages ran straight up
the centre of the chassis so that the first stage was
at one end and the output valves at the other.
Wiring was carried out with heavy gauge wire
/oooo n
/5 ^

sooooa
•25 w.

250 Q
I w.
50000n *5 fJr
*25 --'Paper
■^AAAA-|| —

•IjjF
Paper
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l2pF 300
E/ec. Sw.
50vw
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Fig.
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C E
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/OO mA.
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0003pF
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V <5

*0005pF
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10 *

Top
Cut Tf r > *c f
hF F F
L
^
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L
•SPF | >
i
E/ec£~k- Papery
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25w "V™
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I

SOOOCl
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t.—The contrast and tone control stages. Recommended valves are : V4 EF39, V5 6C5G3
and V6 6H6G.
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throughout, and all small items such as resistors, as long as the lead is short and no stray hum is
condensers, etc., were tagged down to group boards. picked up. The 6C5 is used as a tone-control stage.
The first stage is split. It is fed direct into the Plenty of decoupling is used on the plate, aS
side amplifier and controlled by a .5 megohm hum pick-up at this stage, by the time it reaches the
potentiometer into the main channel. Take first speaker, is unbearable.
the side amplifier. Its sole object is to amplify the Two single-pole five-way switches are used for
signal to feed the diode so that the resulting D.C. the tone settings—not ganged, but separate. One
voltage can be used to control the main voltage gives ba^s lift and the other top lift and top Qut.
amplifier and produce an expansion in volume when .The circuits are the normal resistor-condenser
the input peaks. The 1,000 ohms biasing potentio- networks and are self-explanatory from the diagram
meter on the EF39 is for adjusting the amplification (Fig. 1). It is worth noting, however, that only
and, therefore, the amount of contrast given ; this first-class condensers should be used here, as an
should be preset. To adjust the ratio of contrast inferior one gives rise to very bad crackling.
as compared with the input another potentiometer The next 'stage, which is the main voltage
is used to bias back the controlled valve from a amplifier, is shown in Fig. 2.
" bleeder " network, so by using this control you As it is also the valve controlled by the contrast
can set it for no contrast or practically all contrast. expansion diode, the bias network is worth mention.
Transformer feed is used to couple the amplifier In Fig. 1 it will be seen that a " bleeder " netEF39 to the diode. I did not get enough gain by work is connected from H.T. to earth, and the
R.C. coupling, so as it was not critical as to fre- cathode of V7 is joined some way up from the
quency response, an old 7:1 ratio transformer earthy end via a potentiometer, the use of which
was used.
has been explained. This means that the cathode has
ThtSr gave quite a high D.C. voltage from the a delay voltage which the input from the diode has
diode, and with a good filter it swings the bias of to exceed before the gain in volume can take place.
the 6K7 very well.
This gives very good results if care is taken to
The input, as can be seen, is fed via a .5 megohm decouple the cathode and diode output, otherwise
potentiometer into the 605. The .5 megohm potentio- stray pick-up and breakthrough of audio gives
meter is, of course, the main volume-control, and a some very queer effects.
blocking condenser and grid-leak is used before
It will be noticed that the voltage amplifier is
being fed into the 6C5. Owing to the long input transformer-coupled to V8, the phase-splitter. I
lead, I found it necessary to have this condenser in,
WWWv
but there is no reason why it should be included
HT-t150400y.
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Fig. 2.—The voltage amplifier, phase splitter and output stage. Recommended valves are : 6KjG for
V7, 6C5G for 1/8 and 6V6Gs for V9, V10, Vll and V12.
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found that by choosing a good transformer and at 100 mA. for all the rest of the gear. The smaller
para-feeding it with a large condenser, results were transformer supplies all the heaters, and a 200 ohms
just as good, if not better, than with R.C. coupling, relay is fitted in the H.T. line of this transformer,
also you got more stage-gain and therefore a second so when the heaters of the 6V6s are hot, the relay
audio stage was done away with.
switches on the mains to the large transformer, as
The phase-splitting stage V8 is a normal circuit, the FW4/500 is directly heated ; this saves the
and apart from measuring up the resistors to make high voltage building up across the condensers and
sure they are matched, care is all that matters in blowing them.
A
HT,+ 4001/ OISO mA.
Q/jF
t/ec

BfjF
F/ec

V/J
o
o
d#J k 3A
Pilot
Lamp

Power Supply
Cable Connections

200 O
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rpflobil

B
HT+350 k O
100 mA.

voltage
Selector
o
o

Paper

" QpF
E/ec

6-3 V. AC <54. 0c~
Supp/y To
Common For HT & LT
Heaters
■suuum^
<?40 K 50 mA.
Supply For
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BfjF
8/jF
EJec.
E/ec
G
OFig- 3-—The power pack. Vi is a FW^j^oo^ Vz
5Z4G, and F3 a 6X5 G. A pilot lamp may
jomed across points C and E.
the layout. The output (four 6V6s) are all supplied
with grid and plate stoppers. The original design
omitted these and the output stage howled. By
fitting the stoppers right on the valve-pin, this is
cured instantly. A preset potentiometer was fitted
for bias. This is not strictly necessary, as a fixed
.resistor can be used just as well. The bias voltage
was adju^tecLto 13 or 14 volts, which seemed to suit
the valves admirably.
The output transformer is a "Premier Matchmaker "" working a Magnavox Duode speaker at
present. The baffle is a piece of |-in. wood 5ft. by
4it., and seems ample for the speaker.

Mams
Fuses
luF
Paper

200-250
Volts A C
The rest of the power unit is general and I do not
think needs further explanation.
If the reader builds this amplifier for gramophone
reproduction, for which it was designed in the first
place, a word or two here on the pick-up would not
be out of place.
I used a crystal pick-up, which suits this circuit
very well. If it seems a little peaky on top
frequencies, the tone-control stage looks after that.
Against my better judgment, but owing to the high
cost of records, I have used thorn needles, and iop
notes and transients are faithfully reproduced.
So far I have not had the chance to try a movingcoil pick-up on this amplifier, but it should, with
^ proper matching, give a better performance than
The Power Pack
^ a crystal.
This is shown in Fig. 3, and, as I have mentioned, MINISTRY APPEALS TO HOUSEWIVES
is built on a separate chassis.
Two transformers are used—one 450-0-450 at Keep Waste Paper separate^, dry and clean
for salvage.
150 mA. for the output valves ; the other, 350-0-350
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Crystal-grinding

Technique

How to Adjust ex-Government Crystals for Your Own Frequencies
By J, N. MALONEY (ZL3DE)
MAxi7 amateurs during or since the end of the
war have, by many and devious means,
acquired quartz crystals somewhere in the
range 2,000-7,000 kc/s. Owing to the widespread
use of crystals for radio communication during the
war, particularly in aircraft H.F. and V.H.F.
transmitters, large quantities have been declared
surplus by the many Allied Governments. These
have been selling at very reasonable prices. However, it is reasonable to assume also that many
crystals have come into possession of "hams"
as souvenirs.
As most of these 11 rocks " are outside the present
amateur bands, they have either been regarded as
useless or thrown into the junk box after several
abortive attempts at grinding them to a desired
frequency.
The purpose of-this article, whieh is reproduced
by courtesy of the New Zealand amateur magazine,
"Break-in," is to enlighten those who have
obtained disappointing results, either through inexperience or lack of sufficient data on this subject.
For the information of those interested in this
subject, crystals coming into the above category
are usually divided into two types of cuts, notably
the AT and the BT cut. It is not intended in this
article to enter into a discussion on the derivation
of these cuts, as the information is readily available
on this matter in most copies of the " Radio
Amateurs' Handbook." However, it will be found
that almost without exception crystal blanks in the
range between 2 and 4.5 Mc/s are AT cut, and those
between 4.5 and 7 Mc/s are BT cut. Mention of
these cuts will be made later in the article.
Apparatus Required
Before commencing the grinding process it will
be necessary to have on hand the following
equipment :
(1)'A sheet of plate glass approximately Gin. by
Gin. (an old piece of window pane will do). This must
be perfectly flat and free from any scratches,
cracks and abrasions.
(2) A basin of clean water (warm).
(3) A quantity of clean, lintless cloth (an old.
handkerchief is ideal).
(4) An ordinary lead pencil.
(5) The grinding compound.
(6) Not absolutely essential but of great help, a
lin. micrometer, reading in tenths of a thousandth
of an inch.
(7) A test oscillator (the rig's crystal oscillator
will do).
(8) A heterodyne type frequency meter or calibrated receiver.
Now, the first procedure is to test the blank (in
its original holder, if possible) for frequency and
activity as indicated by a good minimum dip in
the oscillator plate milliammeter, or maximum grid
current in the following stage if the transmitter is

being used as a test oscillator. The magnitude to be
expected in these readings may easily be determined
by first noting the readings obtained when a good
3.5 Mc/s or 7 Mc/s crystal, known to be active, is
placed in the test oscillator.
Having satisfied yourself on this requirement,
dissemble the crystal unit, exercising extreme
caution as quartz blanks are very susceptible to
damage such as chipping of corners of edges, and
even complete or partial fracture when being
removed from or placed in a holder. Place the blank
in a safe position and prepare the plate of glass for
the grinding or lapping operation. The choice of
the grinding compound will depend on how close to
the desired frequency the blank oscillates. For
blanks within approximately 300 kc/s of the
frequency wanted. Grade No. 900 carborundum
powder or standard ' jewellers' rouge will be
necessary. Incidentally, jewellers' rouge in powder
form is readily obtainable from any optician at a
very moderate price. For blanks more than
300 kc/s lower than the required frequency, a
rougher grade of compound is first required, and
the No. 500 grade carborundum powder is recommended, finishing with No. 900 grade or jewellers'
rouge.
After determining the grade of compound
necessary for the particular blank in hand, shake
sufficient of the powder on to the plate of glass so
that when water is added to the mixture a creamy
paste is formed over most of the plate. In subsequent
grinding it may be necessary to add a little water
to maintain this consistency.
Now, take up the crystal blank. Mark one side
carefully with the pencil, either writing on the
present frequency or the letter R, meaning that this
side will be the reference side of the blank. Note
carefully that all grinding must be performed on
the opposite face of the blank. Failure to observe
this precaution will result in certain trouble owing
to the fact that the crystal will not have its faces
parallel to one another.
Grinding
If the blank is the |in. by iin. size, grinding is
best performed by placing the ball of the second
finger on the centre of the blank, remembering, of
course, to keep the reference side uppermost at all
times. Commence grinding slowly with a figure
eight motion, covering an area of 9 to 16 square ins.
After about eight or 10 evolutions give the blank a
quarter turn and repeat as above until the crystal has
been turned around each quarter. Repeat the cbihplete cycle of operations once more. Due to the fact
that the weight of the finger has been on the centre
of the blank it will tend to grind thinner there than
on the edges. Therefore, after each two lapping
operations as above, it is wise to place the edge of
the first finger on each corner of the blank in turn
and make about eight figure-of-eights on each one.
This technique, if carefully and conscientiously
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carried out, will result in the blank being kept
perfectly flat during the whole grinding process.
Consequently, little or no trouble will be experienced
in making the blank oscillate each time it is tested.
Those possessing a micrometer will find that
instrument invaluable in checking for the ^above,
after each sequence of operations.
The next step is to lift the crystal very carefully
from the plate, rinse it thoroughly and cautiously
in the bowl of warm water, then dry same with
cloth, holding the blank by its edges so that no
grease or perspiration is allowed on its surface.
Ensure that the pencil marking has not been
erased during the grinding or rinsing process. Replace in its holder and check for frequency and
activity".
With the larger blanks a similar procedure is
adopted with two exceptions. First being that the
first and second fingers are placed on the crystal
and the same motions carried out. Secondly,
when grinding the corners the first and second fingers
are placed diagonally across the corners, turning the
blank four times to complete the operation.
Because of the larger area of the blank, this procedure is essential, as the quartz has a certain
amount of spring in it when subjected to even
relatively light pressure during grinding.
Governing Factors
The following factors govern the increase^in
frequency after each cycle of operations. Grade of
abrasive, finger pressure, consistency of paste,
area covered in each stroke, size of blank, and type
of cut. Only with practice can the frequency
increase be judged, taking into accoimt the above
factors. Therefore, it is wise to observe extreme
caution when grinding a blank for the first time,
and use only light pressure on each stroke.
When the desired frequency is being approached
add more water to the paste, lighten the pressure,
make fewer evolutions or cover a smaller area on
each figure eight motion. With practice, a crystal
can be ground to within a few cycles plus or minus
that intended.
For the benefit of those amateurs who have a
micrometer on hand, the thickness for the two
most common types of cut are given. Whilst grinding, this will obviate the necessity of having to check
the crystal for oscillation after each cycle of operation, providing, of course, that the blank is kept
flat over each face. An AT cut crystal at 3,500 kc/s
is approximately .019in. in thickness, while at 7,000
kc/s it will be near .OOOoin. (t = 66.2/f). The BT
cut crystal at 3,500 kc/s is about .0288in. and at
7,000 kc/s it is around .0144in. (t = 100.8/f). By
frequent checking with the micrometer, grinding
may be carried out with confidence until the blank
is within .OOOoin. of the final thickness over its
entire area, when it should be inserted in its holder
and checked in the oscillator after each grinding
operation until the required frequency is arrived
at.
During the process of grinding it may be found
that the crystal will cease to oscillate. This is a
fairly common occurrence, particularly in the case
of higher frequency crystals. Several factors exercise their influence over this condition, the most
common being that the blank has not been ground
evenly and the face being ground may either be
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concave or convex with respect to the reference
side. Chipped edges or corners are also likely to
cause a crystal to be inactive or to oscillate very
weakly only.
A crystal will often refuse to oscillate, even if both
sides are perfectly flat and parallel and the edges
are free from chips or cracks, because an oscillating
quartz crystal has a definite relationship between
its linear dimensions, and it is possible that if it has
been ground down to any great extent it will have
to have its dimensions reduced in proportion. This
may be done by holding the blank between the
thumb and forefinger, and grinding two adjacent,
or all, edges until normal activity is restored.
Frequent trouble may be encountered with faulty
electrodes. By the simple expedient of changing
electrodes an otherwise dead crystal may be made
to oscillate beautifully.
The height of the lands or raised comers on an
electrode have a very marked effect on the performance of a crystal, and, to a certain degree, on
the frequency. The frequency at 7 Mc/s may be
increased by as much as 1 to 2 kc/s when a pair of
electrodes having high lands are substituted for the
original set.
Crystals having cragked or chipped edges or
corners may be made to oscillate much better
if the edges are cleaned up by edge grinding,
and the corners rounded where cracked or broken.
This operation will have a negligible effect on
the crystal frequency and, improve activity
considerably.
»
Dirty crystals are a bad cause of trouble. They
are best cleaned in warm, soapy water with a
toothbrush, exercising due care in doing so, and
rinsing in clean warm water before thoroughly
drying and replacing in the holder.
Bevelling the edges of a crystal by holding it at
an angle between 30 deg. and 60 deg. to the grinding
plate will help in restoring activity if other methods
fail, but will make the edges much more susceptible
to chipping when replacing the crystal in its holder
or when removing it.
Last, but not least, electrode pressure has also a
somewhat critical effect on crystal operation, not
only in regard to activity but also to the frequency.
This point, therefore, must not be overlooked when
attempting to make a crystal oscillate.
In conclusion, the writer hopes that this article
may be of some practical value to those who lack
sufficient knowledge of the art of crystal grinding and
maintenance. These points have been learned
through several years of grinding crystals for
service and amateur application. There is no
reason w7hy any amateur cannot achieve results
almost equal in quality to those commercially
employed in the art, although this will only be
possible with patience and practice.

Radio Engineer's Vest
Pocket Book
3/6, or 41- by post
from GEORGE NEWNBS, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Tester

How to Make a Useful Accessory for Use at 500 to 7 Volts.
By J. G. PICOT
A FEW months ago the writer decided to devise
some method of measuring insulation at
different voltages met with in ordinary
domestic receivers and to measure the insulations
of everyday domestic electrical appliances.
The voltages decided upon were : 500v , 400v
300v., 200v., lOOv.; 50v., 25v., 7v.
The indication is ,a 100 mioroamp F.S.D. meter
and the max. resistance that can be measured at
oOOv., is 245 megohms (this gives a reading of
two microaraps)—after this, infinity.
The leakage current across switches, etc., is
one microamp at 500 volts.
The Circuit
The power is obtained from 230 volt 50 c. mains
and is fed via- one amp. fuses into a 230v. to 250v.
transformer (the writer used one half of a 250-0-250
the second half being O/C), feeding a metal rectifier
m a voltage doubler circuit, the voltage doubler
condensers being ]/<F. 450 volt working.
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The D.G. output is selected by means of one
section of a double-bank, 10-way uniselector switch,
1 ig. I (Sw 1), and is then fed through a one-megohm
\ ariable resistor It., to the series resistor, which is
again selected by a uniselector switch (Sw 2),
ganged to the chain potentiometer switch!
Trom here it passes through the meter, through
the external load, back to the negative side of the
supply.
The switch shown in Fig. 1 (Sw 4), is across the
output terminals, and is closed to balance the meter
with the variable resistor at F.S.D.
. The selector switch is fitted with an aluminium
disc, cut as shown in Fig. 2, so that the power
toggle switch Sw 3 must be put in the off position
before rotating the selector switch. This is a safeguard against arcing at switch contacts..
The writer successfully ganged together two
10-way uniselector switches by coupling the
spmdles and using longer bolts to lock the units
together.

F'S i-—Theoretical
A word of warning may be given here. Some
constructors might be tempted to omit the transformer and feed straight from the line. This practice
would work,, and is sometimes used, but as one
lead is in direct connection with the line via the
bottom doubler condenser, there is the possibility
of shock to the operator. Also, if one test lead is
earthed, it is possible to blow the fuses.
The D.C. output is fed through a chain potentiometer tapped at eacli junction, and made up, of the
following resistors ;
Four 100k., one 50k., one 25k., one 18k., one 7k.,
all | watt, making a total of 500k. This network
passes 1 mA at 500 volts.

/OO
M icroamf)

S'.V V

Sockets

circuit of the tester.
Series Resistors
The series resistors were found to be rather
critical and were made up in the following manner ;
Eight pieces of heavy cardboard l|in. long by
fin. wide, drilled each end to take No. 6 B.A
bolts.
Coat one side of former Jin. from each end (see
A, Fig. 3), using a soft graphite pencil, then cut 32
strips of aluminium Jin. wide |ih. long (electrical
cable clips are ideal for this), drill these to take No. 0
B.A. bolts and bolt them on to the formers as
tightly as possible.^ Next cramp the clips each side
of the bolts in a vice to make sure of the graphiteto-metal connection.
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. Ohm's law will give the value needed.and as high
Allowances would have to be made for the physical
resistances j^nuot be measured accurately on the size of the meter in the construction (see Fig. 2).
normal universal meters, it is better to get a lygh
approximation of the value needed and then
make the final adjustment in the instrument, for
Cardboard
example,
-4- Former
;E
500
volts
R=
1 100 microamps ; 5 megohms
j:
Connect each one in circuit and fill-in with graphite
pencil till the meter reads F.S.D. (see Fig. 3).
Using the Instrument
To use the instrument turn the variable resistor
till maximum resistance is in circuit ; select
voltage required ; place Sw 4 in closed position ;
switch on power Sw 3, and adjust meter to F.S.D.
by varying the variable resistor.
Switch off power ; return Sw 4 to O/C position ;
connect output leads to component to be measured,
,and switch on power. The meter will read X
microamps, and by using Ohm's law the resistance in
megohms can be found.
The operator must remember to subtract the
series resistor from the answer, as this is in series
with the external load :
„ E
500 volts
R =
1 ^ 10 microamps =30 megohms-3 megohms
Answer=45 megohms.

'

/OO
Microamp
FSD

Aluminium
Disc

Ends ' Coated »
With Graphite

Resistor Filled In With Graphite
OJ

—Meter
Sockets
SyVj Sv^2
Ganged*
Control
Variable
Resistor
Control

Svy.

Aluminium Strips
Bolted With 6 B A.

ow
fest
Sockets

Fig. 2.—Constructional details of the tester.
The instrument is housed in a ply box 9m.
long 5in. wide and 3in. deep.
The writer is using the 100 mieroamp range of a
Western Analyser for the meter,. plugging, it into
the circuit as shown in Fig. 2, but if one wishes to
include a meter in the unit itself the modification
would be quite easy.

Fig. 3-—Method of making up the series resistors.
It is advisable before using the instrument to let it
warm up for a minute or two with Sw 4 closed.
Condenser insulation with the working voltage
applied should be 100 megohms per microfarad
for mica types and 50 megohms per microfarad for
paper types.

Long

Distance

Radio

Communication
A BOOKLET issued to the Services during the
war interpreted the results of observations
of conditions in the ionosphere into instructions
for procedure in operating the many and complex
radio services required during the war. It has
now been made more generally available to radio
technical workers and students as " Radio Research
Special Report No. 17—Fundamental Principles
of Ionospheric Transmission," published for the
D.S.I.R. by H.M.S.O:, price Is. 6d. (U.S.A. 55
cents.), by post Is. 8d.
Throughout, the text is of a descriptive theoretical
nature, but the use of mathematics has been kept
to a minimum so that the treatment can be followed
by as wide a circle as possible of those interested in
this subject.
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Television Tie
A COLLEAGUE of mine, a keen television
enthusiast, who has built his own television
receiver, which is equal in performance to the best
on the market, tells me that the visual programme
has one drawback—you cannot turn your back on
it, otherwise you have lost the continuity of the
programme. With radio so many people carry on
their conversation whilst the programme is in
progress that I should have thought that the rapt
attention necessary with television was a definite
advantage. It has been the complaint of critics for
years that so many people use a radio as a mere
background and that they- are not really paying
attention to what is being said over the air. I
checked this the other evening by asking two people
carrying on a lively discussion on the advantages
and disadvantages of Socialism in our time what
programme they had been listening to and whether
■they could name any of the items or artists. They
could not, and I pointed out that it was a sheer
waste of electrical power.
A television programme is tantamount to a play
at the theatre. When you go to a theatre you do
not carry on an animated conversation with your
companion. You listen to the show. I cannot
understand, therefore, why people cannot do the
same when watching the end of a television tube.
It is the counterpart of the home cinematograph.
' You would be shown the door at a theatre or a
cinema if you wished to converse during the run
of the show.
My colleague tells me that the programmes have
greatly improved in quality. There are fewer
breakdowns, although interference from passing
cars is still a source of annoyance in spite of the
efforts which are being made to persuade motorists
to fit suppressors. This problem will never be solved
until suppression is made compulsory, and that time
is not far distant.
Radio and the M.E. Exhibition
AS a model engineer myself, I take a keen interest
in the Model Engineering Exhibitions held
annually at the Horticultural Hall. 1 was present
at the preview this year and, whilst I was, as always,
impressed by the high quality of the models
displayed and the ingenuity of the exhibitors, I was
astonished to find so little there of a radio or
electronic interest. I wonder why. A model 'of a
transmitter, for example, should provide plenty
of interest for the model engineer, and so would a
model of a television receiver. It would seem that
model engineers confine their interest entirely to
mechanical matters and that electricity and
electronics remain mysteries to them.
The Better Listening Campaign
THE article which appeared in the previous
issue of this journal on the Better Listening

Campaign has produced a batch of interesting letters
of which those I quote are typical. Mr. S. Tyser,
of Aeomb writes, "I was very interested in your
Editorial in the current issue of ' P.W.' and' the
campaign for selling more sets. I think it is apparent
that there is not the money about that there was
12 months ago, which suggests that the cost of
current models is far too great to warrant a second
set. Most makers produce a three wave-band job,
and in the experience of my friends and myself
rarely touch the SA\. band. For the ordinary
person S.W. tuning is too critical and the ' ham '
prefers a S.W. set. An examination .of wavelengths
shows that the medium band gives ' Home ' and
" Xational ^programmes together with a few useful
foreigners, I therefore seriously suggest that sets
with only the M.W. band (thus cutting costs) are
likely to be suitable for sale as a second set. I refrain
from making technical suggestions. From "an interest
point of view I may mention that I have one
communication set (home designed), one domestic
set (commercial), one portable and two others on
the way. My first thought on reading your Editorial
was to suggest the equivalent of the German
People's set." And here is another letter from
W. W atts of Watford : " I think we may call ourselves average listeners. I took out an experimental
licence in 1921 and have bought many wireless sets
in my time and made an even greater number.
1 think every licence holder should be given an
opportunity, say, once every three years, to tell the
B.B.C. his likes and dislikes. "We have in our
homo a black list and, as their names are announced,
we carefully switch off or over. (List of names
enclosed.) A friend of ours who happened to
observe our list a while ago said they quite agreed
with it. I dislike dance bands and crooners, also
announcers, talks, ' Twenty Questions ' and plays
connected with the war. There is room for another
receiver in the home and in every bedroom, as you
suggest."
The idea of a black list of radio bores is good,
and I must instal one. Much better howeAer to
write to the B.B.CLand tell them the items you do
not like. My reader's suggestion that the B.B.C.
should "conduct a plebiscite of its listeners every
three years is also good, notwithstanding the fact
that it has its own Listeners Research Bureau. I
should like to know how that Bureau works. No one
has ever asked me, nor any of my friends, questions
concemiiig B.B.C; programmes.
WATCH YOUR DUSTBIN
Waste Paper, Cartons, Cardboard,
should be kept separate, dry and clean
for salvage.
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How to Make Use of the B.B.C. Test Card ' C" and Set Up New Receivers or
Check Existing Ones
By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)
JUDGING from our correspondence quite a
The fundamental frequencies shown by the
number of readers have built satisfactory gratings on the test card are 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and
television receivers, but cannot adjust them 3.0 Mc/s. On the left-hand side the 1.0 Mc/s
for the best results. Queries are often asked by grating is at the top and on the right-hand side the
readers who cannot gain access to commercial order is reversed. To receive an ideal picture with
receivers—how to judge, for instance, whether the the existing transmission response should be uniform
synch, separator is working satisfactorily. Every up to 2.7 Mc/s and therefore it should be possible
part of the modern television receiver can, however, to separate the 3.0 Mc/s grating bars. Every
be checked to a very high standard by means of the endeavour should be made to receive the 2.5 Mc/s,
special test card which is radiated by the television and nothing less than this should be tolerated in a
transmitter every morning (except Sundays) from. home-built receiver. When adjusting a receiver
10 to 11 a.m. The new card now in use is known as. to separate these lines, make sure that no fictitious
Test Card " C," and this transmission is stationary result is obtained due to " black after white," a
for the whole hour period. It is extremely difficult, form of misadjustment which gives all black
of course, to try and make adjustments on a normal objects a white outline. The two concentric circles
picture transmission, as not only are the figures will assist in seeing that this is not taking place.
and scenery moving, but light and shade are
changing, and as soon as some adjustment is made Contrast
to the equipment the scene may change, and it is
The full range of tones from black to white are
not easy to see whether the desired effect has befen covered by a five-step wedge, which is in the centre
obtained. On the other hand, the stationary of the card. The top square is white, corresponding
geometrical pattern is constant and quite a lot can to 100 per cent, modulation, and the lowest square
be done in on© hour by way of adjustments or in is black, corresponding to 30 per cent. The three
making experiments.
intermediate squares should range through pale,
middle and dark grey.
Aspect Ratio
The first and most'important part of the adjust- Linearity
ment is the proportion between width and height.
The background of the card is a middle grey and
As most readers know this is called the " aspect is ruled into squares. The vertical and horizontal
ratio " and bears the relation 5 to 4 ; that is, for lines should be equally spaced so that in every part
5 units in a horizontal direction the height is 4 units. of the picture the background is divided into equal
When,
therefore, the " picture width" and squares. Line and frame linearity controls should
44
picture height " controls are correctly adjusted be adjusted and modified, if necessary, to obtain
to the ratio 5 : 4, the concentric black and white this effect.
circles in the centre of the pattern will appear truly
circular. There is, of course, a circle in the centre Synch. Separator
of the standard tuning signal, but this is somewhat
In some cases readers have wondered if picture
smaller and it may be possible to get a true circle
hero and find that the outsides are not correct. impulses are getting into the time bases. The
When making all adjustments on the test card, the synch, separator is a tricky circuit and various
height and width controls should be set so that the schemes are used. The efficacy of the circuit may
black and white border just fills the tube mask or be judged by the black and white squared border
viewing area. When the adjustments are correctly and the two vertical lines at each side of the central
made it may be found desirable in some cases to circles. The border should not be jagged, and the
readjust these two controls so that the mask is two vertical lines should be without any kinks.
These two lines are also an indication of the
just outside the mask area.
reception of reflected signals. There should be no
positive or negative images at the right-hand side
Resolution and Band Width
of the lines.
To obtain ideal results, the band width accepted
by the vision receiver and the effect of any high-note L.F. Response
filters or similar circuit accessories should be such
The white rectangle, with a black rectangle inside
that every shade of detail in a white dress, stitch
should, in an ideal system, be exactly reproduced
lines on a gentleman's black evening-dress, etc., are it
just described. There are, however, impervisible. To assist in ascertaining what width is as
obtained on the receiver there are two groups of fections in the system as at present transmitted, and
will not be found possible to obtain a clear-cut
frequency gratings inside the two circles just it
rectangle inside the white one. On the rightmentioned. These gratings have black and white black
alternating stripes (similar to those in the centre hand side of the black will be a slight streaking
of the circle in the tuning signal, which, incidentally, or shadow, so do not waste too much time trying
{Continued at foot of next page)
represents 2.5 Mc/s).
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Vapour

Rectifiers

The Care and Maintenance of ex-Service Valves
By' E. G; BULLEY
WHEN hostilities ceased, surplus Government drop, one finds that the voltage drop has increased.
valves were released, at controlled rates, ' To avoid this increase, which will shorten the. life
on the commercial market. Among these of the valve, it is essential that the maximum peak
valves were mercury vapour rectifiers, and many of anode current is not at any time exceeded.
these valves have been purchased by radio amateurs Maximum Peak Anode Current
who are not fully aware of the care and maintenance
The maximum peak anode current is the highest
that they require.
Mercury vapour rectifiers, unlike the vacuum instantaneous .current that the rectifier can stand
in the direction in which it is designed to pass current.
It can be stated that it is also a function of the
electron emission available.
To limit this, a protective fuse of suitable rating
should be included in the rectifier anode circuit.
The presence of this will not only safeguard the
rectifier but also the power pack in which it is
incorporated.
DC
The filament potential in any mercury' vapour
Output
rectifier is also an important factor, because, should
Switch
the filament voltage be below normal, flashback
or arcing will occur. This phenomenon is due to the
breakdown of the mercury vapour, which results
in conduction in the opposite direction to that which
the rectifier is designed to pass current. It is
essential, therefore, that when first installing
mercury vapour rectifiers the filament voltage
should be carefully checked to ensure that the
correct voltage is being applied.
Another important point to remember is that
the anode potential must always be delayed so as to
enable the filament to reach its correct operating
temperature and thus enable it to supply full
emission. Failure to delay the anode voltage will
result in the voltage drop becoming excessive,
which in turn will cause ionic bombardment of the
ff
filament. This bombardment will, as mentioned
AC Supply
previously in this article, destroy the emissive
Rectifier Circuit with the inclusion of a
properties of the filament and result in the ultimate
Thermal Delay Switch.
destruction of the valve.
Delay of the anode potential can be accomplished
type, depend entirely upon the' current being by automatic means, and this method is advised ;
carried by mercury ions which are produced by the by making a reference to the illustration the reader
electrons colliding with the molecules of mercury will appreciate the operation of such a circuit.
vapour that are present in the bulb. In actual
The delaying of the anode voltage can be effected
operation, however, the bulb ,is filled with a blue by means of a vacuum delay switch type DLH10
glow which is in effect "created ionisation " ; this incorporated in the primary side of the transformer.
is a characteristic of all mercury vapour rectifiers. However, to appreciate the principle, it is necessary
This ionisation neutralises the space charge and so
reduces the internal resistance of the valve.
(Concluded from page 410)
Mercury vapour rectifiers have the characteristic
of being able to carry fairly large, currents, which to obtain a clean white background. The shading
is the result of the neutralisation of the space charge is not very bad, but is definitely noticeable, and
and also of the voltage drop being constant when experience will show whether or not the lowthe valve is operated up to maximum ratings.
frequency response of the receiver is normal.
The voltage drop across the jrectifier should be
carefully checked at frequent intervals, and so Focus
Finally, to assist in ascertaining whether the focus
long as the low voltage drop is maintained (usually
15 volts), there is little danger of positive ion coil is correctly positioned and the tube electrode
bombardment of the filament. However, if this structure in order, there are four diagonal areas of
bombardment does occur, the emissive properties black and white in each corner. These correspond
of the filament will be damaged and the valve in frequency detail to 1.5Mc/s and should, therefore,
all be resolved uniformly with better clarity than
eventually destroyed.
Anticipation of the life of the rectifier can there- the middle squares of the frequency gratings
fore be determined, if, when measuring the voltage referred to earlier.
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to give a brief description of the actual switch and voltage, rating must be greatly reduced. This can
the method by which it delays the anode voltage.
be clarified by remembering that high condensed
mercury temperatures reduce the voltage required
for
striking and at the same time reduce the peak
Vacuum Delay Switch
The switch consists of a small filament mounted inverse voltage rating, whereas low condensed
upon a glass stem, and adjacent to a bimetal strip. mercury temperatures increase the striking voltage
Attached to this bimetal is a contact (A), which and cause cathodic sputtering. However, both
in turn is spaced a short distance from another these conditions are not favourable to filament
fixed contact (B). When the filament has been life..
alight for a specified period, the bimetal expands
and in so doing it forces over contact A to " make " Avoiding Leakage
with contact B. This contact remains so long as the
When first installing mercury vapour rectifiers,
filament of the delay switch remains alight.
it is advisable to wipe the bulb clean of all dust
In the illustration, the reader will notice thaf the or dirt; this will avoid any electrical leakage and
filament of the switch is switched on simultaneously so prevent local heating.
with the filaments of the rectifier valves. Thus,
The next consideration is to run the rectifier
when the bimetal strip is heated sufficiently by the with only the filament potential being applied; this
radiated heat from the filament, it expands and should be of the order of 15 minutes, and by so
thereby allows the H.T. to be applied to the rectifier doing, the mercury evaporates from any of the
anodes. The delay period is equal to the time The electrodes to which it had adhered. This will
filament takes to heat the bimetal and so cause it prevent excessive pressure being concentrated at
to expand.
the place at which it had adhered and thus avoid
In the actual operation of this type of valve, it is flashovers between the electrode structure.
By giving the filament a preheating period, it
essential that the valve be worked within the
specified peak inverse voltage. Failure to do so will also removes the mercury that may have got
result in arcing back and will have a similar effect splashed on to the interior of the bulb, which in
upon the valve as if the filament were operated at a turn would cause excessive heating of the bulb
lower voltage than that specified.
and so result in a higher ambient temperature.
The maximum peak inverse voltage is the highest
Mercury vapour rectifiers should always be
peak voltage that the rectifier will stand in the mounted vertically and in a well-ventilated position.
direction opposite to that in which it is designed to They should be screened from any source of R.F.
energy otherwise the life of the valve will be
pass current.
Arcback can also result from the valve being affected. It is as well to mention, however, that
operated within the specified peak inverse voltage electrostatic and electromagnetic fields are detribut at a much higher ambient temperature. To mental to the mercury vapour rectifier, and if
prevent this, if the valve is to be operated at a screening is adopted'*to protect the valve, adequate
higher ambient temperature, the peak inverse ventilation must also be provided.
New Standard S.H.F. Components
THE ever-widening use of the S.H.F. (Super High produced in both male and female versions. This,
Frequency) section of the radio spectrum has of course, ensures complete control of the matching
created a demand for a range of standard of all S.H.F. devices. Facilities are provided for
components suitable for wavebands between 100 any type of coaxial waveguide transformation.
Male and female types are interchangeable, and
Mc/s (3 metres) and 10,000 Mc/s (3 cms.).
To meet this demand the Plessey Company, to avoid confusion both inner and outer conductors
Ltd'., Ilford, who have carried out considerable of a particular connector assembly are both male
research in the S.H.F. region have' "introduced a or both female. To ensure correct mating and
range of connectors to cover a wide field of therefore matching continuity, all female connectors
application. Although designed primarily for are provided with locking rings. These have, a
S.H.F. equipment, these connectors are ideally coarse diamond knurl, coloured black, to distinguish
suited for use in frequency bands down to the them from the finer knurl of actual connector
assemblies,
V.H.F. region.
Intercoupling between minor and major
Standardisation of the design has been achieved
in the company's own range, and by the incorporation components is achieved by the introduction of
of special mating features, no confusion can arise major or minor adaptors, so designed to maintain
in interconnection between various S.H.F. devices ; the correct impedance of 70-80 ohms.
All connectors and adaptors . are precision
a problem ever present in previous designs.
The connections have been designed for 70-80 machined from brass and to ensure high conductivity
ohm coaxial lines and give very low reflection have a burnish silver finish. Spacing dielectrics
losses up to the highest frequencies ; the limit are made from Distrene.
The cable types of connector have a compression
being set by higher modes and discontinuity
reflection. Female types have been designed .for cone anchorage from the cable-conducting braiding
while the inner conductor is arranged for solder
power outlets and male types for power inlets.
Two series of connectors, major and minor, are connection. To avoid damage to the spacing
available, with each series consisting of four types. dielectric the plug on the centre pin is readily
These arefree straight, free right angle, bulkhead removable and the spacers, being split and cone
mounting and panel mounting. Each type is wedged, can if damaged be easily replaced.
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G ALPINS
-Bulls 32l7ELECTRICAL STORES
408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
I
LONDON, S.E.I3.
Replacement with Instructions
Te/ep/ione ; Lee Green 0309.
2
Near Lewisham Hospital.
BRJMAR.—R1D5
. R3, 5Y3, 5U4. 80 5Z3
^.6X5.5V4.
' 25214.11D3,
IDS, 11D5.
0Z4. 35Z4,'l5Dl'
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO
I5D2.
9D2,
8D2.
iODl.
705. 401!
C.O.D.
COSSOR.—442BU.
43IU.
4THA.
aisttt
Msp
EX - NAVAL (SELF - ENERGISED)
en.
MSPenB,
DDL4,
DDT'
fiMTL,
41MHL.
41MP.
MPPen,
PT4I.
2P,
TELEPHONE HANDSETS. 10/6 each,
/Z
41MXP. 202STH, I3VPA. 13SPA 202DDT
or complete Telephones, Magneto Ringing
210VPA,4TSP,
210HF,4TSA,
210DDT.
215P 240OP
with Neon Light, 35/- each, post 2/6.
210LF.
2d2VPB.
OM?.' 215sA"
OM6
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto
M
ARCOMOSRAM.—UI0.
U14
Mill
Wound). Voltage Changers tapped 10,
U18/20, U50, U52, U31. U74. U76. xtl. VMP4G4
20, 25. 90. 130. 150. 190, 210 and 230 volts,
I MS4B, MSP4, KTZ41. D41. MH4 MH4l'
all at 1,000 watts, a combination of 34
u-fe ' MKT4. ^ KTli.
PX4, KTZ63.
DA30, 'VMS4B'
voltages can be obtained from this transWebb's Radio
rSo*
KTW63,
D63, H63, L63. DH63.
DL63, KT63 KTWSl'
KTSS*
former,. new ex-Government Stock,
KT61, X63, XT71, XSIM, KT74 X64 KTTTT
£5/10/0 each, carriage 5/-. Mains Booster
X24.
Zf.
HD24.-LP2,
KT2 P2
Transformer, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175,
N16,
D42,
U16.
UI7.
GTIC,
GUoO,
KT44.
200, 220, 225, 240 and 250 volts at 1,500 Map of the
MAZDA.—UU5.
watts (new, ex-Government), £5/5/0 each,
ACSPenDD.
HL41. ACTH1.
HL41DD. V914
V&l APP
P41
carriage 5/-. Another 200 volts input, 240
T41
DD41.
HL42DD.
VPI322.
PenDD4020
volts output at 2,500 watts. £7/10/0, carriage
TH^l.VPm
Pen453DD.
HL133DD.
QP230"
7/6. Another 2 to I ratio, 110 volts input,
TP26,
Pen
2o.
QP25.
TP22.
TP25
00207
HL23. HL23DD, VP23. SP2220, SP42, U22. '
220 volts output, or vice versa, at 4,000
World
wvts. £12/10/0, carriage 10/-. Another
MULLARD.—DW2.
IW4 350
230 volts input, tapped output 40, 41, 42,
IW4/500.
FW4DW4
500 350AZ1
.
■.
I DW4
UR3C,500.TH4B,
FC4. VP4.
VP4A.
VP4B A731
SP4
44, 46, 47, 49 and 52 volts at 100 amps.,
INDISPENSABLE
FOR
2D4A
TDD4.
354V.
TT4,
PM24M.
Pen4DD
£15/0/0 each, carriage 10/-. The latter
THE RADIO 'SHACK'
two are double wound. Another Auto
V AC044. P1
D024. Pen428. TH21C
TH30C
Wou-nd, tapped 0, 110, 150, 190, 210 and
VPn'A Ipi
|F'
™D130,
HL13C:
XJfT3A,
SPI3,? DF5I,
Pen36C.DP91,
CL4.
230 volts at 1,500 watts, £6/10/0 each, Shows the true directivity of any QpH35,
DAF91.
DKOlPen40DD
DL92'
EA50,
EBC3,
EBC33,
ECC31.
ECH2l'
carriage 5/-. Ditto, 2,000 watts, £7/5/0, place in the world and gives ECH33. ECH35. EP9, EP22 ECC34
EF36
EF37
carriage 5/-.
Ek32, EL2. EL3 EL32
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, EX-GOVT. amateur radio international pre- EP39. EF50, EEF54,
All 50 cycles input. 230 volts, input 500/0/ ; fixes, also indicates the time of VP2B.
^POD SP2, PM12M.
^37, EIj38FC2.
' EMI,FC2A
EM4,' EM34'
DK32
500 volts at 250 m/amps. L.T. 5 v. 3 a., day for the world.
DAC32, CL33. CBL1. CBL31. EBL21,
UBL2l!
37/6 each, carriage 3/6. Another 50 volts
at 30 amps, output, 75/- each, carriage 6/-. Originally printed in 1936, many PHILIPS.—1821, CY31, C1C, Cl, CY1.
LP220,
LL4.2B7APP4C
Another two L.T. windings, 6' volts at thousands of radio men have TUNGSRAM.—LO210.
APP4G.
EZ4, 2A6.
6A7'
10 amps., 27/6 each. Another"230 volts
6C6, APV4.
6D6, VP13K.
PP35.2A7,HL13.
'6AC7'
input, 700 volts at 150 m/amps., 4 v. 2 a., proved its use time and time again. fES,
12C8,
25YG.
25Y5,
HP4106,
HP1018,
HP410l!
4 v. I a. output, 27/6 each, carriage 3/6.
HI VAC.—XL. XD. XY. XP. XSG. XH.
Another 700/0/700 volts, 80 m/a., 12 v.
I a., 4 v. 2 a. output, 30/- each.
0Z4,
1A4, IV,1A5.
1D7
ILNo.
1LC6.3A3,1S5.3S4.
1T4.3Q5.
1T5,
2A3 1B5.
2X2 2A6'
We now have a
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW).
2A7. 2B7,
5U4. 5V4'
5Y3
IzT
Input 200/250 volts 50 cys. l-ph., output
5Z4. 6A3, 6A7, 6A8. 6AB7. 6AC7 64E5 SAPfi'
350/0/350 volt at 180 m/amps. 4 v. 4 a.
6B7. 6B8. 604.
6C5. 606. 608. 605: 6D6 6D8'
8
C.T. 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v. 3 a.. 37/6 each,
• E8.6SJ7,
6G6,6SK7,
6H6, 6J5,
6K5 '6S07'
6K6'
NEW 1948
6SG7. 6SH7.
3SL76J6.6SN7
post 1/6 ; ditto, 500/0/500 v. 150 m/amps.
6 6, 6X5 6v5 7A7 7K7
4 v. 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v. 3 a., 47/6
ioF'J'
y
'
'
'
'
7B6,
10.
12A5,
12A6.
1203.
12J5,
12K7,
128k
1^07
each, post t/6 ; another tapped 6, 12 and j
12SA7,14B7,
12SF5.
12SK7.
l^L?
12807
12SR7'
24 volts at 10/12 amps., 45/- each, post J/6. 1
PRINTING
14A7.
14B6,
14Q7,
15.
17
18
20
22
2574
35A5 35
Auto wound Voltage Changer Transformers, |
33
w'. 43,
ao' 46,
AC' %
' 53,
L6,.55,35Z4,
41!
48, 49, 50.
56. 35Z5,'37.'38.
59, 71A 76 * 77*
tapped 0, 110, 200, 220, and 240 volts
78
'79- 80. 83. 84. 39. 884, 954, 955, 956. 9001 9009'
250 watts, 45/- ; 350 watts. 55/- ; 500 watts, | with revised and up-to-date Call 33
70/- each, carriage 1/6. (Please note, these Signs prefixes, coded to Country j 90 ' 9004, 9005, 9006, and loi more types!
Transformers can be delivered 10 days and time-Zones, combined with i JUST IX.—1A5, 1A7. 1E5, 1F7. 1GS 1H4
from receipt of order.)
EX-GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELEC- improved printing in multi-colours.
TRIC FANS, 12 volts, A.C./D.C. laminated Printed in full colours on heavy | SfljMir8- N30;' PP3 250- PX25-'
field, complete with 5-in. impeller. New, white paper, size 4oin. x 3oin.,
Order C.O.D. above listed numbers or
boxed, 20/- each, post II-. Transformer
equivalents
(subject
to stock).
Pleaseif
to suit, 230 volts, input, 12/16 volts at price 4 6, plus 6d. postage.
enquire
for any
valvehave
you
even
4 amps, output, 32/6 each.
listed.
We may
it.require,
Old and
new
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES {Also on heavy linen rollers, price not
types
are
arriving
daily.
(slider type), new, ex-Govt., 14 ohms, 11. 6, plus yd. postage.)
carry I to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
TUIS^ MOXTH *10,000
SPECIAL
OFFER.—
ohms, duty
wirewound.
dimmers, etc., 25/- each ; another, 0.4 This Map is drawn on an azimuthal zPotentiometers.
- , Soldering
Irons,
heavy
on/off
ohms, carry 25 amps., 25/- each, post 1/6. projection
2
250
9
looks strange to those Tiansf,,
Ex-Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 accustomed and
Sff 30
I£ - ; JW Fabric.
•««». Speakers,
with
Speaker
1
sq.
ft..
3'6 :
to
Mcreator's
projection,
but,
volts (new), 25/- each. Ex-Govt. (G.P.O.) giving directivity and Great Circle dis- Service Sheets (our selection), doz., To/fi
Pencil Soldering Iron, new Model 10 6 '■
Pattern Handsets, combined microphone, tances, it performs many functions for aieevinfr.
yard." The,
3d ;Lyrick."
Television •
earphone, blade bakelite, 10/6 each, post tadio men that the ordinary map cannot do. Bairds newper
Model,
on the margin is an index to Call
EX-GOVERNMENT (NEW) MAINS Printed
oigns and full explanation ef use of time- STOP PRESS.—
TRANSFORMERS, 200/250 volts, 50 zones
and Great Circle " projection.
I Microphone
stand with switch plus headcycles, I-phase input, 525/0/525 volts,
10 8
150 m/amps., 6.3 volts, 5 amps. 5 volts,
| PJ
and receiver
ntwo
(Zl. ,'?
-i. no
Willbatteries
provide
home unit),
intercommuni3 amps, output, standard rating, 35/- each,
14, SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.
I
cation,
required.
post 2/-. Mains Stnoothing Chokes. 10 hy! LONDON, W.I. Telephone : GERrord2089 Electric mixer,
and
whisk
with
three
attach10Aer
150 m/amps., 180 ohms D.C. Res.. 8/6.
wP JJ5- Aerylite
ial, 7 extensions,
14ft
Ditto, 100 m/amps, 5/6 each, post 9d. Note cur SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. ' nifier.-,. £6
television
mag16
6.
Easy
terms
on
all
Taylor
All the above can be offered in large quanSat. 9 a.m. to I p.m.
tities. Please write for special quotation. 1
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTORS.
12 volts D.C. Input 220 volts A.C. 50 cycles '
at 100 watts output, condition as new,
RADIO
VALVES
85/- each.
uilil
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The " ADCOLA " Soldering Instrument
Designed for Wireless Assembly and Maintenance

^"dia. Copp e r Bit,
wo r k i n g
temperature reached in
IJ min. Consumption 25
watts, weight 2i ozs.
Supplied in voltage ranges from 6/7v tcf 230/250v.
Price 22/6d. each. British and Foreign patents pending.
Sole manufacturers: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED,
Alliance House, Caxton Street, London, S.W.I.
Tel : WHI. 0030
—M1DCO RADIO—
COIL PACKS, Standard L. M. S. S/het, S. S. S. S. S. M., 33/-,
or with RF stage, 50/-. 160 PF tuned all S.W. pack, 10-100 m.,
33/-. Any type of coil pack can be built to specification.
DIALS, super modern types now available, horizontal type,
lOin. x 4iin., calibrated in station names, frequencies and
wave lengths. The dial for that super set complete on sub
chassis, 22/6. Square type dial, clear calibrations, with station
names, -coniplete with drum drive pointer, etc., 7/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, new type, completely shrouded,
350/80 m.a., 6 and 5 v., 24/6.
SUNDRIES. Coils for 10-2,000 m., 2/9. Perm, tuned IF
transformers, high •'Q." small size. 14/6 pr. Special Pitted
octal v/holders, etc., 12/6. Steel chassis as used in the MIDCO.
Special prices for complete assemblies. Write for our
new lists, 3d. stamp only. Trade Supplied. C.O.D. any
value. Post paid on orders over £1.
MIDLAND RADIO COIL PRODUCTS
19, Newcomen Road, Wellingborough

COVENTRY
RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925
NOW READY
1948/9 RADIO COMPONENT
CATALOGUE
DETAILS OF THOUSANDS OF RADIO & TELEVISION
COMPONENTS FROM A WASHER TO COMPLETE TEST
GEAR. ALL CONSTRUCTORS, EXPERIMENTERS, SERVICE ENGINEERS, DEALERS & MANUFACTURERS SHOULD
SEND FOR THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
PUBLISHED TODAY. SEND 3d. IN STAMPS.
COVENTRY RADIO
□ UNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON. Phone : Luton 2677
-THESE ARE IN STOGK=
Brimar Radio Valve Manual, 1947-8. 2s. 6d. Postage 3d.
Amateur Radio Valve Technique. 3s. 6d. Postage 2d.
Radio Circuits, hy W. E. Miller. 3s. 6d. Postage 3d.
Television Receiving Equipment, by W. T. Cocking.
12s. 6d. Postage 4d.
Television Receiver Construction- -Ten Articles from WAV.
2s. 6d. Postage 2d.
We have the finest stock of British and American radio
books. Complete list on application.
THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. P.8), ig-23, Praed Street, London, W.a

METEOR 2 WAVE
COSLS.
TRF & SUPERHET
IB2T and IB2S
/I TYPE FOR
NEW IBiDQET
METEOR
375 PF TUNING
ELECTRONICS
CONDENSER
Gloucester Row,
Price
7/6 Pair
Weymouth.
M. & J. PEARSON, 3' '3, Eglmglon St., Glasgow, C.5.
Special Offer
TUBULAR—.1
volt,35'5/doz.,
20/- per half350gross,
RECEIVERS
pergross ; .1 mfd., 1,000 volt,
Il.ll.55A
Limited
number
doz.
350 volt,
volt,
only, good condition, £9 9/doz. ;; .25
.1 mfd.,
mfd., 450
each, carr. paid. P.58 Naval 5/8/6 doz,
receiver,
13
valves,
superhet
pack,megs.
runMETERS ■ microning with
rangepower
280-650
Complete in packing case. FERRANTI—0-500
ammeters,
grade
I, moving
£7/10/each.
B.C.
455.
6
coil,
2}ln.
flush mounting,
valves superhet, 6-9 megs., new and boxed.
16/6 each.
£21101ea.,
carr.
paid,
R.ll.
2Hn.
32A, 7 valve superhet, tuning 0-100 micro-ammeters,
mounting, calibrated
range 100-125 megs. Good flush
0-1,500 yds., new and boxed,
condition,
£4/10/each,
carr.
20/each.
0-300
volts
A.C..
paid.
2iin. flush, moving iron type,
4ELECTROLYTIC^
mfd., 450 volt, metal, 25 new and boxed, 8/6 each.
mfd., 25 volt, cardboard, 75 TERMS: Wepay all Carriage
mfd.. 50 volt. Bakelite. all (Gt. Britain only) and Cash
10/- half dozen
: £4 10s.These
half With Order Please. No Lists
gross,
per gross.
issued.
will be£8mixed
as ordered.
Order with confidence.
mtiHMT/,.as rf Full satisfaction assured.
SPECIAL
OFFERS 3/11
and Jack
^
3
LI^CORD.- amp. 60 ohms, per ft. 2-way, 1/6 yd., 3-way,
T vi>
¥i
^ 5/6. MIDGET
—-0005
Polar Midget,
' 0005
Standard,
J.F. TRANS.,
465 kc/s 11
16/-6 nair
0
COXDEXSERS.-.
02,2/6doZ. ; .006, 3%
X.Ol. 9/?doi •
< 500v c I ed
ifn V,
,.- ??block,
? - 8'6
450v.,
4/- : 4+4
3/-.I 8 mfd./MOv. midgets, 3/- : 8 mfd./1
SPEAKERS.—P.M.
(less TRUVOX
trans.), 5in.,
: 6in.. 24/Limited quantity Sin.
P.M. 12/6
SPEAKERS
16'fi'
Trans,
to match, 5/6. values
Multi (Centralab).
Ratio Do., 7/6.
' W/S,
' 4/9.
VOL.
CONTROLS.—All
L/S, 3/6.
Postage extra.
RADIO SERVICE
Let us have your
enquiries for all MATT Kingston 8353
Radio Components.
Competitive prices. 29, Castle Street, Kingston-on-Thames,
Surrey.
HLAsC,
Short-Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for ...
Short-Wave Receivers and Kits,of quality
One Valve Kit, Model "C"
Price 20/Two „ „
„ "E"
„ 43/These kits are complete with all components.
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
" H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.l
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Receiver
Remote
Control
A Simple Mechanical Multi-point Switching Arrangement
By F. F. TOWNDROW (Assoc.I.E.E.)
THE use of an extension speaker or speakers is
now more or less an accepted convenience in
many homes to-day, but the problem so
often arises how to operate easily and cheaply the
switching on and off of the set from these extension
positions.

Co//\
No. / \

J con
/ No. 2

To 230 K
Controlled
^ Circuit
On' Position

Coi
No!

K

9 V.
L

9U.
— i"

To 230 K
Controlled
Circuit
' Off "Position

Cor/
No 2

Push Buttons

_+
Push
Button
\

relay was constructed from the remaining retailers'
stock of Meccano parts in the early war years, and
the enclosed mercury switch (to control up to three
amps) was obtained from one of the makers of this

Push Button
/

1
Fig. i.—Basic Circuit of the relay.
The relay and circuit, etc., described, has" been
in operation Tor several years, during which
time the writer has only had to renew the two 4.5
volt standard flat torch cells every 12 months.
These renewals of cells could be obviated by the
use of a small capacity 230-9 volt transformer
of the bell type, but, taking into consideration
the very intermittent den>and of 100 mA during
the operation of the on-and-off pushes, it does not
appear to warrant the continual use of the energising
current of the transformer.

i

I

=S

T
H3
Fig. 2.—Actual Circuit showing the method of
including additional push-buttons.
type of switch, the coils being obtained from
an early pattern type of bell indicator, connectors,
terminals, etc., obtained from usual workshop
oddments box.

Operation
The operation of the relay is as follows : on the
pressing .of the " on " push-button (red) No. 1 coil
is energised and attracts the armature attached to
the mercury switch, this tilting the switch to a
position where the mercury covers the two internal
The Circuit
contacts. It is held in this position by weight of the
The simple circuit of the relay is shown in Fig. 1, mercury. On pressing the "off" button (black)
which is the wiring for energising of the two hori- the armature is attracted to No. 2 coil, when the
zontally oppospd ex-bell indicator coils on the lowvoltage side (9v.), and the gravity operated mercury
Copper
230V.
switch on the high-voltage side (230v.).
Sleeve
Mains Supply
The relay which is adjacent to the set can be
Amp.
5 Amp.
operated from any number of selected positions in 32 Pin
2 Pin
the house (in the case of the writer this is the Socket
Socket
kitchen, dining-room, lounge and two bedrooms,
which comprise a circuit length of approximately
40ft. from the relay to the most distant pushCommon
Socket
230 V. Mains
but ton position).
To Receiver
« 9 V.
To prevent excessive voltage drop, standard twocore with earth 3/029 C.T.S. house wiring cable was
5 Amp
used, utilising the earth wire for the common return
2 Pin
T
Socket
conductor, this cable being taken to the end pushbutton position with the remaining push-buttons
connected from it at various room positions. The
Fig.^ .—Wiring zvith interconnecting power plug*.
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switch will be returned to its original position. It
was found advisable to fit a copper sleeve over the
lower part of the armature to prevent residual
magnetism and sticking to the iron core of the coils.
m
The whole of the relay, etc., is enclosed in a small
wooden case with a sliding lid for inspection and
renewal of cells, all H.V. connections being connected
to five-amp two-pin sockets and L.V. connections to
three-pin two-amp sockets. An additional refinement
was made in the form of a small double-push control,
connected with light-class flexible wire to a three-pin
two-amp plug, which could be plugged into sockets
to enable the relay to be operated from either the
dining-room table or the armchair in the lounge:
Note : The volume control on the set is always
left in the " full-on " position, the speakers being
adjusted for their respective volume by their
independent resistance controls.
P'g. 4-—Relay

Supersonic

Detection

October, 1948

L.V.
Coils

Ebonite
{Showing L.V. Coils and connections)

of

Flaws

A New Device Using the C.R. Tube
THE detection of flaws in metals—without or probes—which are connected to the equipment
having to destroy the work during testing— by flexible screened and armoured leads—are
has long been a subject of both interest and applied by hand, and usually in close proximity
importance. In this sphere the use of X-rays has to each other, to the surface of the material under
played a prominent part. Recently, however, test. Across the C.R. tube screen appears a
compact and portable equipment has been evolved luminous straight line,, along the length of which
which makes use of a cathode-ray tube. An can be observed certain sharp deflections. From'
example of equipment making use of a cathode- these -deflections and their relative positions the
ray tube for the detection of faults in metals presence and depth of a flaw in the area of the
is the supersonic flaw detector evolved by Henry material under examination can be deduced.
Hughes and Son, Ltd., their model 2B being seen Probes have a contact surface of about lin. in
below. In this apparatus two small searching units, diameter and, provided the surface explored is
reasonably smooth, it need not. be machined or
otherwise specially prepared. Oil is commonly
used to improve surface contact. Surfaces having a
radius of curvature of less than 5in. require to be
explored with special curved probes.

mm
M wm
mm

The Hughes Supersonic Detector.

Principle of Operation
In operation, one of the two probes acts as a
transmitter and, when applied to the" surface it is
required to explore, directs into the material a
narrow beam of supersonic energy. The other probe
acts as the receiver for energy reflected frorrh any
flaws in the path pf the beam and from the opposite
boundary of the material. The sharp deflections of
the luminous image on the screen of the cathoderay tube correspond to the point of entry of the
beam into the material. This point is called the
transmission mark. The point of reflection of part
of the beam from a flaw is the flaw mark, while the
point of reflection of the beam from the boundary
of the material is the bottom mark. The magnitude
of the flaw can be gauged from the size of the
deflection of the flaw mark, whilst its location can
be deduced from the position of the probes on the
surface ^ and from the depth of the flaw below the
surface. This depth is accurately determined by the
relative distances between the transmission mark,
the flaw mark and the bottom mark, as measured
on the scale attached to the screen.
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Practical

Hints

be slid up or down and the
Bandset Selector Switch
jj^HE accompanying diagram I THAT DODGE OF YOURS n greater the weight at the lamp
end the more firmly it Is reEvery Reader o! *' PRACTICAL WIREmore or less is self-explanaLESS
mast would
have interest
originatedother
somereaders.
little
tained at whatever height' one
tory, but a couple of points are
dodge "which
Why not pass it on to ns ? We pay half-aleaves it. — James D. . Bukoe
worthy of note.
guinea
for
every
hint
published
on
this
(Birkenhead).
.First, the Yaxley switchgear
page.
Turn
that
idea
o!
yours
to
account
by sending it in to us addressed to the
is the type that uses a standard
Editor,
"PRACTICAL
WIRELESS,"
George
i
Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton
Improved Test Meier .
|in. spindle instead of the. flat
Strand,on W.C.2.
Put Please
your name
bar type.
I Street,
is found
found that a
and address
every item.
note
AT,suitable
times ittest
is
that
notion" Practical
sent in must
be original.
The one I have in use was
meter is not
Markevery
envelopes
Hints."
obtained from Government suravailable, and it should be pointed
plus gear, and after stripping
out that certain makeshift tests
SPECIAL NOTICE
off the switch wafers, etc., was
can be carried put, and the
Allcoupon
hints must
be
accompanied
by
the
cut from page iii of cover.
ideal for the job, giving nine
following ideas will give an idea
bandset positions to 180 deg. toewMwwwwwH*
of the lines which may be adtrack of condenser vanes.
opted. A standard voltmeter
The second point covers choice of bandspread of the pocket-watch type may be used as a concondenser, one with a capacity suitable to give tinuity or current tester if connected in series with a
complete coverage between bandset 'positions is circuit. The exact range to be used (in the case of
an advantage.
a dual-range or similar meter) will have to bo
Adjustments for any band can easily be made carefully chosen. It may be possible to calibrate
a meter used under such conditions. Similarly,
Selector and dial
a standard meter reading, say, up to 1 mA may
be used with a 1.5 volt cell in series to check circuit
Panel /
continuity, bearing in mind that if the circuit
resistance is likely to be very low a resistance of
about 1,000 Ohms should also be included in series
to avoid damaging the meter. Once the main idea
Yaxley switch gear has been grapsed quite a number of improvisations
of this type may be made.—G. Wat.he (N.W.O).

r

^ Coupler

Suspension Wire
•Over Bench

Stand off bracket

<

Band set
condenser

A novel bandset idea.
by loosening off the coupler and setting the bandset
to required band. When this has been done
the bandset can be relocked to the switchgear
by tightening up the coupler.—J. Entwistle
(Darwen, Lanes).

16 Gauge or
Heavier

Flex Can be
Slipped Sideways
Through Here
A useful device for the zvorkshop.

Useful Pendant Suspension
T IKE many] others, I suspend my electric
pendants on wires over the work bench.
It became necessary to find a method whereby
these could be raised and lowered and left .to
"stay put" without elaborate balance weights or
expensive fittings.
I accordingly bent a piece of 16-gauge copper
wire as shown, threaded the flex through without
removing shade or holder by sliding it sideways
into the loops and then squeezing the latter together.
A gentle pull on loop will allow the flex to

MASTERING MORSE
By the Editor of " Practical Wireless"
3rd Edition.
1/-, or 1/8 by post, from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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TO commence an article with the adjoined title
may seem rather ambitious when we
consider that the C.R.O. can be applied to
any problem that can be made to provide a voltage
in relation to some other axis, which may be time,
frequency, etc. These problems may vary from
hum tracing in a radio receiver to the tracing of
algebraic curves on the C.R.O. screen.
To clarify the meaning of the heading, let us
look into the uses of the C.R.O. with regaVd to
problems relating to the practical radio engineer
and the amateur transmitter. This narrows down
the field a little, but even so the possibilities are
tremendous, depending for the most part on the
ingenuity of the user.
At the present day, due for the most part to the
low cost of ex-Service gear, there is a considerable
amount of information in the technical press
regarding the construction of basic oscilloscopes,
suitable amplifiers, time bases and "wobbly"
oscillators" for visual alignment. This is all very
well in its way, but the average user of such
equipment does not always know exactly what is
being observed, even if the connections to the gear
under test and the C.R.O. are correct. The result
is that if a fault is present it always shows up on
the oscillograph screen, and the user is at a loss to
diagnose the cause. The old adage, '' A little
knowledge is a dangerous thing," applies here, as
the user may think he is observing one phenomena
when other conditions are present which completely
alter the trace. The result is disillusionment and,
eventually, chaos.
This article will try to remedy this, and at the
same time provide food for thought on how to
obtain a solution to your own particular problem.
Equipment Necessary
Assuming a basic C.R.O., i.e., tube and power
supply, a time base which is linear from about
10 c.p.s. to 10,000 c.p.s. will be needed, together
with an amplifier linear from at least 10 cycles to
10,000 cycles and preferably extending to 500 kc/s
or even 2 Mc/s. A single stage amplifier will be
sufficient for most observations, but if possible both
X and Y plates should be push-pull fed so as to
. minimise distortion. It should be noted that a
well-known manufacturer produces a 4iin. C.R.
tube that is free from nearly all forms of distortion,
and in addition it has a double beam. The
advantage of this cannot be stressed too highly, as
it enables 'the user to observe with accuracy two

Fig. 2.—A, single cycle, and'at B the result of halving
the frequency.
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The Cathode Ray InstrumefU
By H. R. MfDE
independent effects that occur simultaneously. Also
P-P deflection is not required for good results. The
go-ahead experimenter should purchase one ; he
will never regret, it!
Fundamental Operation
To gam proficiency in the operating procedure
used for the oscillograph, connect up the circuit
shown in Fig. 1, this supplying about 40 v. A.C.
to the vertical plates—no amplifier being needed.
If a suitable mains isolating transformer is available,
the condensers may be dispensed with and the
circuit will not be alive with regard to the mains—
a good point ! With the time base switched off, a
vertical line will appear on the screen. The focus
and brilliance "controls are then adjusted to suitable
positions.

BOKO
50^ 1 »■ A
240 K T—|r—®
OKQ

Fig. I.—An elementary
hook-up to give an idea
of the operating procedure of the 'scope.

3i
O-SpF Fact)
This vertical line is directly proportional to the
applied E.M.F., i.e., if it is 4 cms. long and the voltage
applied is 40 v., then 1 em. represents 10 volts.
Similarly, a trace of 6 cms. length indicates 60 volts.
It should be noted here that the results are almost
independent of frequency, R.F. potentials being
measured just as easily as audio and supply
voltages. From the previous few lines it will have
been noted that a ruled transparent scale placed
in front of the tube screen is a distinct advantage
for quick reading of voltages.
If we now switch on the time base and set its
frequency at 50 cycles, the vertical line is drawn
out to the single trace "as Fig. 2A. Suppose we
now lower the T.B. frequency to 25 cycles, thetrace then consists of two complete waves similar
to Fig. 2B. If the T.B. frequency is lowered
further still, three whole waves will appear, the.
frequency being 50/3 cycles, which is 16.67 cycles
per second. If the frequency of the wave being
examined was 400 cycles, a T.B. frequency of
100 c.p.s. would produce 400/100, i.e., four whole
waves on the screen. The pattern will be stationary
if the synchronising terminal is connected to the
vertical input. A little experimenting with the
mains and/or an audio oscillator will soon enable
the user to proceed to more serious investigations.
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)sc>lloscope-l
rngpt and Its Applications.
MfDERMOTT
Signal Source
fin many-of the operations to be deseribed a pure
source of audio energy is required. A fixed
frequency is' not objectionable as long as it., is' a
pure sine wave, free from any trace of distortion.
It is obvious that if we are to attempt to trace
distortion by normal methods then it is essential
that the input potential be free from such distortion.
Very few of the normal servicing signal generators
with provision for an audio output will be found
to have a pure sine, wave modulating tone. Because
of this, it has been thought necessary to give a
IOOKO

luF

O/uF

Valve Type
6C8G
WAVH
50Q

X

H.T.+
^50r.

lOOKCi

X
T

•OSuF

25 MO
Mn
5/:n

5KQ

Fig. 3.—A Wien oscillator circuit.
brief description of a suitable oscillator. It will,
in any case, prove of great use in the amateur
shack.
The circuit consists of a Wien bridge oscillator
using a double triode with feed back. The
ex-Government valve 6SN7 could be used, but care
should be taken in the values of the bias resistors
chosen, as the performance may suffer. If satisfactory results are not obtained, measure the bias
resistors as they are often well away from their
stated value. Below are. given two sets of B-C
values for frequencies of 400 and 1,000 cycles.
400 'c.^.s.

11-200,000

C-0.002

1,000' c.p.s.

11-160,000

C-0.001

The C.R.O. now makes itself useful in the
calibration of the oscillator. We will consider the
frequency of the latter to be nearly 400 cycles.
The oscillator is switched on and allowed a few
minutes to attain working temperature. During
this period the time base is set to 100 c.p.s, This
may be done by using the A.C. mains as previously
described and adjusting the time base control until
the pattern of Fig. 4i\. appears on the screen. The
T.B. is then operating at 100 c.p.s.
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The next step is to feed the oscillator into the
vertical input of the C.R.O., apply synch., and
vary R1 until a stationary pattern consisting of
four whole waves, similar to Fig. 4B, is seen on the
tube screen.
To achieve this it may be necessary to vary
R2 slightly. It should, however, be kept as near"
maximum resistance as possible-, for if it is lowered
too far the valve will be overloaded and a far from
. pure output will result. If, even after adjusting
R2, it is found impossible to obtain the required
pattern on the screen, the values of R and C
in the bridge circuit should be examined; it is
probable that they are not quite correct. To assist
this, a small trimmer may be placed in parallel
with each of the bridge condensers or the resistors
may be changed. When these adjustments are
completed, i.e., four waves appear on the screen,
the oscillator is working at 400 c.p.s. Although the
setting up of the oscillator may ^appear to be
rather complicated, in practice it is very simple
and at the same time accurate.
In this series of articles it is proposed to cover
some very interesting practical applications of the
C.R.O. in the radio field, nearly all of which can be
performed by the amateur. A list of the main
subjects follows :
(a) Frequency Calibration.
(b) Depth of Modulation in Transmitter.
(c) Depth of Modulation Monitor.(d) Viewing valve characteristic curves.
(e) The C.R.O. as a Bridge Null Indicator.
(f) Wave Propagation.
(g) Amplifier Characteristics.
(h) Receiver Characteristics.
(i) Alignment of Straight and Superhet receivers.
Frequency Calibration
^
(a) Frequency calibration, of which an example
has already been given, i.e., the calibration of the
fixed frequency oscillator, is probably the best way
really to get to know your 'scope and " get the feel "
of the controls. The main thing, at first, is to get
to know approximately where to find certain
nlueh-used frequencies of the time base, such as
25, 50 and 100 cycles. An idea would be to incorporate a small transformer in the C.R.O. to provide
about 50 peak volts A.C. to a terminal on the panel
so as to have to hand a means of ensuring that
the time base is actually working at the desired
multiple or sub-multipie of the mains when such
operation is desired.
{To he continued) |
1

Fig. 4.—Two traces developed from the oscillator
as described above.

|
|
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Technique-4

This Month the Question of Volume Levels Is Discussed.
By K. KEMSEY-BOURNE
REVIOUS articles in this series have dealt
with monitors and volume indicators, both
devices that help the recordist to operate his
equipment in the best way. Before we start to
consider the other end of the recording chain and
such topics as studio acoustics, microphone placing
and recording from broadcasts it may be well to
mention a type of occupational disease not listed
in medical works of reference and known as
"Mixer's Itch " or "Knob Twitch." This malady
affects recordists, and in particular those whose
apparatus does not include volume-compression
devices.
^
The suffering recordist feels compelled to make
sudden or ill-advised changes of the gain controls
during cutting, and these changes lead to wide
and obvious variations in the level of reproduction,
The affliction is brought on by two main causes—
lack of experience of the material being recorded
(usually music) and the desire to rticoid quie
sounds at too high a level.
Imagine that the operator is recording a song or
other piece of music that contains a climax following
a quiet passage, which is commonly the case. He
comes to the conclusion that the quiet passage is
being cut at too low a level; although he can hear
it on his monitor the \ .1. seems bkrely to be moving
and the needle flickers feebly at about lo db. down,
or 20 per cent, full modulation. Accordingly, he
brings up the gain until the needle averages o dB to
7 dB down, about 50 per cent, modulation. V\ hen
the peak or climax comes to take him by surprise
the V.I. flicks hard over, well above the 10p per
cent, level for good cutting. I he unhappy leliow
turns down the control in something of a panic ;
perhaps he overshoots to the other extreme, and
then has to bring the gain up again to reach the
correct level. On playback the disc sounds as though
gremlins have done their worst.
The cure for this sort of trouble is clearly to set
up the controls so that the peaks will be comfortably
handled ; this is roughly analogous to the photographic maxim, "Expose for the shadows." If it
is necessary to fade up very quiet passages or to
diminish loud noises of abnormal intensity then the
controls must be moved smoothly and evenly at the
right moment and returned to their normal setting
equally smoothly at the first possible opportunity,
The recordist must know the minimum and
maximum handling capacities of his gear if he is
to interpret correctly the indications of his V.I.
His satisfactory recording range is limited to about
20 dB. Since the difference between a faint whisper
and a loud shout can be 60 dB, and the range of
orchestral music is estimated as 70 to 80 dB, it
becomes evident that some control (or compression.)
is necessary. In the studio it is not difficult to
rehearse an item several times to ensure that the
relative levels of different sections are known,
and adjustments can be made accordingly. On the

contrary, radio or " off-the-air " recording must be
handled satisfactorily first time; there is no possibility of going back for another trial,
Variations in Level
Singers are notorious for exceeding during the
final recorded performance the levels at which they
sang during rehearsals. Recognise this as a natural
artistic desire to put out their best for the recording,
anC] alJow for it where possible. Soprano voices in
particular will indicate wide V.I. differences on
different notes, even when the singer is trying to
maintain a constant level, and even expert singers
have notes on which they tend to peak,
these various types of peaks, including the
rise in power at the conclusion of a piece, must be
made to lie within the 100 per cent, modulation
level unless they are of very short duration,
Ordinary speech presents no range difficulties,
sihcd the average range for the fundamental speech
sounds over the band 250 to 6,500 cycles is 20 dB.
Instrumental Ranges
The peak pressures of sound waves generated by
playing various instruments vary with ,the
instrument and cover a considerable range of
vajlies> Recordists must know something of these
peai- pressures because they determine the
amplitudes that microphones and amplifiers must
fiandle. This aspect of the subject has a bearing
a|go on microphone placing, although as we shall
see ^ js not pOSSifiie to position microphones
entirely by rules or calculations,
Let us consider the average and peak pressures
ge|. Up ^ various instruments or combinations,
Certain figures are set out in the table overleaf,
^ violin played at the lowest level normally usable
pro(Jijees an average pressure of about 0.5
dynes/sq. cm. ; that is the average over its full
frequency range, measured at a distance of 3ft.
away. At the same distance a bass drum,
which is the most powerful single instrument and
Can dissipate up to 25 watts of power, can have
peaks as high as 1,260 dynes/sq. cm. Thus the
ratio of pressures between these two cases is 2,520 : 1,
which corresponds to a difference of approximately
fig fig, it. stands to reason that to record these
two instruments, playing at the same intensities
as above, inside a 2(1 dB. range the level of the drum
must be reduced relatively to that of .the violin,
and the simplest way to do this is—place the
drum farther from the microphone than the
violin, and so decrease the pressure at the microphone
due to the drum. Extending this further, it
follows that the order of distances of the different
instruments from the microphone will be directly
proportional to thfeir individual pressures,
The table represents six instruments separately,
a small orchestra (15 players) and a symphony
orchestra.
ith the exception of the piano all the
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single instruments were at a distance of 3ft.
the piano pressure was measured at lOft.
The figures for the orchestras are not directly
comparable with those of the separate instruments,
since these pressures are at 6ft. and 15ft.
respectively from the nearest instrument.
What the table shows is the relation between the
average and the peak pressures for each case, and
this has been expressed as a decibel range. Where
the dB. range is greater than that of the recording
equipment then such peaks as occur in the material
recorded will have to be diminished.
Studio Acoustics
The reverberation, " liveness " or " deadness,"
of a studio affects the apparent loudness of any
sound, especially since the reverberation is not
constant for all frequencies, and this has a notable
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effect on the quality of recording. Recording up
to 4,000 cycles in a " live " studio may sound
better than working up to 8,000 cycles in a " dead "
or lifeless one.
The following table shows the relation between
average and peak pressures for various instruments.
Pressures are in dynes/stj. cm.
Instrument
BasS drum ..
Snare drum
Trombone ..
Trumpet
Clarinet
Piano
Orchestra ..
Symphony
Orchestra

Average
Pressure
40
15
6.5
8.5
3.5
2.5
8
5

Peak
Pressure
1260
365
230
55
26
24
120
130

Peak
Average
31.5
24.4
35.5
6.5
7.4
0.6
15
26

Decibel
Ratio
30
28
31 .
16
17
20
23
29

Noises
in
Radio
Receivers
Aerial Design, Noise Limiters and Other Aids Described.
By J. CARTWRIGHT, A.M.I.R.E.
WITH the availability of surplus ex-Service
equipment, many amateurs are constructing or modifying superhet receivers for
short-wave operation. It may be of interest,
therefore, to consider the factors affecting the
signal-to-noise ratio obtainable. It is of no use
having a really high gain receiver, if the noise level
is so high that it swamps all but the strongest
signal. An analysis of the various sources of
noise will show what may be done to reduce the
noise level to the lowest possible value in any
particular case.
For our purpose all random signals may be
classified as nojse and they may be considered under
the following headings :
(A) Noise extern* to the receiver.
(1) Radiated.
(2) Mains-borne.
(B) Noise inherent in the receiver.
(3) Faulty components.
(4) Circuit or thermal noise.
(5) Valve noise.

60 Turns
22 SWG
Motor
I'Dia
etc.
Former
(Each)
Jb ^
-JfT
i r

sensitive receiver. The effect of these discharges
of natural electricity produce' most interference
at low frequencies and the effect decreases as the
frequency increases, becoming negligible at 20-25
Mc/s. At V.H.F. " cosmic noise " is encountered.
It is believed that this is due to disturbances of the
sun's surface, probably associated with some form of
particle emission. It is noticeableas an increase
in " hiss noise level.
Radiated man-made noise is most commonly
due to car ignition systems, diathermy or induction
heating apparatus. The radiation may take place
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Fig. i.—Circuit details
of a simple mains interference suppressor.
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Radiated noise, that is noise picked up by the
/oo
I MCI
AF
receiver aerial, may be due to natural or man-made
ppF
causes. Of the natural causes, the thunderstorm
I
is the most usual. A bad storm as far as 1,000
miles away may produce the familiar crackle on a Fig. 2.—A simple but efficient noise-limiting circuit.
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directly from the source or by reradiation from
overhead telephone or power lines. The interferenoe field decreases sharply with distance from
the source, so that the aerial should be as high as
possible and far away from overhead wires. If the
aerial must of necessity be near overhead lines,
then the main direction of the aerial pick-up
should be at right-angles, to them. A screened or
balanced feeder should be used in order to eliminate
pick-up on the feeder where it passes through the
interference field. A high aerial is in any case
advantageous in increasing the signal voltage
induced in the aerial.
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components is obvious. Dry joints, dirty eonnections to the moving vanes of a condenser or a
resistance which is being overheated may all
contribute their quota of hiss and crackles,
On the other hand, every circuit component
produces a small noise which cannot be eliminated,
The electrons in, say, the copper wire of a tuning coil
are in constant motion and although the average
effect is zero, over a short period of time this random
movement does represent the generation of a
voltage. This- voltage has components covering an
exceedingly wide frequency range, but due to the
response of the receiver and, the human ear it is
audible as a hiss. This is commonly called thermal
agitation noise. The value of the thermal noise
voltage is proportional to the square root of the
impedance of the source and the square root of
the bandwidth of the circuit. It is sufficiently
small to be of importance only for the first tuned
circuit in any normal receiver. As an example,
the approximate value for a tuned circuit with an
impedance of 100,000 ohms and a bandwidth of
10 kc/s is 4/(V. However, if this circuit feeds
a non-linear device such as a frequency changer
valve the noise voltage is effectively greater since
I.F. noise components can be produced by K.F.
noise components outside the nominal bandwidth,
owing to interaction with oscillator harmonies,
second channel effects, etc. The amplified- noise
plus signal voltages are so much greater than the
thermal noise voltage generated in the second stage
that the contribution of this stage is negligible.

Valve Noise
In much the same way, all valves produce noise
in varying degrees because the anode current
F;g. 3.—A frequency-changing stage with grid consists of individual electrons and there will be
leak bias.
. short period variations even though the average
.
- .
, .
anode current is constant. In the ease of the
Of mams-borne interference, that is mterference diode and triode, the " shot noise " voltage produced
voltages present on the house mains wiring, the is,proportional to the anode current divided by the
most common source is probably the household square of the mutual conductance. For a multigrid
vacuum cleaner. Suppression of the interference valve, the total space current is divided between
at the source is, of course, the ideal solution, but so i|-,o anode and one or more screen grids, and in
often impossible, because the source happens to consequence the noise voltage as calculated on
belong to someone else. A simple filter of the type
anode current, must be multiplied by a factor
shown in i ig. 1 will usually provide the cure. It greater than one. To obtain^the minimum noise
the trouble lies in sparking at the brushes of a motor, voltage, therefore, tliQ screen current should be small
a couple of . 1/(F condensers from brushes to frame compared with the anode current and the mutual
will often be a useful addition. If the matter has conductance should be large. Special valves having
to be tackled from the receiver end, a filter of the these characteristics have been produced by both
type shown should be inserted in the mains lead British and American manufacturers, typical
close to the mams transformer.
examples being the television pentodes EF30, SP41
and 0AC7. For the normal types of frequency
Noise Limiter
■ changers the screen current is high and the effective
Many of the types of noise so far mentioned mutual conductance, i.e., the conversion conductcbnsist of sharp pulses of voltage very much anoe, is low and consequently the noise level is high,
greater in amplitude than the required signal.
It is usual to express the " noisiness " of a valve
By limiting the receiver response to the amplitude as the " equivalent shot noise resistance." This
of the signal, the noise output is reduced to the is the value of resistance which, under standard
same level, thereby rendering the signal more easily circuit conditions, would produce the same thermal
readable. The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is a simple noise voltage as the actual valve noise voltage,
but highly efficient audio limiter and is actually By using this equivalence, it is possible to compare
a modification of that used in the AR88 receiver, the merits of various valves and to compare the
The circhit automatically adjusts itself to the signal relative importance of valve and circuit noise,
amplitude and the diodes come into operation to Typical values for various types of valves are :—■
block the circuit if the modulation exceeds 100
Triode—200 to 500 ohms,
per cent, due to a noise pulse.
Television pentode—2,000 to 4,000 ohms.
Dealing now with noise inherent in the receiver.
Normal pentode—20,000 to 50,000 ohms,
the method of preventing noise due to faulty
Frequency changer—50,000 to 150,000 ohms.
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In practice the value is even higher in an actual capacities. The acorn valves, such as the 954
Irequency changer circuit since the oscillator con- or their equivalents in the, 0,000 series of the miniatributes a certain amount of noise in addition to that ture range are the usual types. The latest releases
produced by the hexode or heptode due to the lor
U.H.P. use the OAKr, and the OJO, which is a
mteraction between noise voltages outside the
double triode.
nominal passband' of the receiver with oscillator special
a matter of interest it may be noted that the
harmonics to produce components falling within oldAscontroversy
of whether the superhet or the
the I.F. passband.
reactmg detector receiver is the more sensitive for
Having now briefly considered the sources of weak signal reception cannot be settled simply
noise, we may consider how to apply these facts in by calculating the theoretical signal-to-noise ratios.
a practical casor Suppose the aim is a general I he sensitivity of a reacting detector depends far
coverage superhet, 1.7 Mc/s to 30 Mc/s, of high more on the skill of the operator than on the circuit.
sensitivity and signal/noise ratio. From the figures I he-author of this article had occasion to make a
given above it is obvious that at least one stage of series of tests on receivers of this type and a variaH.r. amplification must precede the frequency tion of 10 to one in the sensitivity figure for any
changer, since for optimum performance the valve particular set was found, depending on whether the
noise should be less than the circuit noise. At the operator was skilled or unskilled.
low frequency end of the range, one R.F. stage,
In conclusion, it may be-of interest to describe
using ElfoO or SP41,.will give satisfactory results, an easy cheek on the efficiency of an R.F. stage.
but at 30 Mc/s, where tuned circuits have of I he aerial is removed and a condenser of 1«F
necessity much lower impedances two stages would connected from grid to ground. If the thermal
be better. However, a very satisfactory compromise noise due to the tuned circuit is the limiting factor
is to use a single high-mu R.F. sftage, followed by a as it should be, then the noise output will decrease,
similar valve as a frequency changer. This type on connecting the condenser.
of frequency changer has a higher conversion
conductance than any of the more normal circuits.
An Si 41 m the circuit shown in Fig. 3, has a conversion conductance of 2.7 ma/V., and a noise level
Microwave Multichannel
little greater than that of the same valve used as
an amplifier. The difficulties normally encountered
System
with grid mjection are largely overcome by using
grid-leak bias for the mixer.
pHE Plessey centimetric (microwave) radio link
has been developed to provide multi-channel
Hie R.F. circuits should have as low loss as two-way
radio telephone communication in situapossible, with the layout arranged to give mini- tions
the provision of landline equipment is
mum stray capacities. Plug-in coils enable a num- ' either where
not possible or is undesirable. The micro.
"ands
to
be
covered
with
the
maximum
wa,ve radio " beam " is extremely narrow, and is
efficiency, but switched coils in a turret form of not
unlike the beam produced by a searchlight
construction can be very nearly as good. The aerial Provision
been made for eight duplex channels
coupling circuit is of vital importance and the (speech orhas
telegraph) of a 4 kc/s. bandwidth over
number of turns on the aerial coil should be adjusted one R.h. earner
in the 0 cm. waveband (i.e., a carrier
to give optimum signal transfer, that is the feeder
impedance should be matched. Although this fiequency of about 5,000 megacycles per secofed).
adjustment does not in theory give the best signal/
noise ratio, the difference is not normally detectable Receiver
m practice.
rec lver
v M161local
® oscillator,
??, a superheterodyne
y.M.
which is of type
similarwith
con-a
struction to that of the carrier oscillator. The
Two Stages
mixer is of the cavity type into which is injected
If an I.F. of ido kc/s is chosen, two stages-using by means of a loose coupling, power from the local
iron cored coils and normal R.F. pentodes will give oscillator The receiver line from the aerial hybrid
adequate selectivity for 'phone reception, with is matched into the mixer cavity. The first detector
maximum usabJo sensitivity. The overall band- is a si icon crystal capsule, feeding directly into a
width will be determined almost entirely by the I.F. b0 mc/s head amplifier.
amplifier, since the R.F. circuits will be comparaT
am 1 if er
mM
P , : '? designed
a gain
of
tively flatly tuned, especially at the higher frequen- o-i
J- dR
at a mid-band
frequencytoofhave
60 Mc/s
with
glv a bandw d
Ton
TtWjdown which
? is, a compromise
i th of about
kc/s
at
30 dl>.
giving5 high
inpu
"*•""
'
signal/noise ratio with reasonable audio quality. J-SfSL"
The detected output
provides the demodulated
A double diode triode, as detector and L.F., feeding signal m. a video-frequency band with a flat
a power pentode such as a 6F6 completes the line characteristic from 20 e.p.s. up to 5 Mc/s. from a
up. I o deal with pulse type interference a noise low internal impedance. The A.F.C. control voltage
hmiter between the detector and audio stage will operates on the grid of the local oscillator valve
prove a very worth-while addition.
the I.F. amplifier may be regarded as comAbove 30 Mc/s very much the same considerations pnsmg two separate three-stage amplifiers connected m tandem. The wide bandwidtli is obtained
a
PPWgam
provided
that
that the by means of feed-back, using special lowstage
decreases
dueit,
to is
theremembered
difficulty of obtaininohigh impedances in the tuned circuits. Above 100 capacity resistors.
The video output signal from the detector passes
Mo/s other desirable properties of the valve have to
be saenfied to ^ obtain minimum inter-electrode through a video amplifier and is fed into a groun
pulser and separator unit in the" second bay.
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Modulation-3
!n Concluding This Series " DYNATRON" Deals With Amplitude Modulation
TRUE amplitude modulation as generally example, the so-called " sum frequency " in beatunderstood is a result of adding a third carrier rectification is not a " sideband " (1), but a second
frequency, giving the wave of Fig. 1 (b).
harmonic of a resultant mean frequency.
We have just seen how a " simple beat " between
Is it anything else in a modern mixer ?
sidebands (i.e., minus the carrier) results in Fig. 1(a).
If now the carrier is reintroduced in correct A Little Mathematics
frequency, magnitude and phase, the pulsating
How do we derive an expression for an amplitudeenvelope, with frequency-doubling, will be trans- modulated wave ?
formed into the true sinusoidal envelope of Fig. 1(b).
First, an alternating current of steady amplitude '
In Fig. 8, we have two sideband vectors OA and (or an unmodulated carrier) is denoted by,
OB, revolving relative to the carrier vector OC.
A sin 277fct, or A sin cot,
As its frequency is higher than the carrier, OA where A stands for the constant amplitude.
will be revolving faster than 00, therefore slowly
Suppose, now, the amplitude, instead of being
gaining upon OC. Similarly OB will be falling constant at the value A, is varying sinusoidally
behind OC at the same rate as OA is gaining.
at an audio rate represented by B sin pt, Fig. 1(b).
Actually, OA, OB and OC
are all revolving anti-clockl/ector Rotation
wise extremely rapidly—all
\ (Anticlockwise)
being " high " frequencies.
But relative to OC, OA is
(Carrier
Upper
revolving (gaining) anti- S/de
ban
a
a
clockwise, whilst OB has a
a
-yo
relative clockwise (falling
r-"
behind) motion.
At alTtimes, however, OA
and OB will be symetrically
placed relative to OC—will
make the same angles with
B y Lower
OC. Therefore, the vector
-aU
Sideband
resultant 01) will always
fall in line with OC ; either
in-phase as'in 8(a) and 8(b),
fc)
(b)
(*)
or diametrically opposite as
Fig. 8.—Vector picture of a " Complex Beat " between carrier and sidebands.
in 8 (c).
#Ln one case, OD will be Tailed arrows shozv rotation of the vector system as d whole ; small arrows
adding to the carrier ampli- show relative rotation of the sideband vectors with respect to the carrier.
tude to raise the modulation Resultant OD always falls in-phase, or at 180 deg. to the carrier vector
OC, i.e., adding or subtracting to the amplitude.
to a " peak " ; when the
sideband vectors have positions such as in (c), OD will be of opposite phase to
Then", the amplitude will rise to a maximum of
the carrier, subtracting therefrom to cause the (A-f-B). During a modulation cycle, the peaks of
" trough " in the modulation envelope.
successive H.F. cycles will be close enough together
Which explains what we mean in saying that for us to write :
A.M. is a " complex beat " between sidebands and
Instantaneous Amplitude of a given H.F. cycle =
a carrier.
sin pt,
As in simple beats, the modulation envelope is 1.e.,A+B
how the H.F. amplitude is changing
a " difference-frequency " : the difference (fc + fm) overconsidering
the modulation cycle.
—fc, or fc—(fc—-fin), the answer being the moduBut, next, we want a general expression of the
lating frequency fm in either case.
The upper sideband is (fc-j-fm) ; the lower, form A sin cot, to give the instantaneous value at any
(fc—fm) : " sum " and " difference " frequencies, point in any H.F. cycle, during modulation.
It is quite simple.- Instead of having the conbut of an altogether different type to those we have
stant value A, the amplitude is now (A-f-B sin pt),
been discussing in the case of beats.
As explained before, the hec^-difference between so, therefore :
the sidebands is, (fc-f-fm)—(fc—fm) = 2 fm (we get A sin cot, becomes,
(A+B sin pt) sin cut.
frequency-doubling). With a carrier, the beat
= A(I + B/A..sin pt) sin cot.
differences are, (fc-ffm)—fc, or, fc—(fc—fm), as
=A(l+msmpt) sin cot,
above.
where, m =t\\emodulation factorB!A.
Here, we get a difference between either sideFor example; 20(1 + 0.8 sin 2n (l.OOO)t) sin
band-frequency, and a mean frequency fc, which 2,-710+
gives the correct modulating frequency fm.
states we have a wave—or an alternating current—But in speaking of " sums and differences," no of 20A. peak (unmodulated), and of frequency 10a
one should be so foolish as to confuse sidebands cycles/sec. ( = 1.0 Mc/s) ; it is modulated 80 per cent,
with what we do to find a beat-difference. For (ru—0.8) b3' a sinusoidal current at 1,000 ch.
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The " 20 " might equally well stand for 20 volts,
or 20 kV. in transmission problems.
If simply superimposed, the expression is, A sin
cot -f B sin pt.
For frequencies in the ratio of 2/1 or more, this
equation says the waves remain entirely independent
as explained in reference to Simple Superposition.
If in a ratio less than 2 (if the frequencies are
within the same " octave "), mutual interference
would take place to give a simple beat, Fig. 1(a) and
Fig. 7.
But in A.M., fc and fm are widely different
frequencies. Simple addition, as above, would leave
the waves independent. Fig. 6(a). Modulating A
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sin cot by B sin pt implies multiplication of instantaneous values :
A sin cot x B sin pt, and not (A sin cot + B sin pt).
A non-linear device is essential to accomplish
this.
Two high-frequency sidebands are generated,
when we may apply beat principles as in Fig. 8 ; the
carrier and sidebands are all frequencies within
the 2/1 ratio limit.
It may be interesting in a later article to tryto understand how a non-linear device can " multiply " the instantaneous values of two (or more)
sine waves.

Practical
P.A.
Working-4
Microphones and Loudspeakers are the Subject of This Article.
By R. SELBY
THE ribbon velocity microphone is capable of
giving first-class reproduction, being free from
resonances and having a very wide frequency
response. It has a definite directional pickup
which may or may not be an advantage. The chief
difficulty lies in its very low output. Owing to the
very low impedance of the ribbon, a step-up transformer must be mounted inside the microphone
casing, and, unless the ratio (and therefore the
output voltage) is low, a screened cable must be
used for connection to the amplifier. The small mass
of the ribbon means that it is not likely to be harmed
by dropping, but it is liable to damage by wind or
'by speakers blowing into the microphone, an
unpleasant habit winch some users adopt for finding
whether the microphone is alive or not. Taking all
these factors into consideration, it may be said that
the ribbon is an excellent microphone, provided it is
handled considerately, and that it finds its principal
application in indoor use.

Crystal microphones are of two -types—the
diaphragm and the sound-cell. Both have an
excellent high-frequency response. The former has
an output comparable with that of a moving-coil
and is useful for some purposes, particularly in
mobile loudspeaker vans, but it cannot be considered a high-fidelity instrument and will not be
considered further. The sound cell type consists of
one or more Rochelle salt crystals embedded in
wax and lightly suspended inside a protective and
screening case of metal gauze. Sound waves
impinging directly on the crystal cause it to generate
a corresponding voltage. Sound pickup is substantially non-directional and frequency response
is excellent, but output is low and the high impedance of a eapacitive nature presents some difficulties.
The load imposed on the microphone by the grid
resistor of the input valve must be not less than
2 megohms if loss of bass is to be avoided, and the
connections from microphone to grid of the valve
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Fig. 3.—Tone - controlted input circuit.

\

Wrong Layout
Audience

Correct Layout
Fig. 4.—Two speakers may be arranged
as shown above.

\
Sports
Ground

A Bad Layout. AH The
Speakers Should Be
Grouped Together
Fig. 5.—Another incorrect
speaker layout.
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Varley Transformer
TO meet the popular demand for " Universal
Output" transformers, Oliver Pell, Control,
Ltd., have recently put into production a new
model listed as Varley D.P.61
This heavy duty model is a multi-radio output
transformer, capable of handling 20 watts without
distortion, and meets the needs of those who
require a high-quality component. It is specially
suitable for iil.fi valves or equivalents. • The sectional and interleaved windings are carefully
balanced to ensure a level response over a wide
frequency range.
, The.D.P.01 transformer is enclosed in stoved
enamel grey shrouds, giving a minimum loss of
power. It is supplied in 11 ratios for a single valve
and 11 ratios for "push-pull." Other details are
as follows ;—
Primary Inductance .. 45 henries
Primary Resistance
.. 300 ohms each half
Primary current ..
.. 100 mA. each half
Output (maximum)
.. 20 watts
Ratios
..
..
.. 13:1-100:1
List price, 45s.

October, 1948

Notes
has the advantage that it eliminates the necessity
of using a standard smoothing capacitor, thus
reducing the cost of the equipment. It rshould be
noted, however, that although the MVV 22/14 has

" Bafflctte " Console Model
THIS speaker is so designed that it'will stand
in a corner or normal floor model position. It
is of highly-polished walnut, black plinth, horizontal
inlays at top and bottom. Its dimensions are
26m. x 17in. x Oin.
m
The speaker aperture is set back at an angle to
prevent attenuation of the higher register-; strong
The new cc Baffiette" Console Model
shallow cabinet eliminates unwanted
box"
resonance.
The quality of reproduction is
Extension Speaker.
consequently better than the average table model
identical
operating
conditions and characteristics
and comparable with a good console radio receiver.
The price is £6 15s. (8s. Gd. extra with trans- to the MW22/14C, it is not directly interchangeable
with this latter tube on account of the external
former).
conducting coating.
C.-R. Tubes with Standard Heaters
DESIGNERS of D.C./A.C. television receivers R.G.D., Ltd.
will be particularly interested in two new THE following changes of address and sales
policy are announced by Radio Gramophone
cathode-ray tubes which have recently been
announced by Milliard Electronic Products, Ltd. Development Co., Ltd
These tubes, a 9m., type MW22/14C, and a 12m.,
The London Depot, Dealer,, Sales Service and
type MW31/14C, have heaters rated at C.3 volt, Export Department is now at 3-4 Hampton Court
0.3 amps., and may, therefore, be series run with Parade, East Molesey, Surrey. Telephone : Molesey
the valves in the television receiver. Although 4357/8.
the maximum first anode voltage has been reduced
The Publicity Department has moved to 21
from 400 to 300, in practice this does not prevent Bloomsbury Street, London, W. C.l. The telephone
direct interohangeability with older tubes as these number is Museum 1600.
are Invariably operated at a first anode voltage
below 300, this being usually obtained from the
300 volt line less the appropriate bias. The new
[Continued from page 427) (
tubes can thus be used as direct replacements in
sets which have been using the Milliard types Some readers may consider that differentiation
MW22/7 or MW31/7, according to whether a Oin. is unnecessary in the case of the last two classes !
Propaganda is a difficult item to cover, since, as
or 12in. tube has been fitted.
In addition to the MW22/I4C another tube, type indicated earlier in this article, its motives may
MW22/14, is also in production. This is similar to frequently be achieved by^ omission. However,
the MW22/14C, but has a coating of Aquadag I think all viewers will agree that it is high time
applied externally to the flare of the tube, the that television adhered to certain standards of
purpose of which is to act as one electrode of a taste aind that a classification of appeal, as indicated
smoothing capacitor for the E.H.T. supply. This above, would be a valuable guide.
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—CLYDESDALE— PITMAN'S
For Ex-Services Radio Bargains
for PRACTICAL Books
BRAND NEW
RADIO COMPASS RCV UNIT, EX-U.S.A.A.F.
BC-454-A or C, 15 v. Rcvr. 200-1.750 mc/s, 8.V x 21 x I2in.,
plus BC-454-A Control Box. 7.V x 4 x 7iin., with " S " meter,
etc., plus flexible tuning shaft, plus Service Manual.
Radio Receiver Servicing and
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY Sw/IO/U per set. Carriage Paid.
Maintenance
BRAND NEW, in maker's cartons, complete.
By E. J. G. Lewis. Here is reliable, up-to-date assistance
R.F. UNIT 26, 65-50 mc/s, 5-6 metres, at 35/- each. Carriage
for the radio dealer and service engineer in the technical
paid.
details of their work. A handy fault-finding summary forms
R.F. UNIT 27, 85-65 mc/s. 3.5-5 metres, at 35/- each. Carriage
a useful feature of the book. Fourth Edition, 8/6 net.
Paid.
HALF-WAVE DIPOLE AERIAL, 9ft. 3in.. with reflector,
9ft. 7in. and Crossarm 4ft. IIAin., plus 39ft. 80 ohm. co-axial Classified Radio Receiver
cable, approx. 6 metres, light-weight tubular metal, mounting optional, at 21/- each. Carriage Paid. Or packed in a Diagrams
wood case, at 28/6 each. Carriage Paid.
BC-453 A or B. 550-190 mc/s IF 85 kc/s with valves, less
By E. M. Squire. A series of diagrams coverihg most of the
dynamotor. Brand New, at 50/- each, or Unused, but case
types of circuit found in modern receivers. Second Edition,
slightly dented, at 37/6 both Post Paid. BC-454-A or B.
10/6 net.
3-6 mc/s IF 1,415 mc/s with valves, less dynamotor. Brand
New, at 30/- each. Or Unused, but case slightly dented, at
25/- each, both Post Paid.
Electronics
BC.22I FREQUENCY METER Ex-U.S.A.A.F.
Complete with valves, 0.01 per cent, accuracy, for battery
By F. G. Spreadbury, A.M.Inst.B.E. The practical applioperation.
cations of electronics are worth watching, and this book
CLYDESDALE'S
is
the most up-to-date, comprehensive and reliable guide
PRICE ONLY fcvf/ty/v each. Carriage Paid.
yet published to theory and applications alike. With
numerous diagrams, 700 pages, 55/- net.
ALSO LARGE SELECTION VALVES. TRANSFORMERS. ETC.
Send now for new illustrated lists ; print name and address.
CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD. PITMAN, Parker St., Kingsway, London, JV.C 2.
2, BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW,C5. Phone: SOUth 2706 9
Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

4 VV.VSJL. ^
TUNING SCALES
' / FOn^MOItlE
Types available on White
/ COftiSTRUCTOR
translucent
plastic or transWe specialise
supplying complete
and
individualincomponent
parts for kits
all ; parent Perspex for our
circuits described In this journal.
COfLS
5-VALVE A.C. MAINS SL PI;:RHr:T
COIL PACKS
l\!T,
3
waveband,
16.5-50,
200-550,
and
800-2.000 metres, complete with valves
and speaker. £14 V 1 : also supplied to PERMEABILITY TUNERS
cover 12.5-37, 36-120, and 200-550 metres.
Send for details
SHORT
COILS, 4-pin.
set ofwith3.
covers 12WAVE
to 80 metres.
Complete
circuit, 9 9.
.
VVEARITE " P " Coils, Full range in
stock as shown in our catalogue, 3 - each. 5
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS (22 gauge). 8in. x :
LOOK OUT FOR6iin.
x 2'in,% at
undrilled.
5 -, drilled to own
specification
extra cost,
bs and B6 COIL PACKS
HOME INTERCOM. (Described in Aug.
issue).
Kit of Components
Highest possible performance
Valves. Complete
£8. (Speakers
and Switchesand
as
required.)
with size of only
ETROMC 6 VALVE A.C. MA INS SUPER- Full details will be announced
1IET RECEIVER, in walnut cabinet,
waverarige 15-51,1S0-550, and 900-2,200 metres in the Technical Press shortly.
'• Magic Eye " tuning, £21 13s. 9<l., or on
H.P. Terms Deposit, £5 8^. 6<l. and 11
monthly payments of £1 139. 6«l.
Send details
2id. stamp
our Brochure
of Kits.
of OurforPractical
How-to-BuildRADIO
itAlso
Books, complete
instructions
and designs WEYMOUTH
for the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
MANUFACTURING CO.,
LTD.
Crescent
Works
HENBEST BROS. IID.
WEYMOUTH
28, Ercen Lanes, LeEE!fan, K.13
Telephone-: BOWES PARK 6289.

LYONS
RADIO
3, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherds Bush, W.I2
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729
AMri.lFIKR
Type A3562
Brand
new units inI MT
well-constructed
metalV
| chassis with cover 12in. x 9in. x Sin. approx.
| Fitted with 2-807s, 1-EP50. 1-5U4. 1-VR92
and#other useful components. Including
; 2-L.F. chokes, over 20 resistances, metal
, rectifier, ceramic valve bases, etc. Price
30 - (carriage 2/6).
Typefitted
A1261
i A singleAMPLIFIER
stage audio unit
with EF36
' valve and transformers, relay and volume
control.
In
Sin.
cube
metal
box.
Price 9 6
j (postage T-).
DESK MICROPHONE
Similar to
those
R.A.F, ground
i stations
; 12in.
high,used
withonadjustable
head,
; Fitted with highly-sensitive carbon insert.
;1 Complete
with
lead.
As
new.
Price
76
(postage 1/6).
j HIGH RESISTANCE HEADPHONES
I Super quality R.A.F. pattern with moulded
rubber headband
andflexdetachable
ear/
.cushions.
As new with
and plug. Price
12 6 pair (postage 1/6).
THERMAL
SWITCHES
Standard
" VarleyDELAY
" pattern,
4v. operation,
j Brand new. Price 2 6 (postage 3d.).
MOVING COIL MILLIAMMETERS 0150 raA. 21n. dia. Brand new. Best makes,,
7 6 (postage 9d.).
WIRE WOUND- VITREOUS
I Big range, allRESISTANCES
at bargain prices. The fol; lowing are typical examples ; 500 ohms, 55
watts, 1 9 ; 20,000 ohms, 75 watts, 2/3 ; 800
ohms, 100 watts, 3/- ; 14.000 ohms (tapped
at 2,000 ohms), 50 watts. 2 3 (postage extra).
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ELECTRADSX Bargains !
SOLENOIDS. Powerful electro magnetic
D.C. iron clad Solenoid -gin. core, weight
I lb. 10 ozs., screw-in core for use on
6-25 volts to lift 7-28 lbs.. Type No. 1,4/-;
Type No. 2, with 3 separate windings, 4/6.
Wound Solenoid coils. 27 gauge enamelled
wire, excellent as H.F. smoothing filter
choke, 2/3 each.
MAGNETS. D.C. Electric magnets, weight
10 oz., life on 2 volts I i lb., 4 volts 3 lb. 6,
volts 4 lb., new surplus, 7/6 each. Permanent powerful flat bar magnets, l^in.
x I in., iin.. drilled 2 holes each end, and
any pole pieces, 21- pair. The wonder
Midget magnets. Alni perm, steel disc ;
jjin. diam, Jin. thick, with 3/16in. centre hole
3/6 each. Large stock of Horseshoe magnets. Send for special Magnet Leaflet.
METERS. D.C. moving iron ammeters,
panel mounting 2in. dial, bakelite case,
0-5 amps, 12/6. D.C. moving coil milliammeters, 2iin. dia., flush panel," 0-1 m.a.
35/-. D.C. moving coil Weston meters,
2in. flush fitting f.s.d., 500 m/ma., reading
15 volts and 600 volts with extra resistance,
resistance not supplied with meter, 20/-.
DYNAMOS. 12 volt 10 amp. D.C.
machines, 1,400 r.p.m., new condition,
45/- ; 24 volt 30 amp., £4 ; 30 vdlt 5 amp.,
£5.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 150
watt working 64 M.F.D. metal can type with
base clip, 2/6.
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Totally enclosed panel type, 100 ohms ] amp. or 50
ohms J amp., 2/6 each, post 6d. Open type
wire wound, porcelain base, 10 ohms I
amp., 2/6.
CUTOUTS. Auto non-mercury in bakelite
case, 3 x 3 x 2.lin., 18 volts 30 amps., 21/-.
G.E.C. 12 volts 15 amp. non-mercury auto
cutouts, 4/6.
BELLS. G.P.O. Circular Bell on bakelite
base. 5/-. Magneto bell in Mag. box 8 x
6 x 3.lin., 5/-. Heavy l/CA.C 230 volt
alarm bells, 6in. gong, 42/-.
TELEPHONES for House or Office. Constructors' Parts for your own set-up. Ex
G.P.O. stocks, wall type, comprising
Bracket Mike, Transformer and Condenser, Magneto Bell, in walnut cabinet.
Sin. x 6in. x 3in., fitted terminals and
connections, Switch Hook and Contacts,
Hand Magneto Generator and G.P.O,
Receiver. 35/- per pair, with' wiring diagram.
WIRELESS CONTROL UNITS, exR.A.F., contain Yaxley switch and knob,
connection strips, fuse and holder, coil
socket and connections, 2/6, postage 9d.
Larger model with 2 Yaxley switches and
pilot lamp, 4/-, plus I/- postage.
HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS. 4
and 5 magnet type, 150 volts 50 m/a.,
A.C. output, new condition, P.M. Steel
magnet and gearing in handle, 12/6, postage
I/-.
TERMINAL BOXES.
Bakelite power terminal
boxes 3.V x 2J x 2J highly
polished black with iiri.
centre fillet and screwed
cover 2-pole 5/16in. connection studs and nuts.
Admirable terminal or
branch top on large
transformer, 2-pole lights, power or
charging circuits 10/50 amps. Wall or
ceiling fixing. 2/6 each, 20/- per dozen.
PARCELS. 10 lbs. useful oddments for the
junk box. All clean, dismantled from
Government and other surplus apparatus,
7/7 post free. (Not for Overseos buyers.)
Please include postage for mail orders.
ELEOTRAOtX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
- Telephone : MACaulay 2159.

A NEW

CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO LTD.
II, UPPER ST. MARTIN'S LANE,
CHASSIS : W.C.2
Telephone : TEMpIe Bar 0545
Leicester Square Tube Station.
MODEL A70 (I minute from
Up Cranbourne Street.)
WE ANNOUNCE WITH PLEASURE
THAT AS FROM SEPTEMBER 1st
WE ARE OPENING MORE
I SPACIOUS PREMISES AT ABOVE
ADDRESS.
We cordially invite both old and new
friends to call and inspect our
C
VERY SPECIAL OPENING BARGAINS
VIDEO FILTER UNIT
This job contains a really excellent power
pack operating from 250 cycle mains,
contains transformer giving 350-0-350
120 milliamps, two 5 v. 2 amp., one 6.3 y.
2 amp., one 2 v. I amp. windings, and the
following valves : 5, EF50 ; 1, EF55 ;
6-valve A.C. MAINS R.G. CHASSIS. 8, EA50 ; I, Rl ; numerous jacks coils,
15-50, 200-600, 540-2,000 Metres with
tag panels, handsome blue front
TUNING INDICATOR, TONE CONTROL. resistors,
paneJ, size 17in. x lOin. x Sin. Price
14 gns., plus P.T. £3.3.3, or in Jot form from £2 17s. 7d. Callers only.
£8.10.0
AMERICAN INDICATOR TYPE ID6
Also available as tuning unit feeding APN4
push-pull amplifier. Blueprints can be Contains 26 valves, types : 3, SL7 G.T. ;
6Sn7 G.T. ; 8, 6H6 G.T. ; 1, 6J7 G.T. ;
supplied for home construction if desired^ 1,14, Sin.
Type 5CPI, and 100 Kc.
Send 2id. stamp for full illustrated lists to crystal. C.R.T.
PRICE £3 19s. 6d. Callers only.
MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
THETELERADIO CO. THIS
Indicator type 62. Size 9in. x I2in. x I8in.
157, Fore Street, London, N.I8 Contains
VCR97 tube (non Persistent) ;
Tel. : Tott. 3386.
16, SP6I ; 2, EB34 ; 2, EA50 ; 16 potmeters, Muirhead dial, I 17 Mc/s. crystal,
Export enquiries for full range of Kits various
switches, knobs, transformers,
and Chassis invited.
etc. £2 19s. 6d. Callers only.
Note : All C.R.T.s will be demonstrated
to callers.
RECEIVER 3090
Complete in case size I2in. x Sin. x I2in.
Contains the following, valves : 4, SP4I ;
2. 6J5 ; I, EB34 ; 2, EA50 ; 2. CV6 ; I
motor generator, numerous relays, potmeters, resistors, etc. The generator,
which is complete with all gears, etc., can
be easily converted to a small motor for
A.C. or D.C. operation. This really is a
NEW G.P.12
genuine bargain, at only 19/6, plus 5/carriage and packing. Get one now while
CRYSTAL PICK-UP stocks last.
26 R.F. UNITS.
tvilh permanent sapphire stylus TYPE
Tuned 5 metre Converters.
Brand new in makers' cartons.. Price
27/6 post free.
—was fully described in The Wireless only
124 RECEIVER
World's recent article " Crystal Pick-ups Rl
Range
40 Mc/s. Contains six new
—Basis of Design for Fidelity Reproduction." valves:30 3.to 9D2
; I, 8D2 ; I. I5D2
This remarkable pick-up, which represents (Frequency Changer) ; I, 4DI ; 24
the ultimate in high-fidelity reproduction, ceramic trimmers, 6 ceramic valveholders,
is now available in limited quantities 6 valve screening cans, 30 resistors, 3 potthrough your radio dealer, price 104/- meters, mica arid tubular condensers,
ceramic coil formers, &-way 4-bank switch
incl. P.T.
with long spindle and IF transformers, etc.
A real buy at only 19/6, plus 2/6 carriage
FREE ILLUSTRATED and
packing.
FOLDER describing this SUB CHASSIS
new pick-up may be ob- Complete with 3, EF50 ; 2, EA50 ; ceramic
resistors, condensers, etc.
tained by returning the valveholders,
16/6 post free.
coupon below.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
465 Kc/s.,
adjustable iron cores, very high Q. Can
size
3.}in.
x
I
Jin.
x
l
}in.
8/6
pair.
to cosmocord" ltdI
ENFIELD, MIDDX.I SPECIAL VALVE OFFER.
All
guaranteed. 6V6, 7/6 each ; EF36, 6/-each ;
Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.
5Z4, 7/6 each : KT33C, 8/6 each ; SP6I,
31- each : SP4I, 31- each ; 6Q7, 7/6 each ;
NAME
EA50, 31- each ; 807, 8/6 each.
It will pay you to pay us a visit.
ADDRESS
CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO, LTD.
(NOTE NEW ADDRESS ABOVE.)
.P.W.J
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Pointers

This Month Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE, Deals With
the "Pairing Off" of Musicians
COMPARISONS are odorous, said Sliakespeare, natural and inevitable to couple these names and
but musicians would seem to take little to mete out praise for one with blame for the
heed of his wisdom, so far as the critical other
all m the same breath and as part of the same
members of the fraternity are concerned. I don't sentence
it is to remark on what a lovely day
know how many of my readers are given to the it is, butasyou
don't think it will last very long.
habit of pairing off the great musicians when
The reason for these pairings lies, usually, in
engaged in musical, discussion, but I have noticed
with unfailing regularity that certain composers certain similarities in the work of the two
get sorted out, or fall, into pairs as naturally composers, similarities of style and thought due
and as inevitably as bacon goes with eggs or to a common outlook on their art and their approach
strawberries with cream. And as it always occurs to it. Not always, of course, because no two writers
of our desire either to praise or belittle someone, could be more dissimilar than Elgar and Delius.
ey have obviously been " made " to invite
the habit, or one might almost call it custom, mav
comparison by being easily the two most disafford us some interest.
The most notable instance is, I suppose, that of tinguished British composers of their day.
the three great Bs, to wit. Bach, Beethoven and Apai t from that accident, neither seems to meet on
Brahms. These three giants, whose combined span common ground at any point. Both have their
from Bach's birth in 1685 to Brahms's death in 1897 artistic roots planted in entirely separate allotments:
covers the entire period of the German domination the former being English to the very core but
of the musical world, really form two. pairs : moulding his genius in a symphonic style, whilst
who Jived most of his life in France, gained
Bach-Beethoven and Beethoven-Brahms. Bach Delius,
and Brahms are not, I think, compared with each his inspiration from that impressionable country
other to nearly the same extent, partly because plus a damp mistiness bequeathed by his native
of the great gap of time between the two, but Y orkshire.
chiefly because of Beethoven's commanding position
between the two-and because Brahms worked almost Pianists on Common Ground
entirely in Beethoven's medium rather than Bach's.
Chopin, Liszt and Schumann, so far as their
I don't think I have ever heard the merits or the piano music is concerned, are, on the contrary,
demerits of a Beethoven symphony, concerto or on the most uniquely common ground, though ol
piece of chamber music expounded upon except to three different nationalities. They were all actually
the holding of Brahms's works in the same genres born about the same time and were firm friends.
as justification. And vice versa, of course.' One -Though so different in individuality, which is
person's remark that the Emperor Concerto is imprinted on every page of their music, each
"divine" and the "greatest of all concertos" approached his keyboard tasks through the
at once begets the reply, "I disagree. I don't common medium of being great pianists (Schumann
think it's a patch on the second Brahms." early on destroyed this side of his career by trying
Similarly, someone else only has to say they would to practise with a gadget on his fingers) and through
walk a mile to hear Brahms's first symphony when the artistic approach of the newly found romantic
they court the rejoinder that the other party movement which they did more than anyone to
wouldn't go a yard to hear it, but they'd go 20 build up to its greatest heights.
miles to hear Beethoven's seventh ! And so on
they parted company at the piano. Chopjn,
and so on. Neither ever seems to be compared to of But
course,
wrote for anything else, and, in
his forbears Mozart, Haydn or Schubert, to his spite of thenever
masterpieces
of his" two contemporaries
contemporaries, more or less, Schumann or and his forerunners and successors,
his contribution
Mendelssohn, and naturally never with anyone to the literature of tjiat instrument remains, and is
so entirely different as Tschaikowsky or Sibelius. likely to remain, unique and incomparable. Liszt
It must be with each other, and always against
Schumann, on the other hand, left a vast output
, each other; they never stand alone. Neither, and
than their piano works, Liszt, to the end of
as I said, do they invite comparison with each other! other
long life, was ever, the iconoclast and revoluWere someone to say they preferred a Brahms or his
tionary, creating his own forms and writing in an
Beethoven symphony to one by, say, Sibelius, the idiom
no one else's, even in his Piano Sonata,
reply would inevitably be that one" can't compare which like
is still a great sonata for all that. His
the two. .Why not ?
work ranged over a wide field, and I suppose he
has influenced his successors to a greater extent
Other "Rivals"
anyone else, Beethoven alone excepted.
Other inseparable companions in rivalry who than
Schumann, on the other hand, and away from the
readily occur to the mind are Mozart and Haydn, piano
which he was such an incomparabiv
Chopin and Liszt (also Schumann and Chopin greater for
than for anything else—worked
and, less often, Schumann and Liszt), Liszt and in the writer
classical German symphonic mould at
Berlioz, Debussy and Ravel, and Elgar and Delius.
concertos, chamber music, etc., though
Wagner, being Wagner, seems not to arouse any symphonies,
idiom was always that of the incurable romantic.
rival emotion in particular. It has become just as his
Chopin died at 39, Schumann at 46, Liszt at 70.
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Liszt was a kindred spirit of Berlioz, born in 1803, prodigal use of the tonal scale, have inevitably
whose music has a modernity aboiit it which often coupled them together in the listener-critic's mind,
belies its 100 years' old existence. He was one of together, perhaps, with their common nationality.
the greatest of French composers, but' an individu- But these two great French masters are just as
ality and a temperament as ardent as Liszt's were individual and different, each to the other, as are
not long likely to remain under any one man's any one of the others I have mentioned.. It would
domination. He was the product of his age and his again seem to be in their piano music with its
many-sided genius, taking him down roads that all narrower frontier as compared to orchestral writing,
looked ahead, influenced all who came after, none that the greatest similarities occur.
more so than Wagner. Wagner's overwhelming
Sullivan and Offenbach, Dvorak and Smetana,
genius, however, canalised all music into his own Borodin and Moussorgsky are among many other
operatic conceptions, and presided there without "pairs" which readily come to the mind. But
competitot or rival.
space prevents their discussion. I would suggest,
however, that a more general mixing of these great
names in our musical criticism, and a less proDebussy or Ravel
vincial and accepted attitude, would not only
The aesthetics of Debussy, and Ravel, 1802-1918 brighten things up considerably but might lead to
and 1875-1937 respectiv ely, based largely on their undiscovered sources in the critic's art.

News

from

the

Clubs

THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
OSWESTRY AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : A. Pottle, B.Sc., 11, Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Hon. Sec.: A. D. Narraway (G2APW), " Lamorna," Pant,
Middx.
Oswestry, Salop.
THE hon. secretary is now giving a course of talks on " Funda- ACTIVITIES recently include N.F.D. participation and the
mental Kadio " to the Hounslow and District Badio
recent 5-metre field day. In the latter, G4LU, G2AU7i,
Society, which meets on alternate Wednesdays, at 7.30 p.m., .G3ASC and G2AP\V organised and ran a site in Denbighshire,
at the Grove lload Schools, Cromwell Boad, Hounslow—autumn 1,300 feet above sea level, and at times Above cloud level and
session commencing September 8th.
almost " airborne," so strong was the gale force. The equipment
was 1133G modified TX run at (» watts ; the RX was converted
SOUTHAMPTON RADIO CLUB
into B107. At a recent society meeting, G5JU travelled from
v
Hon. Sec.: John H. Sillence, 80, The Drove, Coxford, Birmingham to lectpre on 144 Mc/s. to a crowded meeting.
Southampton.
Great interest is shared by a group in the society on 144—one
THE third annual general meeting of the Southampton Badib member being kept busy on technical articles relat ing to 144 Mc/s,
Club was held recently at 9, Builar Boad, Bitterne Park,
At the annual general meeting the following officers were
Southampton. The main business of the meeting was the elected: chairman, Mr. E. D. Power (G3ASC); vice-chairman,
election of club officials for the following year, and the discussion Mr. S. Brown (G4EU); hon. sec., Mr. A. D. Narraway (G2APW);
of club policy and programme for that/period,
assist hon. sec., Mr. G. H . Banner (G3AHX); hon. treasurer,
Mr. P. Neves, A.M.Brit.I.B.E., A.M.I.E.T., Mem. K.S.G.B., Mr. P. J. Fay (G3AKG); and a committee of four, viz., Mr.
the principal of the B.O.A.C. Badar School, Hythe (near Woodhead (G2NX), Mr. N. Brown, Mr. A. E. Smith, Mr. K.Xord
Southampton), was elected president.
-(G3AOX). The committee were requested to explore the
The president, in Ids opening address, stressed the fact that possibility of a " shack," equipment for which had already been
the rapid progress in radio during recent years was largely due promised, and to draw up a programme suitable for all members
to the efforts of the amateur enthusiast, and he felt sure that with on a weekly basis at the " shack." All interested are invited
increasing interest in radio as a hobby even greater progress to communicate with the hon. sec., as given above, enclosing a
would be made in the future. He hoped that educational stamped, addressed envelope. The society librarian coritinues
authorities would give every encouragement to yoiith to take to be Mr. J. Cripps, 11, Legge Street, Oswestry. The society
up radio, either as a career or a hobby. He added that in order has decided to co-operate in the newly organised Association of
to keep the club and its activities before the public eye, a number Midland Radio Committees' activities, the headquarters of which
of popular lectures, to which the public would be invited, would is Wolverhampton.
he arranged. In the discussion which followed, it was decided
that morse practice would be continued, in addition to which DERBY AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
facilities would be made available to members or intending Hon Sec. and Treas. : F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5, Uplands Avenue,
members wishing to take up morse at a later date. It was
Little over, Derby.
decided to supplement practical work with instruction in radio ACTIVITIES
in the society are increasing steadily. Meetings
principles, designed to mee^,the requirements of members. It is
are held fortnightly, at present on Wednesday evenings.
proposed to build up a reference library, with donations of books A series
of
lectures
and demonstrations relating to television
by.club members, further books to be added as and when club is now, in progress. Morse
classes are being arranged, and it is
funds allow.
to cater for all members' interests during the coming
Anyone desiring details of the club's activities or to apply for hoped
winter
season.
membership, should write to the secretary, as above.
New members will be welcomed and are asked to communicate
with the hon. sec.
ST. PANCRAS RADIO SOCIETY
Hon Sec. : H. Brown, 84, Blenheim Gardens, Willesden Green, THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
N.W.2.
Sec.: Mr. C. Alabaster, 34,"Lothian Avenue, Hayes,
AFTER a most active and interesting session, the club has Hon.
Middx.
closed down for a summer recess. Main activities have THE
above club continues to be. extremely active, in spite of
this session been chiefly centred around the design and building
the summer season. Recent lectures were concerned with
of television sets from ex-Service radar equipment. This has been frequency
modulation and radio-frequency heating.
very satisfactorily done and sets were demonstrated to the public
One of the assets of the club is a small library of radio and
at an open meeting in July. As a result of much publicity there technical
books
donated by members. The club also subscribes
has been quite an influx of new members wishing to gain the to two difficult-to-obtain
American radio magazines which are
necessary knowledge to build these sets for a cost of about £10, circulated amongst members
at a nominal fee.
hence it is hoped to have a special television session when the
Meetings are held on the second and fourth Wednesdays of
club restarts in September.
every
month
at
7.30
p.m.,
at
the Labour Hall, Uxbridge Road,
Details of meetings and activities can be obtained from the
Southall, Middlesex.
secretary.
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WE GUARANTEE IMMEDIATE DEEIVERY.—Collaro Gram.-unit chassis, with
magnetic pick-up and auto stop, £9/13/2.
Collaro auto changer ready for mounting,
£23/2/0. C.W.O. only.
TEST INSTRUMENTS.—The entire range
of Taylor Instruments now available on
Hire-Purchase.
S.A.E. for Catalogue and
Terms.
STROBOSCOPES.—Single
50 cycles. 6d. each, S'id. postspeed,
free. 78 r.p.m.,
SPEAKERS.—Unrepeatable
offer, New,
6in.
Celestion
P.M., less12/6transformer.
boxed, guaranteed.
ea.
CONDENSERS,
suitable
ture sets» 350pf.,2-gang,
size IJin.
x lin.forxminia21in.,
91- each.
COILS.—" Hi Q." iron-cored, miniature
L.M.S. : Ae.. H.F. and Osc., 2/6 each.
SPECIAL
OFFER OF ELECTROLYTICS.
Not
ex-Government.
T.M.C., 32 mfd.,
4/6 : 16 and 8 mfd., 51- : 16 mfd., 4/- ; 8 mfd,,
4/-.
CONNOISSEUR
areprice
still
able£4/4/7,
to offer
thesePICK-UPS.—We
at
the pre-budget
of
including
Transformer.
T
Under
20/- C.W.O.
: C.O.D.
or C.W
.0.
over 20/-.
When only
ordering
C.W.O.
please
allow sufficient for packing and postage.
MODERN ELECTRICS LIMITED,
164, Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.2. Tel.: Temple Bar 7587.

PRATTS RADIO,
1070
Harrow
Rd., 'Phone
London,
N.W.10.
(nr. Scrubs
Lane).
: LAD.
1734.
AMPLIFIERS.—College
AC10C,
10
watt,
4-valve, separate ,01 ike stage, separata
mike
gram,feedback.
inputs andPrice,
faders,
tone
control,andA.C..
£8/18/6.
Model AC15E.—15 watt 6-valve, with
over
2Push-Pull
stages. output
Separatestage.
mikeFeedback
stage. Separate
andcomplete
gram, inputs
and faders,
tone mike
control,
with case.
A.C.
Supplies£14/14/0.
H.T. and
L.T. U10E.—10
to radio feeder
unit,
Model
watts
output. Similar to AC15E, but for D.C.I A.C.
mains.
Complete with
case,hut£12/12/0.
Model U10G.—Similar
to U10E,
chassis
type amplifier, £10/18/6. All above match
3.A.C.8 and
15-ohmchassis,
speakers.pick-up
ModelorAC4C.—
4 watt,
radio
amplifier. 3 valves. Feedback. Complete
with o/transfc. (3 ohms). £5/9/6. Model
U4C.—As AC4C but for D.C./A.C. mains,
£5/5/0.
Demonstrations
available.
AMPLIFIER
ACCESSORIES.—Speakers,
Goodmans 12in..
130/- ; Celestion 12in.
75/-;
28 6;.: Rola
8in.
24 - : Goodmans
Microphones,lOin.Rothermel
Crystal
105/-.
Pick-ups,
Rothermel
Crystal
60/Gramophone
" Conrad
constant:
speed
with 9in.Motors,
turntable.
A.C. " 82/5.
MISCELLANEOUS.—Wearite P. Coils.
SI- each. Dual range Coil with reaction,
4/6
," Standard
I/core I.F.s.
465 kc/s,
13/9 :;
Wearite
£1 : Wearite
M400,
21/- pair
Midget I-valve Xformers, 3-1, 6/3, 5-1 6/6 :
Speaker Xformers : Pentode 5'9, Midget
Universal 4/6. 5w. Multi-ratio 7/6, 30-watt
23/9
: Class350-0-350v.
B Driver 7/6
Xformers.
Shrouded
6v. ;5v.Mains
80 m/a,
23/6,
100 m/a (also 4v.. 4v.)t 27/6 : 150 m/a Unshrouded, 35/-. Presets, 50 pf. 10d., 100 pf.
1/3.ohms
250pf.ft..2/-,8(1..0005
Line cord.
2 or 3 way,
60
ft.2/3.
Voltage
Droppers,
with
ft. .2a (1,000 ohm), .3a (800 ohm), 410 each.
Speakers
;
5in.
P.M.
w/tr.,
17/6
:
Sin,
P.M.
13/6 : Sin. :P.M.
19 6.25v. Octal
bases 1/tr.,
6<I. Condensers
25 mfd.
1/8 ;
816.mfd.
500v.
3/6
:
16
x
8
mfd.
450v.,
6
6
:
16 x
450v., 7/9. etc. Dielectric Variables,
.0003 and .0005. 3/-.
VALVES.—PRACTICALLY
STANDARD
VALVE AVAILABLE ANY
EX-STOCK.
2od. stamp for list or enquiries. C.O.D. or
C.W.O. Post paid over £1. New goods only.

A FREE BOOK
on Morse Code Tmiuingr
There are Candler Morse
Code Courses for
Beginners and
Operators.
Send for this Free
" BOOK OF FACTS "
It gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE CANDLRR SYSTEM CO. (5.L.O.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
' Candler System Co', Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
AN INDICATOR
UNIT FOR 50/-!
Brand new type 73 Indicator units in
maker'Sj, cartons.
Specification
: 3Jin. C.R.
VCR.138A.
Four H.F. Pentodes
VR.65Tube
(SP.41).
One
double diode VR.92 (EB.4),'one diode VR.92
(EA.50).
Four-position
10
wafer
wave-change
switch. Many potentiometers, resistors,
condensers, viewing hood, etc. All in grey
metal case, 5Jin. x 16Tin. x 12in. NOTE :
VCR.138A has 4v. 1 A. heater and needs
l,500v.
H.T. It
is the
bestgreen
tvube for
oscilloscope work
with
a fine
trace
of 5
milliseconds
duration.
(Equivalent
ECR.35).
The
indicator
unit
packed
in
maker's
carton for 50/-, plus 10/- for carriage by
passenger train. Satisfaction guaranteed.
VCR.139A (for superscope) in stock.
a. McMillan,
5, Oakfield Road. Bristol, 8.

YOU
can become
a

lirst-elass
HADIO

ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well-paid
employment or profitable
spare-time work.
T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
KING EDWAR D AVE., AYLESBURY
f ~ Post in unsealed envelope Id. postage'—^
| Please send me free details of your t
| Home-Study Mathematics and Radio ^
| Courses.
I NAME
J
, ADDRESS.
L PJlo
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L'R'S

STOCK
CASH or EASY TERMS
Goodmans *' Axiom Twelve " Speaker
Unit. One of the finest quality speakers
available tc-day. ^ ^ £8 8 0
Avo Model 7 Cash price £19 100
Valve Tester, complete £16 100
And practically the whole AVO range.
Avo Wide Range Signal Generator
An R.F. Generator of remarkably wide
range and accuracy of performance. £ I Q
Cash price
^
Specifications of the above
on request.
We can supply on convenient
terms much of the Radio and
Ejectrical Equipment at present
available, all transactions being
strictly between customers and
ourselves.
Please let us know your
requirements.
THE
LONDDN RADIO SUPPLY CO.
(Est. 1925)
BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
GALLING AMATEURS
with BUGGLEUCH
Precision Built Equipment
Steel Chassis Smooth
Black. 17Jin. x 10Jin. x 24in.,
9 9. 17in. xlOin. x 2in.f 8/9.
PANELSCRACKLE
19in.
4/-.
19m. xx 3Jin.,
7in.. 6/9.
19in. x8Jin.. 7/9.19in.xlOJin.. 8/9.
Angle Brackets, 12iin. long, pr.
7/6.
same
cost.)(Bright
RACKaluminium,
ASSEMBLY
(Rigid 4-pillar). 31 Jin., £2 5s.
63in.. £3 5s. Chassis to order.
Charges are
example, 7in.
depthx
less'than
3in. asExample:
5in. x2in-. totals 14in., at 6(1. per
inch=7/-.
:Holes
up to Jin.,Drilling
3(1. lin.,Charges
liin. orliin..
9(1.
each.
Large,
2/3.
square, 2/3. Large square.Small
3/6.
BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS
I & 2 Melville Ter., Edinburgh, 9,
Dunk & Healey
AUTO-TRANSFORMERS
Wq announce a new range of finest quality
auto transformers. Grade 1 stalloy cores,
heavy
castratings.
shrouds,HOv.
fittedto terminal
block!
Standard
230v. Type
14
350 watts, £3/10,0 : Type 17, 250 watts!
£2/15/0
:
Type
20,
100
watts.
£1/17/6.
Other
ratings and voltages to order. All brand
new and guaranteed. Post Free.
REMOTE CONTROL
RELAYS
Type AM6. By S.T.C. G.P.O. type. 6 to 12v.
operating..:
Platinum
contacts.
4-pole
2-way change over. Micro
adjustments,
61- each, post 6d.
Mail
or carry
C.O.D.money
2Jd.
stamporder
bringsonly.
list. C.W.O.
All goods
back guarantee.
67 Osnaburgh St. London, N.W.I
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H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
OFFER

Brand New Ex-R.fl.F. Rt224a
Battery Communication Receiver.
5 Valve Superhet of Exceptional Efficiency,
3Valves
Wavebands
: 30-70FC2A,
m., 70-150
150-300 all
m.
: 2/VP23S,
HL2,m.,PM2A.
included. Has R.F. Stage. Muirhead precision
Dial. TwoCabinet
Outputfinished
Jacks,AIR
LowMINISH.T.
Consumption.
TRY grey. Size 15in. long, lOin. high. 9in.
deep.
Requires
Aerial,
120 v. H.T.,
2 v. L.T..
9 v. G.B.
and Loud
Speaker
or 'phones
to
put into immediate operation. A Super DX
receiver. Easy operation. All leads marked.
Ideal for the Radio Amateur, Yachtsman,
Lighthouse Keeper, Met. Stations and all
remote
Price £5locations.
10s.. Carriage
Paid per Guaranteed
pass, train.
Instant
Delivery.
Satisfaction
or Money returned within 7 days.
H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House.
55, COUNTY
ROAD, 4 WALTON,
LIVERPOOL
Tel.: Aintree 1445.
Established 1935.
Stall" Call Signs G3DLV, G3DGL.
SU PACOILS"
COIL PACK " A 3-waveband. 16-50,.200-550,
800-2.000 assembled
metres superhet
coil
pack
completely
wired
incorporates
6 permeability and
tuned
coils;
with adjustable-trimmers for absolute
accuracy
in ganging and tracking.
One guinea.
COIL PACK " 15 "—as above, with
provision
for R.F. Stage. Two guineas.
I.E. TRANSFORMERS—465
kc/S.
High
Q
wound, permeability
tuned. 5 6" ea.Litz: 10-pair.
COILS—All
normal tuned.
frequency2/- coverages.
Permeability
each.
TWO GANG
CONDENSERS.—7/9
ea.
THREE
GANG
CONDENSERS.—13
4
each.
These are a selection from our shelves.
All other radio and television components in stock at keenest prices.
2Ad. stamp for complete price list.
Mail order only, G.W.O. under £2.
S U P AC O ! LS
98 Greenway Avenue, London, E.I7
THE

LATEST

i\ KITS!
Complete in every detail including
Beautiful Walnut Cabinet I3in. x Sin. x
6in.
- Cel.
deep for £7 All main components mounted on chassis
and wired. Simplest instructions and
circuitincluded for completing in one hour.
3 valves plus rectifier. A.C./D.C. mains.
4controls ; Vol./Off—Tone—Wk—Tuning.
C.O.D. or C.W.O. and Enquiries from ;
LEWIS RADIO KITS
(Dept. A2), 322, High Road, Wood
Green, London, N.22. 'Phone : BOW5997

RADiOMART LIMITED
BARGAINS IN
EX-GOVERNMENT
EQUIPMENT for the AMATEUR
Variable Inductances for P.A. or Aerial
Tuning. All ceramic construction by
Johnson and others. 3iin. diameter
x 6Ln. coil of I/I6in. x Jin. copper strip
(26 turns) on rotating former, variable
contact by means of heavy -springloaded wheel bearing on outside
diameter. A really superb job. Price
only 20/-'" pi us 21- packing and postage.
Smaller version of above (2|in. former)
having 8 turns of 14 s.w.g., otherwise
same principles. Price 10/- plus I/packing and postage.
R.A.F. Dipole Aerial 27in. (approx.
215 mc/s) with 3ft, Co-ax and Rye
Plug, and built-in matching Transformer. Ideal for making into any
frequency dipole. Price 2/6. Postage I/Brand new Mpving Coil 21in. diameter
flush mtg. Meters, 0-50 m/A.,0-l00m/A.,
0-500 m/A., 15/- each. Many other
bargains in Meters. See our list.
We have large stocks of high grade
Co-axial Cable, ^in. diameter 9d. per
yard ; lin. diameter, I/- per yard.
Will never be repeated at these prices.
Our List No. 7 contains many
Special Offers. Send S.A.E. for
your Copy to-day.
48 HOLLOWAY HEAD
BIRMINGHAM I
Tel..-.Midland 3254
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THE ETA TUNER

Type TS4I
{Patent Applied For)
★ Is a complete pre-set tuning
unit for use in superhet circuits.
★ Gives a choice of four stations,
three MW and one LW.
★ Requires no tuning condenser,
trimmers, or other extra
components.
★ Uses a new type of inductor
giving maximum sensitivity and
stability.
Supplied with full instructions
and jj complete receiver design.
Price 33/- (No Purchase Tax)
Obtainable from your local dealer
or direct from
ELECTRO TECHNICAL ASSEMBLIES
West Hill, St, Leonards-on-Sea,
Sussex.

RADIOLECTRON
22, Frances
Scunthorpe,
NowSt.,Goods
Only. Linos.
ELECT. CONDENSERS. 500v.. 4 mfd.. 2 9.
850mfd..
3
6.
8-8
mfd.,
5/9.
8-16 350v..
mfd., lid.
6/3.
x 50v., 2 8. 25 x 25v.. 2 2. 1 mfd.
BULGIN
.25 mfd., 350v. " Metpack," 1,3.
TUNING
CONDS.
Single Gang Const.,
.0005
mfd.,
4
vol..
CONTROLS,
5k..
10k. 25k., 50k..
A Name
100 k.. 250 k.. 500 k.. 1 m.. 2m. Lg. Spdlss.;
3 k..
3, 5with
Sw.,
5 -.k., 25
5 watt.
wound
280
k..
7.5
k..
10
k.,
30 k.,Wire
50 k..Yaxley
60 k..
k.. 100 k. LessSw.,5/-. 2P.,2W.
famous
Type Switches, 2/-. T.R.F. Coils. M. & L.
Wave.
7.9 pv.
CARBON
RESISTANCES all values,
in Radio
i watt., 5d., 1 watt.. 8d.
PIFCO ALL-IN-ONE RADIOMETERS.
25'-.
VALVE HOLDERS. Brit. 4. 5 and 7-pin.
6d. Oct.,
7d. U.X. 4, 5, 6 and 7-pln, 6d.
. A. F. BULGIN & CO., .LTD.
Maz.
Oct.. 6d.
Terms : Cash with order, post free over 10/-.
Bye Pass Road, Barking, E^sex
under add 4d.. C.O.D. extra. A 25d. stamp
wiilJbring you a copy of our latest list.
Tel: RlPfrlewav 3474 (5 lines).
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING
to each.
" Electronic
Engineering " UNIT,
Spec., 30/LINE TRANSFORMER to match. 30/★
each.
FOCUS COIL (Electro Magnet), 36 -each.
SET OF THREE ABOVE, £4/15/0 com4
carriage
Ritdiosparcs ' plete.
Complete
set ofpaid.
blueprints and drilling
templates
shortlyreceivers.
for homeS.A.E.
constructors ofready
television
details.
Quality
Parts for
A CRYSTAL SET FOR SIX SHILLINGS—
All
you price
require2is6 a; DUSTPROOF
DETECTOR.
SPECIAL TUNING
The
COIL, price 3/6.
This coil
of very
construction,
is noisneed
to usesimple
a tuning
condenser.
Service Muffineer's there
Wiring instructions are enclosed with each
coil.
Any
handyman
should
bethese
abletwo
to
make
a
novel
little
set
using
First Choice
components plus a few odd pieces of wire
and one or twoTrade
terminals,
etc., in an hour.
supplied.
MORTONS
13, CiimdenLondon,
Road, E.17.
WaHhamstow,
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Review of the Latest Gramophonei Records
THIS month sees the issue of the second volume
of the Medtner Society, which owes its
inception to the munificence of H.H. the
Maharajah of Mysore. The main work in the new
volume is one appropriately dedicated to His
Highness, namely, the Third Pianoforte Concerto,
Op. 60. The composer himself plays the solo part
in this and, as in the previous volume, he takes the
keyboard where it is required in the remaining
items. There are two of these. In the first, Margaret
Ritchie's fine voice is heard in the Sonata-Vocalise,
Op. 41 ; in the second, Medtner plays his Improvisation, Op. 31, No. 1. The seven H.M.V. records,
which are available to special order only, constitute
a survey of Medtner's music which will be found
quite as attractive as that in the first volume.
Debussy's " Cathedrale Engloutie " is based upon
an old Breton legend of a" cathedral under the sea,
whose bells may be heard tolling amid the sound
of the waves. This legend seems a favourite one
among Celtic peoples, for a variant of it exists in
North Wales. " Clair de Lune," from the Suite
Bergamasque, probably excels its companion piece
in popularity owing to its use as a leading motif in
the romantic " Frenchman's Creek " released a
few years ago. Both of these piano pieces are played
by Harriot Cohen on Columbia DX1496.
An interesting release which should have a wide
appeal is Handel's " Royal Firework Suite," played
by the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, condueled by Sir Malcolm Sargent, on Columbia
-DJO494-5. Handel's original score specifies nine
trumpets, nine horns, 24 oboes, and 20 bassoons,
with optional strings. Georgian England liked its
open-air music to be audible, and Handel assembled
this massive array of wind with the English taste in
view. To us, all these oboes and bassoons are far
too top-heavy, and a body of strings to balance
them would be unwieldy for ordinary concert
purposes. To Sir Hamilton Harty goes the credit
of bringing this excellent music to manageable
proportions by making a selection of the numbers,
scored for a normal modern orchestra, constructing
a " Fireworks Music " suite on the same lines as his
" Water Music " arrangement.
Maurice Ravel's Concerto for the Left Hand was
written in 1931 for Paul Wittgenstein, an Austrian
pianist whose right arm had been amputated
during World War I. If you did not know for a
fact that the concerto was specifically designed
for a one-armed executant it would be hard to
imagine so from hearing the records. It is played
by the French pianist, Robert Casadesus, with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Eugene
Ormandy, on Columbia LAI088-9.
Vocal
That very popular tenor, Beniamino Gigli, sings
in Italian in his latest recording of " Segreto " and
" Nostalgia d'Amore," on H.M.V. 6705. Tosti
wrote multitudes of admirable songs during his
settlement in England as singing-master to the
Royal Family. These.songs come into the category

of drawing-room ballads, but the best of them 'are
free from the rather milk-and-water sentiment
sometimes found in the. Victorian salon song*
" Segreto," of course, merely means secret, and the
secret concerned is evidently one of .the heart.
" Segreto " pairs well with " Nostalgia d'Amore,"
whose title we need not translate.
Another popular tenor is Josef Locke, and he has
recorded two Irish songs in " Dear Old Donegal "
and " The Rose of Tralee," on Columbia DB24-29.
He arrived at fame by way of Irish festivals, and it
was John IVIcCormaek who advised him to develop
especially his talent for ballad-singing.
Mme. Welitseh scored a triumph at the Cambridge
Theatre this spring, being acclaimed especially for a
superb performance of Donna Anna in a new
production of " Don Giovanni." Opera of many
kinds is her province, and in giving us this month
a recitative and aria from Weber's " Der
Freischutz, ' on Columbia I X1090, she has provided
highly interesting and attractive fare for listeners
to whom this opera means only the great,, but overworked, overture.
Variety and Dance Music
Bill Johnson is heard in a new song, " Siesta
Serenade," on Columbia DR2433. As the name
implies, the song has Spanish overtones. Turning
over the record we find " Calling for You," English
version of the famous Italian song, " Core 'Ngrato,"
which was featured in the British film, "Man
About the House.""
Dinah Shore, now in this country, has recorded
" Crying for Joy " and " Little White Lies," on
Columbia DR2430, whilst Frank Sinatra sings " If
I Only Had a Match " and " We Just Couldn't
Say Good-bye," on Columbia Di?2431.
( Tony Martin has recorded the impressive
" Tenement Symphony " which he sang to good
effect in the M.G.M. film, " The Big Store," on
H.ikf. F. B9666, and the popular French singer,
Jean Sablon, sings " Miranda " and " Don't Take
Your Love from Me," on H.M.V. 59667.
Geraldo and his Orchestra have made two records
this month in " A Kiss and a Rose " and " Woody
Woodpecker," on Parlophone 52305, and " October
Twilight " and " When You're in Love," on
Parlophone 52306, These latest recordings bear
witness to Geraldo's musicianship and band-leading
ability, and provide his large following with the
instrumental and vocal blend that has made him
such a constant favourite.
| SAVE THAT CARTON \
i Every empty breakfast-food, sugar, ;
j cigarette, soapflake packet is urgently j
needed for salvage.
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ALEC DAVSES SUPPLIES LID.
18,Tottenham Court Rd., London,
W.I.
Tel.: Mus. 4539. Tel.: IVIus. 2453.
Introducing a few of our very many attractive Surplus Lines :
VCR97 6in. electrostatic C.R.T.s, new and
boxed
original cardboard cartons (Callers
only), in39/6.
Mu-metal
only 2/6. screens for use with the above,
Silicon H.F. crystals for use up to 10,000
Mcs,, standard midget type CS7A, post free,
Low resistance headphones complete with
lead and jack plugs. Postage, etc.. 6d.. 2/6.
Balanced armature phones, complete.with
switchable
armature
and stand. balanced
Postage 9d.
7/6. desk mic.
Training buzzer and Morse Key mounted
on
baseboard.
exceptsolid
for 6v.wooden
bell battery.
PostageComplete
9d. 3/6.
Metal screening box in thin sheet metal,
sprayed
inside
and
outside.
Detachable
lids at both ends. Size 4in. x 4iin. x 8ih.
Ideal
6d. 1/-.for small screening boxes. Postage
Soundtopower
handG.P.O.
sets. Similar
appear
ance
standard
type, butin for
use
without battery. Postage 9d. 7 6. '
Standard
3-gang
.0005
variable
condenser
for use with drum drive. Spipdle length
15/32in.,
diameter ll/32in. Postage
3d.
Onlyspindle
3 6 each.
Permanent
crystal
all new and
boxed. Postage 3d. Detectors,
2 6.
Replacement
crystal
elements.
Postage
Id. 6(1.
Medium
wave
single
winding
coil
for
crystal
set. Postage 3d. 1/6.
.0005 Variable Condenser, solid dielectric
type. New and boxed. Postage 3d. 4 6.
Stockists of Radio and Television
Components of All Types. Full rangt; of Erie
resistances & TCC condensers always
available.

F1RST-CLMS
RADIO COURSES . .
GET A CERTIFICATE !
QUALIFY AT HOME—IN SPARE
TIME
After brief, intensely interesting study
—undertaken at home in your spare
time— YOU can secure your professional qualification. Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you howl
FREE GUIDE
;
, The New Free Guide contains 132 i
I pages of information of the greatest
■ importance to those seeking such |
success compelling qualifications as
| A.M.Brit.l.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., City |
■ and Guilds Final Radio, P.M.G. ,
• Radio Amateurs, Exams.,
I Matric., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
■ A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
! Draughtsmanshipfall branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your cob/ of this
invaluable publication. ' /t may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career. - - • fr
FOUNDED 1885—OVER
----- 150,000 SUCCESSES
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept. 461), 148, HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

at PALACE GATE!
Many people, on buying an Amplifier
make a tour from manufacturer to
manufacturer. But-most people stop
at Palace Gate where the Concerto
and the Kl are demonstrated. There
must be a reason ! Write today fop
new 16-page copiously illustrated
catalogue and interesting information
on the complete range of Amplifiers
and Tuning Units, in kits or complete
form and a new corner chamber,
supplied with or without loudspeaker,
to Dept. P.W.I

AMPLIFIERS
ito
/L// le PALACE GATE
KENSINGTON, W.8
'Phone:
WEStern 3350
CRAIG'S LATEST
Radio
Circuit. Personally
designed,
tested
and guaranteed.
No experience
needed
to
build
this
super
T.R.F.
4-valve
set.
M.W.
A.C. D.C. High Quality Output. Clear
i Diagrams. Detailed
parts list,
etc.,Instructions,
3/6.
i R. CRAIG, 64, ConyeTs Road,
Streatham, S.W.16.
" Radio Road,
Unlimited,"
Carnarvon
I.eytoii.16.K.10
i:
Return of Post " Mail Order Service.
Outstanding
items
this
month
A.C. radiogram chassis. 3 wave.include
4) watt:
output.
Complete
with
valves
and
full
size speaker. Price inc. tax, carriage,
etc..
14 radiogram
ens.
Quality
cabinet, of acoustic
artistic design, £25. 15 watt amplifier.
Input. Mic 'Gram.'Radio. Tapped output
12 gns. A.C. gram, motor and table.
£3 11s.3 6. M.'Coil
microphone.
6.
Phones.
S.A.E. for
full detailed 3list
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
Standard I.F. transformers (465), Litz
wound, iron-cored, in aluminium cans,
51- ea. .0005 2-gangs, 716 ea. 3-wave
s'het coil packs, aligned and tested
(with circuit), 21/-, or with R.F, stage,
39/-. I.F. filters, 21- ea. Experimenters'
parcels of first class radio gear (not
junk), £1. All the latest radio books.
500,//A meters, 7/6 ea. Chassis from
4/6 ea. Mail order only. Send stamp
for latest list in which all prices have
been cut by nearly half to clear huge
stocks of manufacturers surplus. All
goods brand new. C.W.O. under £5.
All orders nett. Post and packing extra
RODING LABORATORIES (EL}^
70, Lord Ave., Ilford, Essex.
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O. GREENLICK, LTD.
TELEVISION
for W.W.
and
circuitsCOMPONENTS,
Scanning
unit,
30/LineE.E.
Transformers,
30'- :CoilFocus
Coil.:
32
6
;
Vision
E.E.
Chassis,
with
valve
holders and coil formers, 22/6 ; ditto Sound
Chassis. 18 6 : set of 8 coils fully wound,
15'Rubber Masks
for 9in. Manual,
tube. 15/E.E. ;Television
Constructions
2/6.:
TEST
PRODS.—Polished
ebonite
metal tipped.
Sins, long on flexible
leadsprods,
with
plugs, pair, 4
CONDENSERS.—Ultra
midget 2-gang
condenser. as used for Personal
portables,
10
:
standard
ditto,
0.0005
mfd.,
8/6
;
withv..trimmers,
10/-.
Electrolytics,
8 mfd.,
450
2 6 : 8 plus
16. 450
v., 5 6. Paper,
0.01
and 05 mfd., 6/- dozen ; 4 mfd., 100 v., 9d.
DIALS / DRIVES.— Horizontal Drive
assembly,
10 x dial,
4iins.6ins.
f 2 hole
fixing, 22 6.S.M.L.
Glassdial,S.M.L.
by
8ins.
t 4 6 Pan, 4 6. Escutcheon, 5/6. Full
Visions
Drive assembly, with glass escut->
cheon,
41 ins.,
Square etc.,
Plane.7iins.
M.L.by4ins.
by 12/6
31ins.,; ditto
ll/6i ''
Dials,
S.M.L.
4Drum
by 3Ains..
1 - (drum,
; ditto. Sins,
by,
Siins..
16.
drive
pulley,
spring). 3 - : epicycle drive, 2/-.
RESISTANCES.—Mains
600 ohms
0.3
and 1,000 ohms., .2.4/-droppers,
each. Heavy
duty
variable
resistance,
300
ohms
1
amp:,
15/-.
CABINETS. — Table Model. walnut
veneered. 21iins. by lOJins. by TUns., 40/-.
TRIMMER KITS.—In smart metal case,
cpmprlsing 17 tools, for the service engineer
Qualrad " product.--45/-.
SPEAKERS.—P.M.
less trans.
5ins., 15':
8ins..
17r6 '>TRANSFORMERS,
6lins. O.M.
with trans.,
ROTARY
in 6/1222/6.
v..
out 200/480 v.. 50 mA., or as small motors.
D.C. Mains. 15/-.
VIBRATORS.—Non
Synchronous, 6 volt.
4-pin.
6'-. "
SWITCHES.—Yaxley type. 3-pole. 2-way;
2midget
- : 4-pole,
; 4-pole,
3/63-;
ditto.3-way,
4-pole3 -2-way,
3/- 4-way,
: 4-pole
way, 3'-.
Our list at 21 d.. gives full details of all
stocks.
Nr. Whitechapel
Met. Station.
265, Whitechapel
Road,
Phone : BIS.
5079 London, E.l.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal
Sets.—Our latest
Modelwith
is a real
radio
is fitted
permanentreceiver,
crystalwhich
detector.
Why nota have'
aDeset
your ownin polished
room—9.6,oakpost
6d.,
Luxein Receiver
cabinet,
18
6.
post
1
^
Spare
Permanent
Detectors,
2;-posteach.
When
ordered
separately,
2/6,
3d.
Headphones,
and in 7/6).
good ,
order, 5 6. postreconditioned
6d. (better quality.
New
Headphones,
10
a
pair,
post
6d.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive,
and very suitable for u^e with crystal sets).
126.6 aBal.
pair,armature
post 6d. New
Single
3earpiece,
type.Headphones
4, 6 : Earpieces,
ex-R.A.F.
2
-,
post
4d.
moving coil mike. 15/-. -Similar phones with
with
throat mikes.
12 6, post3d.8d.Replacement
Headphone
Cords,
Bands, 13
13,a pair,
post post
4d. Wire Bands, 6d.
Handlead,
Microphones,
switch in moving
handle.
!i and
4 -. Similarwith
instrument
;I coil,
7 6. post 6d.
1 Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest
pocket
clin, Sets,
3 3, and
with
gauge.hand
3/6, post
3d.
Telephone
with
ringing
generator. twin bells and G.P.O. type bandcomb.
30
carr. sets.
2,6. 7576,6post
pair,6d.carr,
3 6.
New- each.
handcomb
Telephone
hand
generator
with
handle,
9:6,
post
1/6.
Bell. 4 6. post 6d.
,
Ex-R.A.F.
' can
be used 2-Valve
to make (2-volt)
up a deafAmplifiers,
aid outfit,
i intercommunication
or with
crystal set. complete system,
with valves,
20/-,
I post
1/6.
Ditto,
less
valves.
10/-.
Meters. All brand new. 0-1 m/a, 2in. m/c,
10/:
3.5
amp.,
2in-,
T.C.,
7/-.:
4
amp..
2iin. thermo coupled in case with switch,
7/6.
m a..m/a.3in..
reading60040/120
2in.,m/c,
m c, 15/8 - : ; 20Double
amp..
1 2Jin.,
volt 2Jin.. m/c.mounting,
9/6 : 30
amp., m/i,
6in..9 m6 :i. 15 Switchboard
! 35/: 6.000
v.. 31ifin.not
m/c.
57 6. Post
Extra.
Money
refunded
completely
satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,
58, New Wanstcad, London, E.ll.
Letters only.
New
Listalloforders
above and other
LinesIllustrated
enclosedwith
with
Id. stamp. on request,
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
to

Discussion

The Editor does not necessarilv, agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. AH letters must
be accompanied by tne name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
circuits is carried out by using a four-gang .0005 pP.
Photographing C.R. Tube Image
variable condenser with small capacity trimmers
CIR,—I was interested in an article you published to balance out any difference of capacity in the
a few months ago on the photographing of ganged condenser, especially in the first stage,
cathode ray tube traces. The contributor infers which must be carefully balanced to prevent any
that a camera of some sort is necessary.
difference in frequency between the two valves.
I have recently experimented with gaslight
The last point is-that R.F. valves VI and V2
paper applied direct on to the C.R. screen and have use a common bias network with the addition of a
produced the enclosed. One is a 50 cycle sine ■ gain control of about 10k ohm.
curve and the other a distorted phase elipse from
This system is to be used with a superhet using
an iron-cored choke. For this method of photography push-pull output which requires the use of a
the trace must be steady, as the exposure time is 10 valve chassis.—F. P. Sleight (Cleethorpes);
about 30 seconds. The third oscillogram is a
"printed through"; this forms a method of
"What Is a Classic?"
making many copies of one good oscillogram.
The great advantage of this method is its low QIR,—As regards the definition of a "classic,"
cost, about four pictures for a penny. The
I have always regarded a " classic " as someoscilloscopes I use are one I made from a unit thing which has stood the test of time. I, apply
using VCR97 and the other one I built using a this definition to all types of music, including jazz.
Milliard ECR-30.—F. F. Lee (Beverley).
In this way, I would call both " Tiger Rag" and
[The "pictures" were quite good, and would one of Tchaikowsky's famous works, "classics."
serve, no doubt, for the majority of cases where
I am inclined to reconcile this view with that
permanant records were needed. We regret that they of Mr. Steven Lane, for music which, played on an
■were not suitable for reproduction.—Ed.]
'appropriate instrument, neither produces the
desired effect nor a pleasing one can scarcely
Push-pull R.F. Stages
be expected to withstand the sharp scythe of
CIR,—Readers may be interested in my Father Time !—D. R. H. Davis (Armagh)'.
experimental circuit from the discussion point
C.R. Tube Data
of view.
A short time ago I was working out some details QIR,—Some months ago you were good enough
for a push-pull output stage when the thought
to publish a letter from me in which I urged
struck me : '' What advantage would be gained readers
who have purchased items of ex-radar
by having a push-pull R.F. stage ? " Of course, equipment
containing such things as cathode ray
a similar system has been used for the balance of tubes VCR97,
etc., to visit the Science Museum,
dipoles, but not in commercial use for domestic Kensington, where
they may recognise some
receivers. I put the point to some leading engineers, surplus items which they
but they could not give a satisfactory answer or set out and explained. might have purchased,
deny the possibilities of such a system.
It is unfortunate that the publication of my
One point is, will it give a better signal-to-noise letter coincided with the withdrawal of almost all
ratio, better amplification or even reduce fading of this equipment from the exhibition galleries.
to a minimum using the usual A.V.C. system ?
However, it will all be on view again at the
I have started to build a receiver using this method Radar Exhibition, which will, I understand, follow
for the R.F. stage, and have yet to see the result. the present Illuminations Exhibition in the Science
However, I can give a few details of the practical Museum.
construction.
A lot of people fail to understand that these
The two R.F. coils tuning the grids of VI and V2 tubes (VCR97, etc.) were not all made by one
are a matched pair of P type coils with the aerial maker. They were all, like the VR91 (EF-50),
windings joined in series. The earthy ends of the made by various makers for the Government.
grid windings are joined to a common point on the I have seen VR91 valves which were made in
A.V.C. line (E), and the usual A.V.C. on/off switch America and Canada to the original Mullard
is used to short the line to earth on the chassis. specification. I believe the original VOR97 was
The geileral snag came with the method to be G.E.C.
u'sed in getting a required centre tap to feed the
The one I purchased (in a 6A unit) had A1
H.T. to the anodes of VI and V2 ; to unwind the (pin 5) not connected to pin 5. But A1 and A3
primary of the H.F. coil and connect a centre tap are strapped internally and connected to pin 9.
without the use of a coil winding device would have Pin 7 should, however, be connected to the coating
been impracticable. The alternative was to couple and is so in my sample. (See C. R. Talbot's letter
an H.F. choke across the primary and place a in the August issue of Practical Wireless.)
centre tap on the choke wdiere the two centre
These tubes were used for different purposes.
windings afe joined. The secondary winding is The unit 6A with a VCR97 was used in aircraft in
used to tune the grid of the frequency changer, as connection with the "Aid to Surface Vessels"
with conventional circuits. The tuning of the equipment, as was the 6C, both being fed from
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a .common transmitter and. eciio receiver, working
from a positive pulse, the type 0 unit working
from a negative pulse.
The OA was used by the navigator and the 6C
by the tail gunner of a bomber. (Tube type
VCR 138.)
The type 6B unit was used in- the F.A.A. in
conjunction with transmitter type T3040E and
receiver type R3839E.
Hoping this information will bo of value.—
W. J. Law (Ealing).
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L.S. Output for R.1155
QiR.—Some time ago I bought an "1155 " set,
having to convert it myself. I managed to
get circuit details of the set and so " rigged " it up
O.K. The snag is that.I want to convert it, to
L.S. output, and up to present I'm afraid 1 haven't
been very successful.
I wonder if one of your readers has had the samedifficulty ! If so, perhaps he could forward on to
me circuit details, etc., of a L.S. stage for the " 1155."
I will gladly answer all letters and return any
Q ffh—I agree with Mr. C. R. Talbot (the C. R. books or notes which are wanted back.—F. G.
is very appropriate) about the possibility of Shephekd, 12, Mill Road, Waterloovilio, Hants.
getting into trouble by making use of data in tho
April and February issues.
Ex-Service Equipment
I must say tbat the articles by the Bristol
co-operation of readers is sought in helping others out
correspondent were extremely valuable in other- n^HE
JL
of difficulties regarding items of surplus gear as follows :
respects. The
possible variations of VCR97 are :
W. G. W. Highficld, 91, Uplands Avenue, Wolverhampton,
No.
5 to A1 (if not already strapped internally to
Staffs, wishes to contact a reader who may have experi3
mented in converting the Test Set Type 72 to 2A and 5 metro
A ), No. 7 to graphite3 coating (if not already
bauds.
strapped internally to A ). The other connections
T.
B. F. Perkins, Slaptou, nr. Towcestcr, Northants, is in
, which are standard being ; No. 1 to modulator.
need of circuits and technical data of Ex. 3554.
G. Hughes, 14, Eraser Grove, St. Annes, Carlisle, requires
No.
2 to cathode,
No. 3 and 4 to heateiy No. (i to
data on the valve VOL.11, irom the German Sachsenwerk
A2, No,
8 to Y2, No. 9 to1 X2, No. 10 to A3, No. 11
1
receiver.
to X and No. 12 to Y . The contact number is
S. I). Dickinson, 12, Kingswood lload, Birmingham, 13,
would like information on the Monitor Type 27, and German
taken from location spigot, reading cloekwise
Services, Battery-Mains ^portable Siemens, K. 32.G\VB.
when looking into the base end of the tube and
J. Agius, 69, St. John Baptist Street, Sliewa, Malta, requires
anti-clockwise when looking at the holder as when
data on T.1154.F, especially so far as conversion for experiwiring up the unit. When, as is usually , the case,
mental purposes is concerned.
J. M. B. White, 63, Alexandra lload South, Whalley Range,
, the A3 is connected to 1the earthy end of E.H.T.,
Manchester,
16, requires details of the power supply section,
it is best to connect
A (No. 5), graphite coating
etc., of modulator type 50.
(No. 7) and A3 (No. 10) together in wiring up the
F. Lewis, 1, Manor Crescent, Brampton, Chesterfield, Derby,
would appreciate the load of the circuit of 11.1124.C, with a
holder, us this will take care of any possible var iations
view to conversion to standard television reception.
of the VCR97.
A. L. Moon, 1, Montague Cottages, Hankhan, Wisham,
Pevensey, requires circuit diagrams of C.ll.T. Indicator
1 should be grateful if any reader could advise
unit, type 6a and 6b and Ex/Tx 11.3003.
through this column on getting a Miller tune base
J. W. Collier, 5, Crescent lload, Hey bridge, Maldon, Essex,
to synchronise with the signal and give fly back
would like information of R.3i7p.A.
"
suppression without undue distortion of trace.
E. J. Cox, 26, Gilliugate, Kendal, Westmorland, requires "
circuit
diagrams
and
any
other
details
of
B.C.342
or
B.C.312.
Also, where can I obtain high voltage H.W.
H. E. Eule, "Montaza," Kyle Avenue, West Hartlepoql.
metal rectifiers of 1,000 v. at a few mA and what
wishes to contact any reader who has experimented with
are refer ence numbers of any suitable for C.R. use ?—A.1134 from the point of view of making it into an intercommunication unit for the home.
H. Coopeb (Shaw).
T.-Mair, Homeleight, Papworth Everard, Papworth, Cambridge. would like assistance in converting the 33 A.F.V.
Walkie-Talkie to dry-battery use.
" Desert Air-maii "
J. M. Henry, c/o Lowe, 99, St. Andrew's lload, Pollokshields,
C1R,—With reference to your article " The'-Desert
Glasgow,' S.l, requires information, especially heater diagrams, of the B.C.454 series command receivers.
Air-mail," a mistake has been made in the last
H. G. Hartshorn, W/O and Sgts. Mess, Ko. 11 H.Q. Eegt.,
line. Our basic salary was £6 5s. weekly plus the
E.E., Harper Barracks, Eipon, Yorks, wishes to convert
6s. an. hour flying pay.
indicator unit type 230 and wave meter unit W.1646 to a
modulated signal generator.
I am the holder of the first '' Working " Air
T. V. Attwood, 32, Park Lane, Netherton, Aintrce, "Liverpool,-9,
P.M.G. Licence. Capt. Duncan Sinclair, the
needs information on T/E3523.E, and amplifier type 226.
examiner, has No. 1, I have-No. 2, and 1 was the
E, lv. Eigby, 53, Alan lload, Wlthington, Manchester, 20
requires circuit diagram of T/EO.H.
radio officer on Imperial Airways' first DH.66 to
T. Young, 53, Limes Grove, Lewishara, S.E.13, requires
leave Croydon on the way to open their Eastern
circuit
of E.1124.C. and details of power supply.
Service between Cairo and Karachi. The Chief
F. Taylor, 9, Bolton lload, Moses Gate, Farnworth, Lanes,
requires information on Bendix B.C.433.G, and the number
Pilot, Capt. Woolley Dodd, was in charge, and we
of the control box.
had Air Vice-Marshal Sir Sefton Brankner, the
J. A. Brockie. 77, Burns lload, Aberdeen, needs details of the
Assistant Secretary of State for Air, with us.
sockets and terminals, etc., of the U.F.I, 12-volt Vibrapack,
11. L. Woods, 27, Stavelcy lload, Leicester, would like details
Incidentally, I transmitted, on Sir Sefton's
of Beacon receiver B.C.1206A.
behalf, the first two "Air Telegrams " to be sent
W. E. Blaxland, Eastern Garage, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex,
from a British aircraft. I still hold the originals
would like particulars or service sheet of indicator unit
ASB-S, radar unit R-0A/APN-4,
in Sir Sefton's handwriting. One was to the Air
E.
H. Da vies, 26a, Eudlesham lload, S.W.13, would like data on
Ministry, and the other to an address in New York.'
the E.1147A.
They were transmitted during the flight from Gaza
J. Ewart, The Old Post Office, Ecclefechan, Dumfrieshire,
would like details for fitting "S" Meter and converting for
to Rutbah Wells and ac-eejfted for re-tiftnsmission
use on 10 and 20 metres, the receiver 11.1224,A.
by Rutbah, the Iraq Posts and Telegraphs Station.
1'. Is'. Hollis, 143, Lymingtou Avenue, Lcigh-on-Sea, Essex,
I would very much appreciate the present address
is in doubt regarding the connections at the rear of No, 52
eonimmiications receiver.
of my old friend and colleague, N. E. Wood;
U..E. Jones, Tegfryu, lluthm Eoad, Mold, Flints, is desirous of
we were together for, many years in both the
contacting anyone who may have experience in converting
R.A.F. and Imps.—A. E. Booth (Redruth).
B. 0.433.G, for mains operations.
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SPECIAL THISManual,
MONTHenabling
!—Exhaustive
even
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS Constructional
beginners to build a powerful 5-valve allKITS
of
Radio
Receivers.
Electric
and
wave
A.C.
or
A.C./D.C.
Superhet
of excepBattery. New materials. Table and tional range, price 3/- (refundable).
RATES
:
31per
line
or
part
All
Semi-midget models. Cabinets. Latest parts available, incl. figured walnut
thereof, average
toextra.
line, kit,
Wylwyn
Star,; ext.
3 wave,
connections
minimum
2 lines. five
Boxwords
No.befid.prepaid
Full details of this and other
for gram,
pick-up
speaker.
A.V.C. cabinets.
Advertisements
must
bargains,
2id.
All
kits havedetails.
illustrated
con- VICTORY 4in. 3-valve, plus rec., kit absoand
addressed
to Advertisement
structional
Lists.descriptive
Radio comManager,
" Practical
Wireless,"
lutely complete, valves, speaker, super
ponents,
gram,
turntables,
motors,
pickTower
House,
Southampton*
St.,
cabinet, fullorinstructions,
long and
medium
ups. C.W.O. or C.O.D. Amateurs' queries waves,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
Universal model,
£8, carr.
pd.
welcomed. Good stocks Valves, Cathode N.R.S. A.C.
AUDIO AMPLIFIER for A.C.
ray
equipment.—Isherwoods,
Reme
House,
v., 4 watts undistortedt valves 6Q7,
G Ig' R
81. Plungington Road, Preston, Lanes. 200-250
6V6 and 5Z4, pick-up and tuner inputs (volts
Tel. 3348. Estd. 1936.
available),
volume, guaranteed,
tone and feedback
By OrderWITHOUT
of the Minister
of Supply
controls, tested,
£5/19/6.
GLEN
RADIO
for
quality
components
RESERVE
Metal
Rectifiers,
250
v.
45 m.a., 5/- (4/-) ;
at
lowest
prices.
Send
for
lists.—41L
STAVERTO N, G L O S.
350
v.
70
m.a.,
8/6
(7/6).
Heater
Transformers,
Union
St.,
Aberdeen.
A sub-site
ofmain
No. Gloucester-Cheltenham
7 Maintenance Unit. RADIO.—Huge purchase of ex-R.A.F. 6.3 v. 1.5 amp.. 12/6 (11/-). Universal type
R.A.F.,
on the
at 4 v.. 5v. and 6.3 v.. 2 amps, each,
surplus radio gear for sale at bargain tapped
Road,
about
4* miles
fromBRISTOL
each.
16/6.
Iron-cored
I.F.s, 465
or
PUCKLECHURCH,
Near
prices.
Receivers,
transmitters,
power
midget,
quality,
13/6kc/s,
pair.standard
OSMOR
viewing
units, "Q" coil best
AboutBABDOWN,
8 miles North-East
from Bnstol.and units,
pack, L. M. and S., 33/- : Wearite
converters,
controlunits,
units,black-out
etc. etc. Bargain
Near TETBURY,
ditto
or
raed.
and
2
short,
gram
position,
of very useful gear, 7/6, 10 - and 42/-. L.T.G. pressybutton coil pack, 3-wave
About 3 miles from Tetbury and 1 mile parcels
20/-. pay
Sendyou.—L.
S.A.E. Glasscock,
for complete
fromJ.thePEARCE
main Bath-Nailsworth
gram.. 58/3, all with circuit. P.M.
Radiolist—it
Shop, and
POPE & SONSRoad. will
Speakers, 1st class only supplied : E.M.I.,
25. Bridge Street, Downham Market.
Will
Sell by Auction
5in., 11/6 ; Plessey/etc., 6iin., with trans.,
STAVERTON,
GLOS.,at
6 :Goodman's,
R. & A., 8in.,
with30/-.
trans,Wharfe27/6 :
MIDGET PENTODE OUTPUT TRANS.— 25
a Large
Quantity
of & AMERICAN
-r* axi
less21/-,
trans.,
35
m.a.,Sin.,
40 :1,L.T.,
3/- 10/11.:
ea. P.M.
Speakers,
best lOin.
SURPLUS
R.A.F.
dale,
Goodman's
Axiom, Vitavox and
makes,
6iin.,
with trans.,
EQUIPMENT
Barker's
Hi-Fi
models.
18/6 : 81n..
L.T., 16/9 : fully
10in., L.T..
25/-. GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT. — A.C.
Transformers
shrouded^
Radio^^eceivers, modulators. Rectifiers. Man
with Sin. turntable, fixed speed,
v.. 100 m.a.. 6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a., 22o 6 : motors
Transformers, Dynamotors, Balloons ana 350-0-350
_:. 5 : 118/4
ditto ;Collaro,
table, variable
350-0-350
v.,
80
m.a.,
semi
shrouded,
6.3
Balloon Fabric. Generating Sets. Trolleys, 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a.. 19/9 ; 275-0-275 v.. 80 m.av. speed.
Collaro 12in.
motor/pick-up/autoOil Refiners, Steel Cable. Ladders. Tools, semi shrouded, 6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 2 a., 18 11, stop unit,
latest
de
luxe
model,
£9, carr. 5/-.
• etc.,
EX-GOVT. VALVES, guaranteed.—6J5.
all
with screened
Selenium
on
EBC33, EF50, 5/6 (5/-).
Rectifiers,
small size,primaries.
250 v., 60 m.a,,
4/6 : L63,
FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER
17
th,
1948.
BRAND
NEW
VALVES,
best
m.a., 5'6. Chassis.
16-gauge 4'alu-' only, guaranteed : EF36, EF39. makes
Commencing at 11 o'clock Punctually. 250 v., 80 10x5ix2in.,
3/6 : llx6x2Mn.,
VIEW DAYS : TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, minium,
15D2, 6X5, 5Z4. 8/- (7/6) : 6K8.EL32,
6K7,
12x8x2Jin..
4/9
:
16x8x2lin.,
5/9
;
20x8x2»in..
and THURSDAY. September 14th, 15th and 6/9. "Govt. Surplus Lines : Smoothing ECH35,
6V6. 6SN7, KT33C, FW4/500. 5U4. U52,
16th, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., also on day Chokes. 40 m.a., 12h., 200 ohms. 3/3 : 60 6Q7.
10/-.
(9/-)
;
6L6,11/6
:
PX25,15/:
matched
of
Sale
from
9
a.m.
to
11
a.m.
gladly by
supplied.
We specialise
in
3/6. Mallory
Vibrators. pairs
CATALOGUES, price 6d. each (postal m.a.,
Instruments
mail order.
Immediate,
v. 10h.,
4-Din,100
4/-ohms.
ea. ; Vibrator
Transformers.
orders
obtained
from J. 12
safe
delivery
all AVO
andTerms
PullinC.W.O.
models.
12
v.
input.
210
v.
output.
6/6
;
Condensers,
PEARCEonly)
POPEmay& 'be
SONS.
ST. ALDATE
Advice,
literature,
2id.
or
.005 mfd., 1,000 v., 3/6 doz, ;
CHAMBERS. GLOUCESTER. 'Phone : wire-ended,
(bracketed prices for lots of 3),
.1 mfd., 350 v., 3/9 doz. ; 8+8+8 mfd.. 500 v. C.O.D.
0
7
postage
extra
under
£5.—N.R.S.,
102.
Parkblocks,
3/6.
Line
Cord,
.3
a..
3-way.
60
ohms,
ADMJSSWN
WILLONLY.
BE BY
Road. London, N.W.3. Tele : Gulliver
per ft.. 6d. ft.: .2 a.. 3-way. 90-100 ohms, per hill
CATALOGUE
t.. 7cl. ft. C.W.O. or C.O.D.. postage extra. 1453.
EDDYSTONE Short Wave Radio. Stratton Lists
2id.
Trade
supplied.—Radio
Supply
and
Co., applications
Ltd.. are now
a position
to Co.. 15, Queen Square, Leeds. 2.
EVERYTHING for the wireless conconsider
for ainlimited
number
structor. Send stamp for price list.—
of
registered
dealerships
in
areas
not
ALUMINIUM
CHASSIS
and
panels.
Any
H. Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road. Hitchin,
aliffeady covered. Applications are invited size made. Plain or punched for valve- Herts.
from expert and enthusiastic Shortwa_ve holders. etc.. from 3/9. Coils, superhet coil
specialists at home and abroad. Write packs. I.F. transformers, gang condensers,
Stratton
andRoad,
Co.. Ltd..
Works, etc. Lowest prices. All new and guaran- SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS
Alvechurch
WestEddystone
Heath, BirmmgBARGAINS
teed. Technical data sheets and lists free
ham. 31.
on
request.—Read, 13-, Bence Lane, Darton, Bendix BC'453 Receivers (190-550 kc/s).
Barnsley.
612SR7.
valves.85(3)kc/s.
12SK7.
(1) Ideal
12A6. for
(1) Q5er
12E8,(see
(1)
RADIO
Constructor's
Catalogue.
20-page
Catalogue, packed with hundreds of items K3515.—New, £4. R1355 with R.F. Unit, Jan. QST), or canI/Fs.
be
converted
to
car
radio.
of
interest
to
the
constructor,
service
£4.
Circuits,
etc.,
6A.
Indicator,
£2
15s.
New in original cartons. 35/-, plus
engineer and experimenter, plus details R.F. 25 Unit, 10/-. Rotary 24 v. D C. to Brand
postage. Bendix BC 454 Recievers (3-6
of
ourfree.—Cussins
Technical Query
Service.,
Price 4a.,
230
v.andA.C..C..2505/-.watts,S.A.E.
£4. EA50
with Holder. 1/6
post
and
Light.
Ltd.,
The
megs
).
six valves, 12A6GT.
(3) 12SK7GT
VT132.
R.
particulars.—G.
(1) 12SK7GT,
(1) 12to(1)S.
SR/7GT.
North's Leading Radio Engineers, King « Adcock, Norwich Road. Watton. Norfolk 1,415
kc/s. I/Fs. (1)Easily
converted
Wave
. Square. York.
radio.
In
original
cases.
35/-,.
plus
1/6
DATA SHEETS provide postage. Bendix BC 455 Receivers (6-9
R.S.G.B. TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. SPARKS'
detailed
descriptive
matter
and
Full-size
The
following
are
of
special
interest
to
), six valves. (3) 12SK7GT, (1) VT132.
Constructional Print of Designs Tested and megs
transmitting
amateurs
and
short-wave
(1) 12SR7GT. (1) 12A6GT. 2,830 kc/s. I/Fs.
enthusiasts.
Guaranteed by
35/- each, post
1/6. 4New
hand,
L. ORMOND SPARKS
VALVE TECHNIQUE.
6 volt
amps.,Delco
in original
Presents the calculations associated with NEW DESIGNS :
. generators,
a
aii ^
cartons, 17/6 post free. Brand New Moving
"
CRUISER."
An
All-dry,
Highthe application of thermionic valves. THE
coilpermicroefficiency
T.R.F.power
Circuit.
Three Coil
104
pages.TECHNIQUE.
Fully illustrated, 3/9^post free.
phone,Headsets.
4ft. lead With
and moving
plug. 12/6
set,
Pentodes, 3-valve
Fine range,
and quality.
V.H.F.
.
free. R.A.F. Bombsight Computprs.
Comprehensive
account off techniques
Low cost. Good selection of stations on post
With
Sperry
Gyro.
3
28
volt
motors.
Gearing,
employed for generation, propagation and M/L
waves
with
short
aerial.
Designed
for
bellows
and counters.
for
wanting a compact, all-dry, trouble- barometric
reception of frequency between 30 and 300 those
experimenters.
55/-carriage
5/-. Ideal
R.A.F.
designetc
for the home, caravan, camping.
Mc/s.
96 pages. Fully illustrated. 3/9 free
Morse
keys.
1/6
each,
post
4d.
Lufbra
yachting,
.
%iy
post
free.
cutters, for use on wood, metal
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE. .
THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An A.C.I adiustable
plastic.
51- post
Throat
Describes theory and practice of microwave Dcannot
C 2-Valver
Plus with
Rect.tuning.
for those
who and
Brand
new with
lead4d.and
pluft,Microphones
5/-,2/6posteach,
fid.
be by
bothered
3
Station
technique. 68 pages. Fully illustrated, Selection
Permanent
Crystal
Detectors,
Switch,
L/M
Waves.
3i
Watts
4d. Double Sided Becording Discs,
I'erviciTVaiae equivalents. O/Put. Pre-set Tuning and Reaction... 2/9 post
Slin., 1/-andeach,
10/61/pereach.
dozen,9/-Westeotors.
" CUB."
A Fine
Third edition. Lists commercial equivalents THE
W.112,
Plus Rect.
M/L little
Wave A.C./D.C.
receiver. W.X.6free.
of Service and CV valves, also Cathode 2-Valver.
Inspection
Lamps,
withperleaddozen
and
Powerful, Inexpensive and Simple to Build. post
Rav
Tubes.
36
pages.
1/post
free.
plug. 3/6. Oscilloscope transformers.
31 Watts. Good response
2/6 Lucas
THE
TRANSMITTING
LICENCE.
1 to
1 Brand
new
boxed,
2/6.
" CADET " A.C./D.C. AMPLIFIER. Ratio
Second edition. How to obtain ap amateur- THE
"
Tannoy
"
Carbon
mike
inserts,
2/6
each,
The youngest addition to my famous range post 3d. Input Transformers. 50 to 1 or
licence. 32 pages, 1/- post free.
of
Amplifiers.
A
full
31
Watts
Output.
Vol.
R.S.G.B. BULLETIN.
mu metal. 51-. Midget Condensers
Tone Controls. Good Quality. Ideal 775topf.1,twin
Monthly publication of R.S.G.B. 1/6 post and
51- : single
gang
for P.U
2/6 4d M.C.R.lgang,
free. (Free
to Members.)
Batteries,
90 volts
H.T.2/6,andpost
7£
THE
"
CHALLENGER
"
PORTABLE.
THE
RADIO
SOCIETY
OF
GREAT
volts
L.T.,
6/6
each,
post
9d.
Moving
BRITAIN,
An
Amazing
A.C./D.C.
Portable.
3-Valve
Meters, 2in. dia., 0-5 ma. or 0-.5 amps.,Coil
8Rect.
M/L
Waves.
Fine
Power
and
28, Little Russell Street, London, W.C.I. plus
" Collaro
" Gram.
Units, swivelMotor,
No A. or E. needed ... ... 2.9 each.
BARGAINS in ex-WD. equipment. Quality.
auto stop
and magnetic
MANY OTHER
DESIGNS
for .Sets
and turntable,
12
voltgenerator,
I.F.F, rec./transmitters,
10 valves,
head
pick-up.
complete
with
speed
available.
Send S.A.E.
for latest
motor
etc. New in cartons,
25/- Amplifiers
List
and Service.
please include
stamp with
order. regulator (A.C. Only), 100-250 volts, 50 c.p.s.,
O.P.
Transmitter
tuning
units.
TL6B,
Prompt
Components
supplied.
TU7B,
TU103-.as (Easily
converted
to simple
»Radi^Publications : Send 2id. stamp for
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
transceiver
per " Radio
News,"
Nov.,
list of our
latest
publications.
PhoebethStation
Road,: Ladywell,
Broekley, S.R.)
S.E.4. full
1947.) Complete with black crackle case, 9, (Nearest
Southern
Radio
Supply,
Ltd., 46, Lisle
16/6
•
C.P.
Send
S.A.E.
for
bargain
list.
Street,
London,
W.C.2.
GlSRard 66p3.
('Phone
:
Lec
Green
0220)
—Fanthorpe, 6, Hepworth's Arcade, Hull.
October, 1948
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97
6.
CIIAHGING
SWITCHBOARDS,
CHASSIS,
metal
work,
panels,
all
types
siiop
BY
POST.—All
goods are cai'rj age
12v./32v., 500 and 1.260 watts, volts, atnos.. in 16 g. ah. or dural, 1st class work only. paid to any address inour
Britain.buyers
You
cut-outs, fuses, resistances, etc., 4 take-dfls, Competetive price. Fast delivery. Lists pay no fancy prices. WeGreat
actual
superb
unit,
in
case
;
or
send
£5
carriage
^.d.—Hudson,
3B. Winner St.. Paignton, direct from the Ministryare
of
Supply.
Here
paid.
Devon.
are
a
few
examples
of
the
value
obtainable
0
75
DYNAMOS. 24 volts. 1.000 watts. 9in.
by
belowgoods.
List | -day4 4 -Modulator unit Type 208 contains
paid.7in., Jin. spindle, or send 80/- carriage •SPECIAL
recent huge OFFER.—Selling
purchase all types radio
I
,
£Tt , , output
rectifiers.
1-MH41
tnode, pentodes.
switches,2-U17
transformers,
75
230v.
1
50.1/5
h.p.
ELECTRIC
MOTORS,
New. branded. No W.D. surplus. Valves, chokes,
resistances, etc.. etc.. only 59 6.
incorporating
1,260
cycle
converter,
or
send
speakers,
chassis,
everything.
Send
wants.
80 - carriage paid.
< List 2.-d.—Hudson, 3B, Winner St., Paignton, Receiver type R 3067 contains 10 useful
58-.
MAINS
TRANSFORMER
SWITCHDevon.
I J-SPeL 122-6J5G,
2-CU6, transformer,
2-D1, 1-EB34andanda
volt Rotary
BOARDS,
230v.
A.C.
to
12v.,
5
separate
ofvalue
condensers,
resistances,
etc.. Our
the
take-offs, complete distribution panel, all K IT SETS WIRED — Apparatus con- i, host
scrap
of
this
unit
over £10.
switches,
fuses, amps.,
to your design. Any receiver price, 49 6. Exide 10 voltis 5.000
m.a. H.T.
send 60 - carriage
paid. etc., brand new, or structed
serviced.
Send
diagram
or
sot
for
quota5 - per
Teakunspillable
case free
55 -, ELECTRIC MOTORS. 12v. and 24v.. tion. to F. A. Sharp & Sons, 53. Weedington accumulators,
each 8 units.
2 voltunit.
20 amp.
14
h.p.,beautiful
4in. by job,
4in., orwith
lin.60/spindle
for Road, Kentish Town, N.W.5. 'Phone : with
accumulators.
10'-,
Complete
Aircraft
drive,
send
carriage
GUL
1759.
Aerials, Stainless Steel Wire Insulators,
paid.
1 11 each. Single Flex in 12yd. coils,
COILS. H.F.. 50-: L.F.. 40-. etc..coil.
45
containing
12v., : 18II.R.O.
Twin tough Rubber Covered Cable.
sets less valves, 8 -. ARP12, AR8, 5 -. 51 3- per
24v..-, DYNAMOTOR
130v., and 300v.UNITS,
D.C. dynamo,
or suityds. Co-ax Cable, 6 - doz. yds..
able as 6v., 12v.. or 24v. motor, approx. Iron core 465 k.cs. Trans., 4 - each. Post £2 100yd.doz.coil.
advertised
last month
1small
h.p., grindstone,
llin. by Sin.,mop,
withetc..
spindle
take irec.-Fancourt, Kilburn, Derby.
still availableItems
except
receivers.
Send
also to
contain
TESTED DOODS.—Metal Rectifiers. 3 6 S.A.E. to-day for our latest lists.
adjustable
24v.
cut-out.
12v.
automaticeach.
30/doz.
Nuts.
Bolts,
etc..
2lb.
WALTON'S
WIRELESS
STORES,
203,
voltage control, smoothing condenser, : Resistors, i w.. 3d. ; i w.. 4tl. ; 1 w.. 6d. Stavcley Rd., Wolvcrhampton, or callers
resistances, and many other extremely 50 ass., our selection. 5,-. Crystal Mikes, | only. 48, Stafford St., .Wolvcrhampton.
useful fittings, beautifully made, or send i small, 15 - ; large. 25'-. - Midget Speakers,
50 - carriage paid.
novachord (similar
parts/
5 - and 71 6.-. List.
Headphones.
3.000L> 67.3 -Bell
pr. ELECTRONIC
38
-, RADIO
WAVEMETERS,
adjustment
diagrams)
wanted.—Jones,
4, Nugent
21d.—Carters,
dial,case,
350-370
beautifulpaid.
instrument I Toggles.
Terrace. N.W.8.
Lane. Marston Green, Birmingham.
in
or sendMc/s.,
40 - carriage
Host other valuable equipment. Lists free. RECORD PL A YINC* DESKS fitted with WANTED, clean copy of Amateur
Benmotors. Summerley Street. Earlsficld. B.S.R.
containing description of 150
electric gram motor and pickup. Wireless"
S.W.18. WIM. 3833. (100 yds. S. Rly. Electric A.C. mains,
£8 8s>, including tax. Below- mile Crystal Set.—Box No. 163.
Line : 10 minutes Waterloo.)
Quality Speakers : New Rola G12 plus. ; HEADPHONES M.c (40 Ohms) and Tannoy
10s.Axiom
; Goodmans
Mic., 7 6 per set. Post paid.—V. C.
VERSATILE TRANSFORMER. Another £8
12. £8 8s.12in.,
; Rola£6or15s.
Elac.; Good10in.. power
Terry, 1, Peel St.. Maidstone.
Oldchurch
Laboratories
Special.
Thisyetis mans
30:
8m..
23
6Pifco
Radiometers.
0-6v..
the most universally
useful
component
Receiver, M.C.R.l, com0-30 mA. A.C. or D.C. and circuit SALE.—Midget
offered to the " Ham." Has four separate 0-240v..
plete, as new, also 6in., 5in. and Jin.
test, 25-. Avorainor
D.C.. £4120A
4s. (1.000
Avominor
windings,
impregnated
in screened
£8 10s. Taylor
opv), i Speakers. £12.—Box No. 161.
tainer. Weight
41bs. These
are someconof A.C./D.C..
8s. 4 - Electrolytics,
only, NATIONAL Radio Service and Television
its uses ; Modulation choke with 3 taps, £8
inf.,
: 8-8, 6,6-16-8,best
8,6. makes
Many other
modulation
with ratiosaudio
of 8lines,
Company,
leading Radio
Television
all
brandfornewlist.stock
of bestor quality.
3, 2, and 1 totransformer
1, driver transformer,
: repair
organisation
in theand
country.
All
Send
S.A.E.
C.W.O.
C.O.t).
isolating
transformer,
mains.
100,
200,
makes
receivers,
amplifiers,,
etc.
Rewinds
only Carriage
for 12in. paid
speakers,
too heavy to transformers, field coils, armatures,
300 and 400 v. step up or down transformer. (C.W.O.
etc.
for
C.O.D.).
over
£1.—Homer
Carries
50
w.
Instruction
leaflet
and
diagram
New
cones
fitted
to
loudspeakers.
All
Newey (Radio). Ltd., Dept. P. 211, types British and American valves stocked.
with each. You cannot afford to be without and
one.
ex-Govt.
each. Queens Road, Smethwick, Staffs.
Immediate service, collection, etc.. any
ThreeBrand
for £1new
(plus
post). Price
E.F.507'6valves.
High Street. N.W.8. PrimSEND FOR LIST of ex-Government bar- district.—63,
Emission tested. No cracked bases, £3 gains—Transformers,
Condensers. Chokes, rose 6725.
per doz. New Arrival. 1,155 Receivers, Valves. Switches. Power
Units, etc. REWIND SERVICE.—Ax-matures. Gram,
complete, in excellent condition. Very Example : American IFF Receiver,
10 motors. Vacuum Cleaners, Drilland allsmali
limited
Eachplus
£9 15'(pluscarriage).—
£1 deposit valves, 30.'- : Heavy Duty Mains TransTransformers — Fields Pick-ups,
on case,number.
returnable,
350-0-350 volts at 300 mA., 20-0-20 j; motor
and supplied.
Speech Coils
L. P. Dismore, 52c, OldchurchRd., Chingford former,
volts, 2 x.6.3 volts. 5 volts, 42 6 : Two Valve Speakers—New
fitted—New Vac.Cones
Cleaners
All
work
guaranteed
and
promptly
executed.
Amplifier
•
15/-;
WW
Pots.
2
3:
Bargain
20 useful items, 5 -.—Cross, Sker- Special terms to the Trade. Send
S.A.E.
SPECIAL OFFERS. Brand new condition Parcels,
Newton Lane, Grange, West Kirbv. for Price List and Radio Spares.—A. D. S.
BC221s at £10/19/6. 1/5 h.p. Electric Motors ries,
Co., 261-3-5, Lichfield Road, Aston,
(200-250 A.C.). 69 6. Super quality Phones, Cheshire.
Low resistance at 3 - pair. High resistance M AINS TRANS., 16 6 ; Coil Packs. LMS, Birmingham 6.
7Microphone.
6 per pair.10/6.Moving
Coil
with
M.C.
465 kc/s, 15/- ; I.F. Trans., 465 kc/s, iron
volt electrolyTUITION
cored. 9 - : Solder Tags, Eyelets, etc.. THE INSTITUTE
tics
(tubular),
19 86 mfd.
per 350
dozen.
Hundreds
of Practical Radio Engigross
; Ins. Sleeving
from Id. yard. neers have available
of other
bargains,-Lists
2]d. stamp
to 1/Send
for
cheapest
list
in
England.—Sussex
Study Courses
Radio Constructors, 28, Spital Hill, Sheflield. Electronics, Ltd., 4." Upper Bevendean covering elementally, Home
theoretical,
mathematical.
practical
and
laboratory
tuition
R.F. UNITS, type 24. 8/6 ea. ; 25. lO'e ea. : Avenue, Brighton. Tel. 4446.
radio
and television
engineering
: the
27, 21/- ea. : 6-pin Jones' sockets to fit, COPPER WIRES, enamelled, tinned, Litz' in
text
is
suitable
coaching
matter
for
I.P.R.E.,
1'- ea. VCR97 C.R. Tubes, new. 55 - ea. cotton, silk covered. All gauges. B.A. Service entry and progressive exams, :
Indicator Units with above and 7 valves, screws, nuts, washers, soldering tags, tuitionary fees at pre-war rates are
£3
Rects.,
VU111 and.02.VU120.
9 - eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional
ea. 10/-.
; 2x2.H.V.
8 - ea.
; condensers.
8,000 v.,
panels and tubes. Paxolin coil formers. Text may be obtained, post free, from the
3carr.
6 ea.paid.
1124 New
Receivers
with
6
valves.
19
rod. Crystals, permanent detectors, Secretary. Falrfield Road, Crouch End,
valves : SP41, SP61. P41.6. Tufnol
headphones.
Latest radio
publications
Pol. EF50. EBC33, EF39. EB54. EA50. 6SH7, full
range
available.
List S.A.E.
Trade: N.8.
VT61. 5 - ea. Special offer : SP61 and P61 I supplied.—Post
AMATEUR
Transmitting
Supplies, 33, Bourne Postal
in soiled condition, tested O.K., 3 - ea.. or Gardens, London,Radio
CourseRadio
of Instruction
In theLicence.
theory
E.4,
of Wireless Telegraphy covering all require27
5Z4. 6SN7,
8 - 6ea.doz.; 6AK5,
9001.6AC7.
12 6 6V6.
ea. ; 6J5.
955.VU39.
956. SPECIAL. Valves. PEN36C equiv. NEW. ments
of
the
syllabus
for
the
examination.
British School of Telegraphy, Ltd.,10
- ea. £4Indicator
type1062.- carr.
VCR97Indicator
and 21 only 9 11 each. 5Y3. 5Z4. 6A7. 6A8. 6K7. Apply
valves,
5 -type,
ea., plus
Clapham Road. London. S.W.9. (Estd.
6J8, 6B8, 6G6, 6Q7, 6V6. 6Y6. 6X5, 179.
lights, panel
all bakelite,
clear !•- ea. 6K8, 6J7,
1906.)
• ■
5T4,
at
7/6
each,
post
9tl.
Amplifier
Bulgin brass, red, amber or green, 2 6 ea. 6F6,
Chassis in case. Sin. x 3.]in. x 2in., with A.M.LMcch.E., A.M.I.E.E., City and
Bulgin
small
red,
1/9
ea.
Toggles,
1
ea.
6F8
valve,
input
and
output
transfs.,
etc.,
Guilds,
etc.,
on
"NO
PASS—NO
FEE"
Two-way
on-off Bulgin
6 ea. 8 - Neon
and diagram, 6 6, post 13. RF Units terms. Over 95 per cent, successes. For
voltage stabilizers,
VR130. 2Octal.
ea. : w ctt.
and post
25, as1/3.advertised,
w/3 valves.102in.
7 6 details of Exams and courses in all oranches
24 v. 60 amp. cutouts, 8 6 ea. : 12 v. A.C. 21
Featherweight
of Engineering, Building, etc.. write for
D.C. motors, 9 6 : 230 v. A.C. mains trans- each,
telescopic
aerial
folds
to
llin.,
a
bargain
at 108-page
Handbook—FREE : B.I.E.T. (Dept.
former
9 6. to
Charger
Kits,v. trans5 at
11,l36A,
post Dalston
9tl. C.W.O.
or callers
wel242B), 17, Stratford Place. London. W.l.
former to
andsuit,
rectifier
suit, 230
A.C., only
come
Lane,
E.8.
Tiny
6 v. .1 amp., 15/- : 12 v. .1 amp.. 21 -. j for Radio. Open Saturdays to 7.30 p.m.
COMPLETEcovering
€ OKRES
P O ND
Balanced Armature Earpieces, suit lowAmateur
and EC.N CandK
impedancc output as pillow speakers, etc.. FREQUENCY METERS. No. 221, £8~2f6. COURSE,
G.I examinaticftis. consisting of 12 lessons.
2mike,
- ea. 12Moving-coil
'phones.
7
6
pr
:
with
Frequency
Meters
No.
906.
£212'6.
Refor Certificates
the City
6. Plugs and Jacks. 13 pr. ; 1 ceiver No. 1066, £17 6. Signal Generator Students
and Guildstrained
of London
Institute. ofSend
for
one-hole
jackdust-tuned
plugs. 9<1.with
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Practical Wireless
BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
F. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 .. — PW59
F. het
J. Camm's
Universal £4 Super4
PWdO
" QualHone"
Universal-Four .. —
— P\V73
CRYSTAL SETS
BlueprinU.
Is.
each.
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Battery Operated
1937
PWTl* One-valve
The "Cry»tni
Junior Receiver
" Crystal Set.. .... —
— PW94*
Simple S.W.: Blueprint,
One-valver2s...
— PW
88'
Two-valve
:
Blaeprints,
2s.
each.
r
Midget
Short-wave
Two
tD,
Pen)
—
PM
38A*
STRAIGHT SETS. Baltcry Operated
The " Fleet" Short-wave Two '
One-Valve
Blaeprints,
2s. each.
(D (H F Pen). Pen)
All-Wave I':uipen
(Pentode)
— PW31A Three-valve
: Blaeprints.
2s. Three
each. — PW91*
Beginners'
Une-valver
—
PW86
Eitierimentcr's
Short-wave
The " Pyramid " Oue-valver (IIP
0, Pow)
Pen)
— PW93* The(SG.Prefect
3 (D. 2 LF (RC
and
Two-rake
Blueprints.
Trans))
The Si-net ;Two
(0 .v J P)2s.
—
FW76*
The
Baud-spread
S.W..■ Three
fto^ef^Vake
:
Blueprints,
2s.
each.
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Se!i> Battery Three (J), 'J. LP
6
('i'ranN.)Three
.. (HI1' Pen. D, Pen)
PWIO
PORTABLES
Summit
PW37*
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
2s. each.
Hall-Mark
Cadet
(D, Souvenir
LP.Peii fRC))
PW4S* F. J. Camm's
ELF
Three-valve
F. J. Camm's
Silver
(HP
Portable
(HF
Pen,
D,
Pen)
PW06
Pen;
Three)li (Pen), PenHAlt-Wave
PW49* Parvo
(SG, Flyweight
D, Pen) Midget Portable
PW77
Cameo
Midget
Three
(O,
2
LP
Four-valve
:
Blueprint,
2«.
PW51* " Imp " Portable 4 (D, LP, LP,
1936CTratis))
Sonotone Three-Four (HP
— PW86*
Pen,
HP
Pen,
Weatector,
Pen)
PW63* Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
Blueprint, 2s. MISCELLANEOUS
<RC))
PW55*
The Jttouitor (HP Pen. 1). Pen) ..
PWlii' S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) — PW48A*
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
The " Colt " All-Wave Three (D,
MAGAZINE
(110 & Trans))
PW72*
CRYSTAL
SETS'
The2 U.'"" Kapide"
Straight. . 3 (D,
Blueprints,
Is. each.
2 LP (RC 4 Trans)) ..
P
WS2
•
Four-station
Crystal
Set
..
F. J. Camm's Oracle All-Wave
Tuning Coil for AW427 .. 1«. — AW427
'three (H P, Del, Pen. . .
PW78 Lucerne
1934 Crystal Set
.. .. — AW444
1933
" JPen.
riband1), "Pen)
All-Wave Three
150-mile
Crystal Set .. .. — A W439
(HP
PW84»
F. J. Camm's " Sprite" Three
STRAIGHT
SETS.
Pen, J). "Tel)
.. Three
PW87* One-valve : Blueprint, 2s. Battery Operated.
The(HP,
" Hurricane
All-Wave
Special
One-valver
(SGD,
Pen,
Pen)
P W89* B.I5.C.
Two-valve
: Blueprints,
2s. each... ~ AW3879
V. Three
J. Camm's
Full-voluroe
Two (SG defc, Feu).... —— AW393
(HP Pen,"T>Push-Button"
(Pent. Tel)..
PW92*
A
»noderip
'i'wo-valver
WM409*
Four-valve
; Blueprints,
Three-valve
: (SG,
Blueprints.
2s. each... — AW412*
Beta
Universal
Four (SG,2iD,each
LP
£5
5s.
S.G.
3
1>,
Trans)
Ch B) Class B Four (SG, I)
PW17* Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) .. — AW422*
Nticleon
5s. Three De Luxe Version
(SG), LP, Cl. B)
PW34B £5(SG,
D, Trans)
— AW43B
Purv Pour Super (SG, SG. D, Pen)
PW34C* Traiispoiw>le
Three (86, D, Pen) -*• WM271
Battery
Hail-Mark
4
(HF,
Pen,
D. Push-Pull)
PW46* Economy Pentode Three (86, D,
" Acme
"LF,
All-Wave
4 (HF Pen, D
Pen)
— WM337
Cl." B)Four
PWS3* • " W.M."
1934 Standard Three — WM351
The(Pen),
" Admiral
(HF Pen.
(SG,
D,
Pen)
HF Pen, D, Pen (RG))-.. .»
PW90* £3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. — WM354
1935 £6 tis. Battery Three (SO,
D. Three
Pen) ..(Pen. D,. Pen).. .. —
— WM389
WM371
Mains Operated
PTP
- Selectoue
Two-valve A.C.
: Blueprints,
2s.
each.
Certainty
Three
(.86,
D,
Pen)
..
—
WM393
(D. Pow) lladlogram Two — PW19* All-wave
Pen) Winning Three (SG, D, — WM400
Three-valve
: Bleeprints,
2s. eaeh.
: Blueprints,
83. each.. . — AW370
iJoublc-Diodft-Triode
Three
(HF — PW23* Four-valve
85s. Four (SG,
L>, RC,(SG,
Trans)
Four
D, LF,
D.C.Pkd,AeeDDT,
(SG. D,Pea)Pen) ..
— PW25* Self-contained
Cl.
B)
A.C.
Three (SG,
PW29 Lucerne Straight Four (86, D, — WM331
A.C. Leader
(HFD.Pen,Pea)1),..Pow) .. —
—
PWowC*
LF,
Trans) Four (HF, D, 2LF)
WM350
B.C.Premier
(HFDPen.
D, Pen)
Pen) .... —
5s. Battery
WM381*
Bbi<tue'(HF Pan,
(Pen),
— PW35B*
PW36A* £5
The U.K. Four (8G, SG, 1), Pea)
WM384
F. Sou
J. Camm's
A.C.
All-Wave
Silver
The
Auto
Straight
Four
(HF
Pen,
vonir
Tbre^
(HF
Pen,
D.
Pen)
—
PWoO
HF
Pen,
DDT,
Pen)
.
.
—
WM464*
" All-Wave" A.C. Three (1), 2
: Blueprints.
3s. D,each.
LFifldti
(RC))Sonotone (HF Pen, HP — PW04* Five-valve
Super-quailty
Five (2 HF,
RO,
A.C.Pen,
Trans)
WMS20
Westector, Pen) ..
— PW56* Class
B
Q.uadradyne
(2
86,
D, LP,
Mains Record, All-Wave 3 (HP — PW70* Class B)
WM344
ten, I), Pea)
.. 2s. each.
New OiaSs B Five (2 SG, D, LP,
Poar-valve
; Blueprints,
WMS40
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen). — PW20* Class B) ..
A.C.D, Fipy
Four Super (SG, SG, — PW34D
Pea)
AC.Puah-Pull)
HaU-Mark (HF Pen, 1>, — PW45*
Mains2s.Operated
Two-valve ; Blueprints.
each.
UoiversjiJ
JiaJl-M«rk (HF Pen, D,
Two (D, Pen),
A.C. — AW403*
Push-rail)
— PW47 Coasoelectrio
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans), A.C. — WM286
Three-valve
:
Blueprints.
2s.
each.
Mantovanl A.C Three (HF, Pen,
SUPERSETS
Battery
Sets
:
Blueprints.
2s.
eaoh.
£15D Pen)
15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram — WItt374«
£5 Sunerhet (Three-valve)
PW40
(HP,
D. Pen)
— WH491*
PW52* Fonr-valve
F. jycanun's 2-valve Superhet..
: Blueprints, Ss. caeh
Mains
: Blueprints,
2s. each.
Ail-Metal
Four
(2
86,
D.
Pen>..
—
WM329
A C. £5SetsSupeihet
(Three-valve)..
PW48
Jubi'.ce Radiogram (HF,
PW42* Harris
D.C. £5 Superhet ^Three-valve) ..
Pen, D. LF, P)
— WM386

SPECIAL NOTICE
'"THESE
are drawn
full
J
- size. blueprints
The issues
containing'
descHptions
of
those
sets
are
now
of print, but an asterisk beside out
the
blueprint number denotes that- constructional
details
are
available,
free
with the blue print.
The index letters which precede the
Number
indicateion the
periBlueprint
odical i n wl»h
'h the'deseripi
a ppear®:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.
A.W.
to
Amateur
IVireiese.
W.M. to Wirekss Magazine.
Send the
(prefcrabiy)
order to
cover
cost ofa postal
the Blueprint
(stamps over Gd. unaccepi able) to
PRACTICAL
Dept., Georee WIRELESS
Newne.v. Ltd..Blueprint
Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
. SOPESHETS
Battery
'Var.rify Sets
Four: Blueprints, 3s. each.
WM
385*
The Request All-Wav er .,
WM407
Mains
: Blncprinh?,
HeptodOSotsSuper
Three A.'".2s. each.
PORTABLES
Four-valve
: Blueprints,
each.
Holidrfy
Portable
(SG, f>,3?. LF,
Class B)
Family
Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans)
AW447*
Tyers
Portable (86, D, 2 Trans)
WM367*
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprints, 2f. each.
S.W.
AW429*
RomaOne-vulver
Short-waverfor America
.. .... —
— AW432*
Two-valve : Bluepricls, 2s. each.
Ultra-short
Pen) Battery Two (8G, det — W M492*
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) .. — A\\'440
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
each.
Experhuenter's
5-metre Ket2«. (D,
Trans,
Sujapr-regen)
..
The Carrier Short-waver (SG,.. — AW43S
D, F)
— WM390
Four-valve
: Blueprints.
3s. each.
A.W Short-wave
World-beater
(HF .Pen, D, RC, erTrans)
..
AW436*
Standard
(86. D,Foui-yalf
LF, P) Short-waver — WM383*
Supcrbet : Blueprint, 3s.
Simplilied Short-wave Snpct .. —- WMSS?*
Mams Operated
Two-valve
: BlueShort-waver
prints,
2s. each.
Two-valve Maint
(D,
Pen), A.C.
— AW453
Four-valv«
;
Blueprints,
3s.
Standard Four-valve A.C. Shortwaver (86, D, RC, Trane) .. — WMSftl"
MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. l-vaive Converter
(Price Is.)
AW 329
Eatl'.usiaeCs Power AmpUher (10
Watte) (3/-)
WM387*
LUtener's 5-watt A.C. Amplifier
<3/-) Unit (2v.) for W M382 (3/-)
WM392*
Radio
WM398*
Havtia
Eiectrogram
battery
amplifier (2-'-)
WM3g9*
De Luxe Concert A.C. Eleetro(2/-) Short-wave Adapter
WM403"
XewgramStyle
12;-)
WM388
B.L.D.L.C.
12/-) Short-wave Converter
WMdOB*
Wilson
ToneA.C.
Master
(2/-) ConWM406
The W.M.
Shurl-wave
verter (2/-)
— "WAI40S*
j II IM S COUPON
This coupon is available until Oct.
4tn, 19-^, and must accompany all
! Practical Hints.
! PRACTICAL WIRELESS. OCT., I?4S

Tubiishfd
the 7thbyof w.
eaohSPE.AIGHT
month by &GEORGE
LIMITED.
House,
Strand. and
London,
and:
T-or
od tn onEngland
SONS, NEWNES.
LTD., Bxmoor
Street,Tower
London.
W.10.Southarooton
Sole AgentsStreet,
for Australia
New W.C.5,
Zealand
GORDON
&
OOTCH
(A
slai,
LTD.
South
Africa
:
CENTRAL
NEWS
AGENCY.
LTD.
Subscription
rates
including
postage
imana Ids. ba. per annum ; Abroad IQs. per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post. :
CONDITIONS
OP SALEtheAND
SUPPLY : This periodical
^ sold subject
to or
theotherwise
followingdisposed
conditions, namely,ofthat
it shall
the written
publishers
be lent,
re-sold,
hired
exceptnot,atorwithout;
the
full
retail
priceconsent
of -9d. ;ofand
that it shallfirstnotgiven,
be lent,
re-sold,
hired
outout
or otherwise
disposed ofofinbya way
mutilatTrade
ed condition
in any
' unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or affixed t& or as pan of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.

The NEW

Taylor (PockeSize)

Industrial AC/MM' Test Meter
17 ranges specially designed for TELEPHONE AND
ELEC1 RICAL ENGINEER'S Requirements.
Features
A.C./D.C. VOLTS
0-7.Sv. to 0-750v.
D.C. CERRENl » • • . , 0-3mA to 0-15A
RESISTANCE
0.2-100,000 ohms
(with internal battery)
ROBUST METER .... Fitted with instahtaneouS
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
SHOCK-PROOF MOULDED CASE
price £8 - 8 - 0
H.P.'TERMS : £0 .16 . 3 deposit and
11 monthly payments of £0 .16 .1
TAYLOR PRODUCTS INCLUDE - MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C. TEST METERS « SIGNAL
GENERATORS • VALVE TESTERS « A.C. BRIDGES % CIRCUIT ANALYSERS
® CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS ^ HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS £
OUTPUT METERS % INSULATION TESTERS # MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRU MENTS LTD
419.424 HONTROSE AVENUE. SLOUGH. BUCKS. ENGLAND
MODEL 125 A

T-lcphone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lints)
Crams & Cables " TAYLINS" SLOUCH

PREMIER
RADIO
CO.,>
:AKi:,tS BV , AMOl S
:,:n.
P.Mil's
o
hm'
MORRIS
&
CO.
(RADIO)
LTD.
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Gin.
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-.•••16 66
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l
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miss
receiven
Bin. .. 2-3 ..
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These are all brand new and unused n-eaueucy ranse. 7 5 nrn's
lOiu.n. .. 15
2-3 ..
*4? - /'— ■
23 6
12!
-Tkc/s.
inh-vravebands
ten valves
(including
magic eye.i.
Completely Complete
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a blaclt
crackled
metal
XOin.
xuin. Energised
tmergisea. 2,000 ohm Ba
field
^
- Ir-"
nX
n Braild N w
o'mb-1^'^
' ^elite-cased
Accumulators
by
SrS O '
' '
? - «1S. 12 0. Used Models,
and u,luset1 u s iUaWe
R'.'.'.n
n usi—Westinghouse
J.50 Rectifiers, 7 6 each
' »P
SPE<
IA1.
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pVV '
KJTSi—6v.
1 amp. MetaI
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a
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e
rp
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?K
,?f?
?
armature
units,
DrC.
Res.
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ohms.
0
pairs
a
fe
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Sfts
AN!,
2 6 eaDh '
" ^ tcking: transformer if required.
i1-, : !;F
TRICK EE CHARGER KIT—
' ^. completePUKit
of Parts
H.T.
special
vaeve
offer
0 120
at 20 to
m aconstruct'an
and
"VUT34 (HVR2)
6P6
T
^ A
V*
' - MeraI
PTOvision
10 6
Two
Eee for
109
6V6
8 6 VU39
(R3)
"««"-'
CV6
iOLLAHO iXfCTRrC
GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS
with
5
VR137 (EC52)
5
VR65
Ac
r
(SP41,
6.3
v.)
5
VR138 (EF54)
76
- OPly.L'NTT
100-250 v.. Magnetic
£5 18 4. Pick-up and
\ R92 (EA50)
5VS70
COIT.ARO
TRIC
(7475)
76
VR56
(EF36)
6
Auio t^top. A.C. only.
100-259 v..with
£9 13,6.
VT60A
(807
Ceramic)
10
VR-78 (Dl)
A
VT86
met)
102 66 717
12SH7
JSllV? 1 XIr u'ith. Cx-vstal Pick-up. A.C. only, 100-250 v.
77/6(
VR503 (6K7
(KT33C)
10
12SL7
10
,,is BUh Masnetic
VRoT
(EF32)
7
6
12A6
ynY76 66
954
VR9i (EF50)
<ON..K\i) RIM i>iuvi;\ ELHCTRIC GRAMOPnnve
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55 -RL18
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e Fixed SBecd (78
ror
12
6
6B7
™ 2 A.C- pYi;v. i irg «••«'•>»•> ■
66
1S5A
' 55 -- • 6K8
f''V '
^'PR.97. 6ih.Complete
diameter,wlth
green
screen
4
v
1
a
SQCket
fNSduty
TRANSFORMERS
at v.exceptional
prices All are
heavy
and robust. All 230
"50 cycles input
- & mterfPrice
8 500-0-500
v.
150
m
'a.
4
v.
2'
a.,
4
v.
5
a
4
v
1
a
0
35maker's cartons.
" ^ O'
•31 fx5'0*?65 500 104av- tapped
a at 690 v. and 7^0 v. 4 v. 3 a 75/21/32
vm
ri
0 ~nn- 15 0 m a - ¥ - (auto-wound)
t
a
a
33
m
-£>X
4 5 and
1.000
v.34 30v..m'a.
4 v. 1 a., 4 v. 4 a. 40 1 3 a heater 800
n
of
ESl'J,
L
tapped
at
36
v..
32
v.
15
.34
Io00-0-lu00
v.
120
m
a.
4
v
2-3
a
4
v
2-3
a
S'plaSk
'
V.
H.T.
c«?SS^
v R
55e3 25 , 3
*^Screen.
'138 (equivalent
to E.C.R.
35)v 3,'.in
29diametei.
Green
4
v.
1
a.
heater
1
POO
et
"t"
•
42
Sitl)/ifoSt111a'
^
»«V.
-3a.
Ot.
35 43 100.watt
4 v. 20 a. auto. 230 v. 150 v. 100 v. 50 v.
Complete with socket and Mumetal screen, 49 fi'each.
25 46
*
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OUR 1948 LIST IS A VAILABLE.
ALi- PCST ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5
All enquiries must be accomfcmied
'Phone : Amherst 4723
by a 2ld. stamp.
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